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EDITOR'S NOTE: The unusual appeal for fair - play and
decency in handling the explosive racial problems of the South
motivated us to reprint the following editorial published in the
Mid-South edition of the Press-Sclmtiar Saturday, Sept. 28. The
unbiased and sane viewpoints the editorial reflect refreshing
leadership responsibility on the part of the newspaper, a type of
leadership that can in time help to make Memphis and the Mid-
South realise its true greatness.
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OI a mob to defy law and order or those of the action
feirced on a president by alfoolish governor and a handful
or agitators.
— Abroad, the consequgnces never Will be easy to define.
lbe Communists are gloating. Little Rock is wonderful
..st for their propaganda mills. It makes their lies about
United States seem more plausible to the unwary —
bicause they accuse us of such things daily even when
thy don't happen.
I. But our allies and friends are puzzled and shocked —
Minding hundreds of millions of people with colored skins.
Most of these people do not understand the machineryorAmerican law and government. They will never under-
siand the legal complexities as explained by the President.
Tle image they .will retain of this terrible month will be:
—Pictures of white men chasing, beating and kicking
men of colored skin—because they are colored.
--- —Pictures of Negro children forced to lean upon the
Oktection of -soldiers with guns and bayonets to go toool—because they are colored. 
Worse things than this happen every day in Commu7
itist prisons and concentration camps—but ndt before the
eyes. This doesn't lessen the tragedy of Little
neck or diminish the damage to the leading nation of the
free world. Thoughtful Americans will agree with Pres-
ident Eisenhower:
"It would be difficult to exaggerate the harm
that is being done to the prestige and influence, and
'indeed to the safety, of our nation and the world."
This is a time for a reappraisal of what we look like
to the rest of the world, and to remind ourselves that it
isn't what we say—it isn't what we spend or give away—
it is what we do at home as well as abroad by which we
are judged.
Americans, both officials and private citizens, are
prtine to be exessively critical of other peoples and of
sate of the things that go on in other countries. A most
friquent criticism of our Secretary of State is that he
preaches; and moralizes too much. And even private citi-
zdhs tend to talk as if everything in the world would be
O. if everyone followed in our footsteps.
.7; For example, we take a high and mighty stand on
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Faubus Gave Ike Chance To Warn
South On Civil Rights Compliance
•.11ME Bishop - Jordan Quits In Row
Students Off To Classes; Alabama Pro-Seg Shows Up
1110NTRASTING SCENES—In
liboto at left the nihe Negro
students are shown last Friday
morning leaving the Army
Command cars be ad*d 44  Cco*
tral High In the background.
The lad In foreground Is Er-
nest Green, an intelligent,
outch.witted 3ounester. T h e
students entered the school
without the previous heavy es-
cort of troopers Friday. Only
One "Boo" was heard as they
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neared the front doors. THE
PHOTO AT RIGHT provides
a good study of a bigot from
outside of the state. Ile is Lau.
rie Battle, of Birmingham.
Ala., former congressman who
--•
got into the school area on his
old credentials. Col. William
Kuhn, commander of the troops
asked him to leave after news-
men flocked around the soft-
spoken segregationist seeking
inter3iews. Before this occur-
red Battle, who plans to run
for governor of Alabama, said
there would be no integration
In his state if he is elected tO
office. (Withers Photos)
• The Mote And Beam 
t
EinployedAt Newsmen, idn't
(Reprint from The Press-Scimitar)
(An Editorial)
V1, 
eterans! Serve As Decoys-
Little Rock provides Americans of all ages, race, re-
By STAFF WRITER
revision to the Mid-19th Century.
extremists will take satisfaction over any aspect of this ospital 88 "'tie were on the job FIRST as newspapermen — toligion and color an occasion for sober thought. Only a few 
,
he on hand and report the developments. The three news-The future consequences of these events domestically Mler a struggle of seve rat papermen, myself, James Hicks, Moses J. Newson a n dare unpredictable — either the consequences of the efforts months duration, Dan Wheeler has
been restored to his Federal job photographer Earl Davy DID NOT BY DESIGN NOR
at 88 Veterans hospital for the sec- PLAN to serve as decoys for the nine students to enter,
ond time. Central high school last Monday.''
According to Atty. J. F. Estes, -Speaking was Tri-State Defend-
er Editor and General Manager,Veterans Benefit, Inc., Legal dept.
counselor for Mr. Wheeler, the,L. Alex Wilson upon his return
man will receive full rights and last week from Little Rock where
benefits, and back-time pay for , a ruthless attack on the quartette
approximately three months. set off the chain of events which
Wheeler was originally discharg-
ed after he voiced complaints
against discrimination against Ne-
gro patients over a year ago. Aft-
er these objections, he was charg-
ed with insubordination and fired.
CASE APPEALED
After appeal, in which he was
represented by Atty. Estes, he wat
restored to his job.
It is believed that this decision
prompted Dan Wheeler's firing for
the second time. A member of
Veterans Benefit, Inc., Wheeler
made known his dismissal to Atty.
J. F. Estes, who represeted
Wheeler at the trial here in Mem-
phis. The hospital's decision to re-
move Wheeler was sustained at
the trial.
The decision was appealed to the
U. S. Civil Service commission in
Washington. A reversal of the de-
cision by the Commission restored
Wheeler back to work with full
retroactive benefits.
A family man, Wheeler has been
a Government employee 15 years
and will be eligible for a pension
in five years.
resulted in grim-faced paratroop-
ers surrounding the school during
subsequent days to enforce inte-
gration by order of the 'resident
of the United States.
Said Wilson of the repeated ref-
erence to the. group as a planned
diversionary body: ''That is a false
assumption drawn by editors who
processed the copy we released."
PURE COINCIDENCE
Explaining further the coinci-
dence of the newsmen arriving at
the front of the school and attract-
ing the white mob's attention and
antagonism at almost the precise
moment the nine teen-age young-
sters strolled quietly in the door,
the newspaperman said;
"It so happened that we four
Negro newsmen had exclusive and
intimate knowledge of ex a c tly
where the students would enter
the school campus and at what
time. We could not precede them
along the route they were to take,
nor could we follow the car they
were in lest we give away the CU-
fully laid plans made by Little
Rock police and officials working
Letters Pour In
Praising Editor
In both prose and poetry form, letters from across
the nation have been pouring into the Tri-State Defender
offices praising the valorous action in Little Rock exhibit-
ed by Editor and General Manager, L. Alex Wilson.
Many of the letters are published In context on PAGE
FIVE of this week's issue.
Front pages from New York to
California splashed the infamous
incident relating to the un-planned
diversionary role of Mr. Wilson,
Moses J. Newson of the Afro
American; James Hicks, manag-
ing editor of Afro-American: and
Earl Davy, commercial pholog-ISec LETTERS, page 2
rapher, in getting the nine young-
sters safely inside the doors of Lit-
tle Rock's Central high school.
The letters expressed shock and
disgust with regard to the action
of rabble-roushers which surround-
with the students.
"Hence, we had to pass the
crowd of whites to get the story
and pictures. At the very moment
we were intercepted and the at-
tack launched od us the nine.atu-
dents entered the campus.
"EFFORTS NOT IN VAIN"
". ..Not one of us would count-
enance any suggestion to place in
a secondary category our major
responsibility of reporting to thie
public. However, if it was the will
of God — as it certainly appears
—and a sense of greater respect
has been brough tto the law of
the land — our efforts were not





ST. LOUIS — (ANP) — Bishop
Frederick Douglas Jordan, pre-
late of the Fifth Episcopal District
of the AME church announced he
would resign after a meeting held
at St. James church here Tues-
day.
The gathering which had been
called by Bishop Sherman L.
Greene with Bishops R. R. Wright
and 0. L. Sherman sitting in, had
for its purpose the settlement of a
disagreement which had developed
between Bishop Jordan and some
of the ministers and presiding el-
ders of the district.
The Fifth District is one of the
largest in the African Methodist
Episcopal church. It stretches
from Missouri out to the Pacific
Coast and 'up to Alaska. Despite
the great distances, ministers from
all over the district came to the
meeting.
It had been freely predicted that
charges would be -filed against
Bishop Jordan by two ministers
and atlettsi three ,Prefilaig
era, svhich would have called for
a church trial before the'Bishop's
Council.
"RUN APOULL OF BUDGET
LAWS"
No definite disclosure Of the con-
tent of the proposed charges Was
made, but reports said Bishop
Jordan had run afoul of the bud-
get laws enacted at the last AkIE
General Conference held t w o
years ago in Miami.
That conference denuded bishops
of much of the power they for-
merly held over the ministers ser-
ving under them. It also restrict-
ed the handling of funds by bish-
ops to such a degree it is said
many prelates have been hamper-
ed in the most effective conduct
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[ Arkansas Action
Threat To Others
By L. ALEX WILSON
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The
shame and disgrace now endur-
ed by law-abiding citizens of this
city (population, 242,900) is trace-
able to one-ill-conveived or mis-
guided act.
When Gov. Orval Faubus on the
fateful evening of Sept. 2 ordered
the Arkansas National Guard tu
Central High school to maintain
the status quo, defying the edict
of the U. S. Supreme Court, de-
segregating the school, he set the
stage for inevitable federal action.
Under the pretext of maintain-
ing law and order the politically
ambitious farmer-governor crest-
ed a historic struggle between a
well-regarded state and the fed-
eral government over the integra-
tion issue.
TRAIN OF EVENTS
There followed the infamy of
nine courageous students being
denied entry into the school by the
guards; (antic rabble rousing by
segregationists supporting Faubus
stand; then the conference be-
tween the governor and the Presi-
dent, arranged by peacemaker
Rep. Brooks Hays.
It is quite obvious that when
Faubus returned from the confer-
ence with the President to the
governor's mansion in Little Rock,
he was a confused man.
Although he stated a desire to
uphold the law of the land on the
one hand, he soughton the other
to save lace in the crises by not
alienating his segregationists sup-
porters, then growing in numbers.
Gov. Faubus had his eyes on a
third term; Gov. Faubus had the
support of the White Citizens Coun-




The second phase of the struggle
;came when Faubus' lawyers walk-
ed out of the hearing before
Federal Judge Ronald Davies as
latter denied an appeal to take the
the case to another court.
Arkansas guardsmen were with-
drawn and Mayor Woodrow Wit-
son Mann promised that his city I
police augmented by state troop-
ers would provide protection to the
nine students if they elected to
return to Central High.
The brave nine elected to re-
turn and everyone in the nation
and the world now knows what
happened on that fateful Monday.
Although 75 city policemen and
50 state troopers were on hand,
violence of the most disgraceful
order erupted. But strangely it
was not the 9 Negro students who
bore the brunt of the attacks, but
four Negro and five white news-
ALEX WILSON
school by police. And contrary to
popular belief, t he four Negro
newsmen were not serving as a
decoy to get the students into the
building safely.
It was rime coincidence that the
mob spied and began pummeling
them just as the students entered
the building from a side door.
Just before Monday's mob weal




By L. ALEX WILSON
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — The nine
Negro students returned from
classes at Central High school
after their first day last Wednes-
day beaming with pleasure civet
teir experiences.
Minnie Jean Brown, 15, who
plans to major in English, saidt
'The day was real nice. I WM
number of friends.
Smiling broadly, Thomas Jeffer-
son, 15, declared: "I had a most
pleasant day attending classes."
Ernest Green, 15, a bright young
man, commented: "The white
students in my classes were real
friendly. Two boys invited me to
hit with them. The day WU a
nice one."
"I got along very well through.
out the day," Carlotta Walls, 15,
said.
Thelma Mothershed 15, who
plans to major in English, explain.
ed: "I attended five classes today
men. Every one was nice to me.
STUDENT SSAFE Miss Mothershed has a B•Plug
The Negro students were es
courted safely into and out of the See STUDENTS, page 2
The Courageous Little Rock Nine I
HERE ARE THE NINE
COURAGEOUS students who,
backed by the might of the
Federal courts and the United
States Army, are now attend-
ing Central High school in
I.ittle Rock, Ark. They look
petty muds like any other stu.
dents but they differ In forti-
tude and academic ability.
Not sae of them has an aver-
age less than B-Plus. Despite
the extreme danger they were
I. Monday. Sept. 23, when
violence from white mobs ex-
ploded on Negro and white
newsmen, these youngsters
came back from the school
with the same desire: TO
RETURN TO CENTRAL HIGH.
Seated left to right are: Ern-
est Green, Carlotta Walls,
Thelma Mothershed, Gloria
Ray, Terrance Roberts, dar,
Int Elisabeth Eckford (a hit
Pensive here), Melba Patina
and Minnie Jean Brown.
Standing in rear is student
Jefferson Thomas and Mrs.
L. C. Bates, president of the
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REVERSE ROLE FOR Tri- ordered integration (top.) Here
State Defender Editor L. Alex Mr. Wilson talks to Time maga-
Wilson is that of newsman zinc reporter, Miss Schobel,
turned newsmaker after last one Of throng of newspaper
Monday morning's attack upon personnel milling about the
him and three other Negro -;nallsool and the capital city. Be.
newsmen hyjugis ontsidst4ci-_,..ttkeeof of attack upon
tral on openhirtiry OP betlerio— 4111 across from mass-
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — As racial integration con-
tinued at Central High school, Tuesday, federalized Na-
tional Guard troops replaced U.S. paratroopers on patrol
duties in the area. The nine Negro students were again
driven to their classes in an Army station wagon with
a jeep escort.
The youngsters were greeted a
little booing and a few scattered
aitcalls when they entered the
building yesterday and one girl's
books were knocked out of her
SUMS.
However, a squad of guardsmen
who rushed up the front steps to
check the disturbance, spent only
a few minutes inside and then
Withdrew.
Later in the morning, another
incident was reported. A white boy
reportedly tripped one of the
colored girls while she was walk-
!PEAKS FOR JUSTICE — Or.
William H. Townsend of Little
Rock. Ark., an optometrist in
that city for eight years, voic-
ed the bade attitude ot sober.
thinking irkansans regarding
current school Integration up-
heaval, saying, "All of those
we are, working for Jostler
are to be complimented I am
trying to do my bit in this
direction." Dr. Townsend for-
ing along the hallway between
classes. The girl got up and ask-
ed the boy his name, but got no
answer.
GENERAL THERE
While the bumping incident oc-
curred, Maj. Gen. Edwin Walker,
commander of the Arkansas mili-
tary district, toured the school and
told newsmen: '
"I'm making sure everything Is
in orll
in order."
Asked how he found the situa-
ice, tree-shaded Central high
school at 16th and Park. The
men: L. Alex Wilson, Moses
J. Newson, Afro-American;
James Hicks, managing editor
of Afro-American, and Earl
Davy, a commercial photo-
grapher.
tion, Gen. Walker replied: I third.
merly lived In Memphis,
where he at. ided I i las.sas
iligh school In 1931-32. He and
his wife, Mrs. Billye Townsend
have two small children and
reside at 107 W. 31st st,-, In
Little Rock.
"I'm very happy."
Gen. Walker also said the Na-
tional Guard had relieved the
paratroopers on patrol' duty for a
"12-hour period which started at
6 a. m. (CST) Tuesday."
The general had "no comment"
when asked whether the decision
to change the patrolling assign-
ment was made in Washington or
Little Rock.
He also refused to speculate on
when the paratroopers would be
permanently relieved at Central
High, but said there had been no
target date set for completion of
the assignment.
Walker said .he did not see the
book-keeping incident and declar-
ed that he felt "education inside
the school is going on bigger and
better all the time."
Total attendance at the school
continued its steady climb with
only 294 absentees reported as
compared with 470 Monday. On
the first day of troop-enforced in-
tegration 750 white students stay-
ed away. The absentees totaled
650 the second day and 535 the
FRF.SNO — California has about
one-half million acres of vineyards
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Decoys
(Conthused from page I)
us has any regrets."
Since the initial incident Mon-
day morning, Tri-State Defender
staffers have been deluged by.:
phone calls and letters praising
he action of Mr. Wilson and in-
quiring about teh general condi-
tion of the veteran newspaper
and his cohorts.
When the editor returned to his
post Frjday afternoon, he w a s
greeted. kt/ith reports of calls and
a desk piled high with letters from
many places over the country.
"SURPRISED" ABOUT
RESPONSE
Registering "surprise" about the
number of letters from "friends
and strangers commenting most
favorably on the ordeal" of the
newsmen, Wilson stated, "If I
showed any marked ability in the
disgraceful attack, it was only in
the line of duty. Any newspaper-
man worth his salt will attempt
to perform his duty of reporting
the news first hand, regardless of
unfavorable conditions."
To the many who showed that
the courageous action of the group
was appreciated, Mr. Wilson con-
cluded in a statement, "To each
one of you who took the time to
write or call, I wish to express
my sincere appreciation. Your
kind words have helped to further
inspire one in a hazardous job to
perform the tasks to the best of
his ability."
Jordan
(Continued. from page 1)
of the church's business.
On the other hand the breaking
of the great control which bishops
used to hold over ministers serv-
ing under them is said to have
been salutory. The bishops used to
throw their weight around. Now
the preachers organized into a
"brotherhood" • have the upper
hand and some say are assuming
even more dictatorial attitudes
than the prelates used to exercise.
The Miami Conference budget,
for example, froze all monies in
the missionary dept. treasur-
ies of the various districts. Bishop
Jordan is said to have disregard-
ed that rule and to have taken con-
trol of much of the missionary
money amounting to $10,000. Evi-
dence that he may have used it
for church purposes according to
those who criticize, did not alter
the fact that he had broken the
law. There were additional c 0 m-
plaints not made public.
Bishop Jordan, one of the most
intellectual and brilliant men on
the bench, initially refused to re-
sign under fire and weloomed a
trial. There were many, however,
including the bishops acting in an
advisory capacity who shrank
from the rigors of another church
tribunal.
These contend that where t h e
bishops used to be charged with
throwing their weight around, now
the preachers, organized into a
"brotherhood" have the up p e r
hand and are in some instances
assuming more of a dictatorial at-
titude than the prelates used to
exercise.
Bishop Jordan's friends said that
tensions growing out of the politi-
cal ambitions of some of the men
in tl..1 district have been apparent
over a period of weeks. Although
only three of the 18 presiding eld-
ers and less than 20 of the 300
pastors were involved in it, Bish-
op Jordan stated he would not
permit himself to be an occasion
for anything which would break
the fellowship of the district nor
hinder the progress it was making.
To the Associated Negro Press,
Bishop Jordan said, "I handed to
Bishop R. R. Wright, jr., as presi-
dent of the Bishops Council, my
resignation from the supervision
of the Fifth Episcopal District.
Mrs. Jordan and I have worked
excessively for the past several
Letters
(Continued from page 1)
ed the school that fateful day.
Said one white woman from the
very Southern city of Dallas: "As
I offer my apologies for the ac-
tions of this goon!" Attached was
a picture of a man on the back
of the Defender editor.
Writes Hoyt W. Fuller, a former
co-worker of Editor Wilson at the
Detroit Tribune, and now of John-
son Publications:
"I have known it for a vary
long time, of course, for I had
previous cause to-know. Now, the
whole world knows if it cares to
admit it. You are a very extraor-
dinary and courageous man. How
strong our race would be if we
had more like you. . .
NEGRO'S "STATIC STATUS"
"Too often, we who ought to be
leaders, we who should step up
and take the chances, think in-
stead of our safe positions and our
financial security and equivocate.
It is the history of the Negro's
static status in the South. One
sometimes wonders if any Negro
values freedom and dignity above
the danger of death. It is gratify-
ing to know that some do, . ."
Through all of the subsequent
publicity, Mr. Wilson has stoutly
maintained that the other men suf-
fered as much abuse; Mr. Davy
having to be treated by a doctor.
His distinction: he decided to
walk — not to run.
Quipped an old Marine Corps
buddy from New York, J. J.
Smith, through the mail last week:
"Better get the hell outta there,
Sarge." Attached was picture
of the mob which encircled him
at one point during the brief mo-
ments of encounter.
An unidentified man from Olive,
Calif., penned in poetry form:
"Outnumbered six to one
• Negro newsman Alex Wilson
Sent to ground by foul blow..."
(Admittedly, the rhyme and meter
are not easily discerned)
But from a young white mother-
to-be in Torrence, Calif., Mrs.
Barbara Kalawaier, came the pa-
thetic thought that she and her
husband doubt "the land of the
free and the home of the brave"
we sing about in the national an-
them. Admitted the young woman:
"Those are mighty big words,
aren't they?"
Phil Schrader, jr., of St. Paul,
Minn., seemed to sum up the en-
tire situation when he frankly
wrote Mr. Wilson: "I hope, for the
sake of our country, that isucceed-
ing generations will realize that
whenever one person's freedom is ders by Maj. Gen. Edwin A. Walk-
being infringed upon, no one is free er commander, the 101st Airborne
—no one can state that he or she
lives in a free country." 
has dealt harshly with all rabble
rousers. The mobs are no longer
present and order has returned
•
OPTIMISTIC CALM — Symbol.
le of the Attitude and reac-
tions of prominent citizens of
embattled Little Rock, Ark.,
during the current turmoil over
integration of that city's
schools, are the expressions of
the husband and wife dental
Students
e (Continued From Page 1)
average. While in tlie ninth grade,
she was president of the Honor
Society.
Courageous Elizabeth Eckford,
15, who walked a gauntlet of h tot-
ing, jeering whites recently, was
enthusiastic about her experien-
ces.
She said: "My teahcers are very
nice. Among the classes I attend-
ed were French, chemistry and
English. The white students were
nice to me." Miss Eckford plans
to major in history and science.
Melba NUN, 15, who plan^. to
enter drama and music some day,
pointed out with restrained excite-
ment: "I had a wonderful day. I
just love my teachers."
The other two students, somber
lanky Terrance Roberts, 15, and
Gloria Ray, did not report any
incidents.
The nine young people were
transported from Central high to
a convenient central point in an
Army station wagon, escorted by
paratroopers riding in jeeps.
Most of them entered the home
in the central area bubbling with
years and I feel that a change of excitement. Later they were
pace is necessary to avert serious either picked up by parents or
and permanent impairment in the taken home by friends.
health of each of us. I Principal Jess Matthews was
III111111111111911111111111111111111111181111111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111l111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111816
The Mote And Beam
(Continued from page 1)
of colonial peoples as second-class citizens. We fume be-
cause the colonial powers argue in favor of gradualism
in solving such problems.
Now we know that we are far from perfect in solv-
ing our own problems of human relations. Americans
would do well to speak in the future with more humility
about the shortcomings of other nations—and to show
more sympathy and understanding of the obstacles to
solving human problems overnight.
This is as good a time as any to recall the Biblical
injunction:
"Why beholdest thou the mote in thy brother's
eye, but considerest not the beam that is in thine own
eye?"
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mixes with anything . . .
DARK EYES VODKA
100 PROOF OISTIt tits MOM ICOURAIN NEUTRAL
SPIRITS • PRODUCT Or U 5 A • CLEAR Spills
oontiiss co. R,N.../ JAWS II SCAM NSTILLIN6
CO, CLERMONT. KENTUCKY.
Arkansas
(Continued from page 1)
into action, Gov. Faubus took off
for the Conference of Southern
Governors in Sea Island, Ga.,
where he received word of the
rioting, he smugly commented:
"I told you that would happen."
But the attacks on innocent per-
sons near the school and in other
Parts of the city proded President
Eisenhower out of hismiddle of
the road policy and he made his
historic moves.
In a forthright manner this gen-
eral of World War II issued a pro-
clamation, federalized the Arkan-
sas National Guard,: ordered out
the 1st Airborne Division and ex-
plained his position to the nation
in a television broadcast.
Gov. Faubus, the ambitious far-
mer-governor, although he com-
plained, had to bow to the might
of the federal government at last.
As a result of firm, strong or-
team of Dr. German P, Free-
man and Dr. Evangeline Up-
shur. Dr. Freeman said, "I
think right will prevail in the
end. The situation now is un-
warrented, ill-advised by our
chief of state (Gov. Orval Fau-
bus,) It is unfortunate that it
to Ceneral High school where the l
Nepro students have even pegun
to win white friends.
City police are cooperating with
the military men to mantan this
order.
We have little qualms about the
poblems which might dev elop
when the Airborne Division leaves.
What happens then is a nuesti,n
mark but it is certain that the
101st will be retained in its current
position until positive evidence is
available that integration is ac-
cepted in Little Rock and at Cen-
tral High school.
Evidence now points to the fact
that trouble which flared on Mon-
day near the school was instigated
by hill billies from outside th e
city.
It also appears that the educated
farmer from the Ozarks, Gov. Or-
val Faubus has lost in his strug-
gle with the U. S. government.
While the Immediate mission of
the federal troops sent here by the
President was to allow The effec-
tuation of the court's order setting
into motion the school board's
gradual plan of integration, we
able to report during the day that
"everything is quiet with the stu-
dents." His brief statement was
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feel that Eisenhower had some.
thing more in mind.
Since the Supreme Court issued
its now historic decision on pub-
lic school integration on May 17,
1954, some of the affcted states
have not only made no effort to
comply with it, but have treated
it with contempt and passed
"laws" to frustrate it.
It means they have been in
peaceful rebellion against nnt only
the Constitution, but have flouted
the authority of the federal gov-
ernment.
These actions led by governors,
members of Congress and other
persons holding responsible public
positions in their several govern-








of them no "flare
and profeshional
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happened, but it is fortunate
It happened in Little Rock, for
the total program of our mi-
nority." Dr. Upshur (M r s.
Freeman) stated, "I have at-
tended integrated schools and
I know what we are fighting
for. believe the problem will
eventually be settled." T h e
youthful dentists are 1949 grad-















Mr. Nichols, A Veteran
Salesman of the
MID-SOUTH
invites his many friends and
customers to visit him at the
DEALERSHIP







Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... relax. You're
at ease! That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yes, relax de luxe ...
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.
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Crisis 'Will  Mow Over' Soon 
Then Integration
Will Be Smooth
By L. ALEX 1AILSON
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — "It will blow over in a short
period of time. then resume normalcy. Integration will
proceed smoothly."
Thus spoke a citizen highly-respected by members of
both races in this thriving, trouble beset city last week
as he gave his views on the Mr-. s
rent crisis here. ate of Knoxville Medical college.
The brown-hued, short 3 sift. He spent three years studying at110 I
kily built 78-year-old professionaLIMeharry Medical college. "1 ain
political and Civic leader is Dr. Proud of those three years I spent
John M Robinson, who has spa& at Meharry." he said.
ous .ind attractive offices in the Dr- Robinson is married to the
buildinvi. former Miss Murna Hayes, .f
RICHLY REGARDED Camden, Ark. They have no chit-
Before this writer contacted Dr. drelli
Robinson for an interview several
persons from various walks of
community lite were asked to sug-
gest at least two Negro citizens
with outstanding community rec-
ords. At the top of the list were
Dr. Robinson and Dr. G. W. S. lab.
The later had been interviewed
several days collier,
It had been learned previously
that Little Rock is marked by pet-
ty jealousies on the leadership lev-
el,
When I walked into Dr. Robin-
lost offices Thursday morning 1
felt that he was something of an
acquaintance. While riding in a
car behind the Army command
auto taking the nine students to
Central High Wednesday morning,
I observed a man in an auto at an
Intersection waiting. As my vehi-
cle came abreast I noted a bright,
proud smile on his face, as he
bent forward, his eyes following
the command car. This was the
same man! I told him of this as
he invited me to have a seat.
PROUD OF STUDENTS
"Yes," he said, "I am proud of
the nine students and the action
taken by the President."
"There was no friction be•
tween the races here prior to
Sept. 2," Dr. Robinson began.
He spoke slowly, distinctly, giv•
lag the impression of one who
does not make rash statements.
We are fully integrated in the
professional fields here, including'
the Arkansas State Medical Socie-
ty," he continued,
"Race relations was good here.
Segregation on the buses had been
eliminated without the least diffi-
culty."
REFUTES FAUBUS
Asked if Gov. Orval Faubus had
anything to do with that progres-
sive movereent. he answered:
"He had nothing to do with it."
Dr. Robinson explained: "Every-1
thing was perfectly peaceful for
tegration. The minds of the citi-
zenry were fully ready to accept!
integration. Without GOV. Fiqthl101
interference it would have been. ,
When questioned about his open-
ion of President Eisenhower's ac-
tion in ordering Federal troops to
Little Rock he said:
"The President's action was very
necessary and timely, thereby pre-
venting dire circumstances."
IMPRESSIVE BACKGROUND
The easy-to-talk-to surgeon has
an imposing background. A native
of Pickens, Miss.. he ir a gradu-
U YEARS IN LITTLE ROCK
The surgeon has been lining in
Little Rock for 53'years, and he
has been practicing in his field now
for 52. years. Es idence of the es-
teem in which he is held is this:
He is on the staff of the following
local hospitals: St. Vincent's. Bap-
tist and United Friends, as 0. B.
Gyn.
Back in 1901 he was the first Ne-
gro to serve as assistant health of-
ficer at Newport, Ark., during the
smallpox epidemic. lie was in
charge of the contagious disease
among Negroes.
As a political leader (DemoeraCi
he has the high regard of many
for his dedicatien to fairness and
decency
A FOUNDER
Dr. Robinson organized and serv-
ed as the first president of the Ar-
kansas Democrat association. Hi.q
has been with the organization,
some 25 years.
This group succeisfully spear I
headed the revision of the slat,,
central committee rules wherein
the word "white" was deleted in
the requirement to exercise t h e
franchise.
Said the doctor, with a note of
pride in his voice: "lye here in
this state became full-fledged vot-
ers in the primary of 1944, as a
result of that victory."
Another most noteworthy
achievement was recorded by the
association in the same year, 1944:
"That was the first year," Dr.
Robinson said. "and we polled
22,000 votes, and elected Sid Mc-
Math by a majority of 12,004
votes in the primary."
Dr. Robinson indicated that Mr.
McMath knew by the majority he
had polled that he had many No.
gm o supporters.
FIRST IN THE SOUTH
Another honor in the record of
Surgeon Robinson is he was the
-first Negro of the South to be in-
vited to all of the functions at theI
Inauguration of Harry S. Trum a n.i
When asked if race relations had
been good in Little Rock, prior to
and excluding the current crisis.
Dr. Robinson said softly- "Na"
There was something about the
tone of his voice that conveyed
shame which he'd rather not dis-
cuss.
A LYNCHING
After a moment of hesitation, he
said: There was a lynching here
30 veers ago. It occurred in the
vicinity of 35th and Brown sts.
GUIDE TO GOOD DRIVING 
Play It Safe - - Prepare Car







••••With winter's first chill in the airi it's time to put up stormwindows, take clothes out of storage—and get the family carready for freezing weather. Safety depends on not only how youdrive—but on how well your car is prepared for snow, ice,and sluah.
Early servicing, or 'winterizing", prevents your car from get-ting caught in a sudden cold 
snap without anti-freeze. This type anti-freeze can be usedcan save you a badly damaged in any car, anywhere, in anyengine and a stiff repair bill, climate and altitude. OneHere are a few tips from cool- shot, which lasts all winter,lag system experts. of the Du is good for driving in temper.Pont Company, manufacturer of atures even lower than 30"Zerone" and "Zerex" anti- degrees below zero. For aver-freezes: age winter driving, however,I. To be safe, have your a standard anti-freeze offersear winterized early by your safe, sure protection. It costslocal serviceman. There's no less than permanent—and youwaiting in line. And he'll need less of it. And it won'thave time to thoroughly check boil away in modern presaur-the cooling system. ized cooling systems.2. Before adding anti-freeze, 8. For safety's sake, askdrain and flush the cooling your serviceman to check thesystem with a chemical defroster, windshield wipers,cleaner. This gets rid of ac- and brakes. Replace smoothcumulated rust-sludge, which tires--they're dangerous oncan clog the radiator and icy roads. Or have snow tirescause an overheated engine, put on. If you use chains,
3. Check radiator and hose get them checked for brokenconnections for leaks. Re- links,
place worn and cracked hoses Two final ruggeetiona: when
and fan belts. driving on icy roads, don't fol-
4. Have your engine tuned low other vehicles too closely.
up. and check the battery. And if you start skidding, don't
5. Select the type of anti- jam on the brakes—turn the
freeze that hest,, suite your front wheels in the direction of
needs. So-called "permanent" the skid.
FRANR1E FANS & FRANKE':
—Teen • age singing sensation
"Trankie L)'mon poses with a
number one (an, Miss Laura
Holmes of 380 I. Driver (first
row at right). The teen . age
miss is proclaiming for the
world to see that her favorite
Ii Frankie as she wears a skirt
made by her grandmother just
for the Rock and Roll show
last week here at which Frank-
le was one of the attractions.
Smiling approval OM Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Ford of 320 Bal-
tic, (rear) part of the throng
that gathered to are stars D-
eluding Bobbettes, Clyde Mc-
Phatter, the Teenagers and
others. Mrs. Ford is Tri-State
Defender staff member.
GOP Denies Nixon To Aid
Negro Voter Registration
TRI-STATE DEFERDEI 3
Sat., Oct. 5, 1957
Lawyer In Court First
Time Since Reconstruction
McCOMB, Miss. — For the first
Ume sice Reconstruction days, a
Negro lawyer has appeared in a
Pike county court on behalf of a
client.
R. Jess Brown, who one time
maintained offices in Jackson, but
now lives in Vicksburg, appeared
in County court representing Iwo
Negroes who were appealing con-
victions on four charges.
Brown asked Judge Hansford L.
Simmons for continuance on the
-charges because he had been em•
ployed only a few days before and
had not been able to prepare a
iproper defense.
He also said that the wife of
one of the defendtnts was confined
as a maternity case and would not
be able to appear as a "material
witness" in the Case.
Brown appeared on behalf of
two brothers, Amos and Charles
Chester, who are variously
charged with speeding, resisting
arrest, and interferring 'with an
officer.
They were arrested last January
by Constable Nolan Wall outside
Magnolia. A fight allegedly took
place, during which Wall, "whiloj
grappling with both Chester broth.'
era, managed to get his pistol and
fire hackfard through his own coat,
coat, wounding both severely.
Reports state that Charles Ches.
ter, although critically wounded,
was forced to drive his own car to
a McComb hospital.
The brothers remained in seri-
ous condition in McComb and
Jackson hospitals for some time
WASHINGTON, D t ;ANA Mr. Nixon had made any such the President or the Vice Presi-- Officials of the National Re- commitment. devil "That's the Secret Service's 'publican committee are reported The news item reported this baby." .peeved about a story that Vice- story as being true "according to A check with the Secret ServicePresident Richard Nixon and Mar-:
tin Luther King would be "joind 
an announcement made here (in also revealed that such a rumor
leaders" of a drive to register I Washington) this week." The is untrue. A spokesman for the
five million Negro voters in the ' Vice President's office wanted, to Secret Service, appearing rather
South. know who made the announce- 
irritated at any such a re-
Pert. snapped, "I have no state-I would probably not be permis. merit. Nobody (ruin that office meat of confirmation on any suchsible, but definitely not ethical made any such announcenien4 rumor."for an elected officer of all of the they declared. The Republican Na-
tional committee said no such an-
nouncement had been made by
the committee.
people to announce that he would
make a special effort to register
any segment of the population,
said a committee spokesman.
POSITIVE IN DENIAL
While the Vice President's of-
fice %vas rather diplomatic about
this refutation, the spokesman was
positively firm in his denial that
,In his ronfereese with Nixon where such stories could originate,back in the summer, King's pro-
posal to register five million 
Negroes of the South might have
received the Vice President's ap- Says Governor's
prov al.
n the 
Talk 'Dishonest'This approval might have beim
annou ced at Southern Chrs-"A search was being made for a tian Leadership Conference byNegro man who allegedly melestei Rev. King, but it is hardly con-a whitevornan. 
ceivable that the progressive
young minister said that the Vice
President would be a "joint lead-s white man and his wife who er  in this movement. The officialwere riding in a horse drawn v chi- statement adopted by the confer.
dc which stalled, ence meeting in Vonteomery on
"Unfortunately, a Negro man in
the vicinity went to the rescue of
TEMPERS HIGH
"Tempers among whites being at
fever heat, the white wo in a n
screamed when the Negro ap, refuted reports that the Vice
proached to help. Crowds began to President had received threaten-
gather. In less than an hour a mob ing calls because of his fight for
had formed and the Negro man civil rights. "There's not a thing
lynched without a chance to ex- to it." said Nixon's assistanco re-
plain his presence. peating with a great deal of em-
'The body was brought to town.
SOMEBOODY MUST BEdumped out at Wright ave., and
Ringo st., where it was tied to 
DREAMING
the rear of a car and dragged 
There's no way for a stranger
down the street." to call the Vice President since
GOV. MCRAE 
he has an unlisted phone, stated




Dr. Robinson said that time body 
the spokesman,be smand  
dreaming
g
city has a sanitarium named The published story about thehis honor) instituted the first steps threats stated trat thele RI andtoward improving race relation- strengthened its force to protectship. That was in 1930, the doctor the Vice President. This statementsaid, Goodwill began to spread, was also denied by the Justicethroughout the city until the fate- 1Department. A spokesman fromful evening of Sept. 2, 1957, when the Justice Department said theyGov. Faubus started a chain re- had heard nothing about Mr. Nix-action which has upset the city, on's life being threatened and re-nation and -focused the e3ies of the threats stated that the FBI hadworld on America. not assigned to the protection ofWe asked: What do you think of
the fliture in this situation?
Dr. Robinson said slowly a n d
firmly:
"It will blow over in a short per-
iod of time, then resume normalcy.
Integration will proceed smooth-
This 78-year-old man who h a (I
lived, achieved and suffered re-
flected the spirit of the new Ne-
gro of the South. He radiated hope
for the triumph of law over bigot-
ed custom and the extension of liii-





Yes-- A-200 kills Lire, Crabs,
and their eggs in one treat-
ment. A-200 works fast and
sure—but won't irritate your
skin, won't stain your
clothes. A-ton smells good —
and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.
Go to your drug store to-
day for A-WO!
A-200 WM-4 McKESSON
August 8, made no reference what-
soever of Vice President Nixon.
The Vice President's office also
phasis, "Not a thing to it!"
Officials of the Republican Na-
tional Committee knew nothing of
any threats upon the Vice Presi-
dent and were concerned about
WASHINGTON — (INS) — Sen.
Wayne Morse (D) Ore., said that
Gov. Orval Faubus of Arkansas
was "thoroughly intellectually
dishonest and deceptive" in his
speech denouncing USC of federal
troops in Little Rock.
Morse said that the governor
"forgot to tell the TV audience
that he. more than anyone else, is
responsible for the necessity of
sending troops into Little Rock
because of his use of National
Guard troops to keep nine Negroj
children from attending school in 1
accordance with a court order."1
Consumer Price
Index Unchanged
The Chicago Consumer Price in-
dex was unchanged from July to
August, according to a report is-
sued by Adolph 0. Berger. direc-
tor, North Central Regional Office,
U. S. Department of Labor's Bo..
reau of Labor Statistics. The Au-
gust index remained at 124.1 (1947-
49-100), and vi'a's 3.4 percent
above the level of a year ago.
Compared with a year ago, price
indexes for all major groups of
commodities and services have
advanced in Chicago. with the sin-
gle exception of apparel.
LAST CHANCE! LAST SECTION!
Dr. J. E. Walker Homes S-0
an'Y 15000 Closing Cost
FHA - 221 For Displaced due to
Express Way & Clearance - Only
'200" Closing
FHA 15000 Plus Closing '
SCHOOLS — LARGE LOTS — 3 BEDROOMS
• CONCRETE DRIVES — SIDWALKS —
DIRECTIONS: Highway 61 S. (,S. 3rd) to Mitchell Rd.
Turn Right Going 4 Blocks to S-D
DON'T BE TOO LATE
Building Improvements Inc.
355 Elder Rd Express X-3163
before they were able to stl.d
trial.
The defendants are appeal!
convictions handed down by .
lice of the Peace Luther S. Var.
nado..
They are still under circuit cap(
'indictments or charge', of assaidg
i and battery with intent to kill..
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HAS BEEN NO. 1
ON OUR GRILL PARADE
FOR 10 YEARS!"













"Grill it ... broil it . .. or roast it: Kroger Ten-
deray Beef is tender every tim,e. And I shook!
know. For ten y ears. I've been buying rib roasts
and rump roasts • . . steaks and stew beef .
and I've found esery cut of Tenderay Beef to be
deliciously tender. I like the way Kroger removes
the wasteful bone and fat before I buy. It gives
me more honest eating meat in every single pound. 
It's no wonder that I tell all my friends: Kroger
has the hest beef and the best values in town. I
do all my shopping at Kroger."
KROGER CONGRATULATES
MRS, SUsIE BRYANT. civic and religious
leader of the Orange Mound Subdivision. Mrs.
Bryant is a member of the Orange Mound
Civic Club. the Melrose Elementary School
PTA, and the Mount Gilliara M.B. Church.
Sbe is a director in the Young People's De-
partment of the Tennessee State Baptist Con-
vention, president of the Art Division of the
Shrilly County Association and 1st Vic -Pres-
ident of the Mount Gilliam Baptist Church
Missionary Society. She enjoys shopping at
Kroger's Store located in the Airways Shop-
ping Center, Park and Lamar.
SMART HOMEMAKERS ALWAYS SHOP KROGER
MM.
School days and after school ac-
tivities make one think of chilly
weather and warm satisfying bev-
erage. Including milk in the diet
becomes part of school routine,
ut teen-agers enjoy milk for in-
between and alter meal snacks,
too. For evening patries or after
football get-togethers special milk
drinks are a favorite with the pop-
ular teenager hostess. A spicy
milk drink will surely holp to win
the attention of football hero
after a busy practice or varsity
game.
pink and red carnations, the table
was resplendent wilh its appoint.
merits of gold candlelabra, gold
flatware, and gold encrusted china
and crystal.
MIDNIGHT SUPPER
A buffet supper was served at
Link Job
Action To
Emphasizing that efficent pro-
duction is directly related to "em-
ployee satisfaction on the job," the ,
National Association of Manufac-
turers has published a checklist,
for executive management to use
an a yardstick in measuring its ;
industrial relations practices.
' In a foreword to the booklet,'
'Human Relation., nd fficient
4‘Fluman Relations and Efficient
Production," the NAM points out
that "no company can operate at
maximum efficienty if the dignity
and self-respect of the individual ,
employees are no? carefully safe-
guarded."
"The essenle of an enterprise 'is
Its people," the booklet states. "It
is people who keep an organiza-
tion running — people who spell
the difference between the com-
pany's success or failure.
CHECK LIST
"Only as a man is able to se-
cure satisfaction through his work
does he put forth his best efforts."
The NAM booklet is set up in the
form of a checklist and raise such
questions as:
"Does top management actually
give human relations equal weight
with production, marketing and fi-
nance as an important dimension
of the business'"
Softie of the areas dealt with are
management's policy making
role in employee relations, ern-
ployee selection and placement.,
equitable compensation, seniority,
grievance procedure, plant rules '
and discipline communication
With employees, supervisory rela,
lions, job security, health and saf-
ety, etc.
PRES. PRICE HONORED
A highlight of the event was the
presentation by Atty. A. A. Letting
of a handsome ste of gold mono-
grammed leather accessories, in-
cluding billfold, pocket secretary
and cigarette lighter, to President
Price, on behalf of his fellow Con-
fleeting Links.
A box of imported handkerchiefs
Was presented as a bon-voyage
gift of the Memphis Links. Presi-
dent Price left the following day on
the first leg of his three month
trip to Monrovia. Liberia for the
World Council of Churches.
BEAUTIFUL DECORATIONS
The spacious rooms of the love,,
ly home presented many scenes of
beauty, highlighted with vases of
tall-stemmed regal red gladiolus.
The dining room was a scene of
exceptional beauty with its table
overlaid with an heirloom import
ed Pointe de Venise lace cloth
4 TRI-STATE -1k,
Sat., Oct. 5, 1957
Brilliant Bon Voyage Party
Fetes Pres. Hollis Price,' Links
I Dr. and Mrs. Julian Kelso were l midnight under the supervision of The hostess, Mrs. Kelso, receiv
hosts at a brilliant Bon Voyage . cateress Mrs. Uldla Holmes and ed her guests in a beautiful origi
party honoring President Hollis F., her retinue, featuring a turkey nal frock of hand-tucked black
Price and members of the Mein,' garnished with frosted praises, a marquisette with black lace loser
phis chapter ef Links, Inc., Satur•Igreenery embellished ham, assort- lions over flesh crepe, which ef
day night, Sept. 28. led hot and cold hors d'oeuvres and tured a basaue bodice and circu
The palatial Mississippi blvd., canapes, souffle, rarebit and other tar skirt.
home of the Kelsos, a Memphis gourmet fare. Each member and ORGAN MELORIES
show-place with its famed collec-I guest received a miniature Mexi• THROUGHOUT THE NIGHT
tion of rare appointments and oh- can basket fill with party tid- The lovely party found each of
jects d' art was the scene of the bits, a souvenir of Mrs Kelso); re- the lovely feminine guests beauti-
outstanding affair which included cent trip to Mexico City and Aca- fully attired, and the mirth, gaye-
the Connecting Links (husbands pulco, Mexico. ty and convivial atmosphere of the
members). Special guests includ• The distinctive bar in the pan- affair was inspired by lilting or-
ed Dr. J. E. Walker, Mrs. Kel- elled den was supervised by Jeroy gn melodies played by M r s.
so's well - known father, and Reel- Carroll, who dispensed the assort, Charles Etta Branham. This party
nald Morris, the escort of Link ed cocktails and after supper Ii- officially opened the current social
Jewel Gentry. All of the members quers. season,
of the chapter were present with
their husbands, with the exception
of Dr. and Mrs. J. E. Burke of
Forrest City, Ark., and Thomas H.
Hayes, who were absent because
of illness.
• 4e!ar!';'"I
with a whipped cream topping.
It's simple to make, and yet dif-
ferent. Just the thing for the first
chilly fall days.
Add to this some cheese snacks,
cheese tidbits, or both and you'll
be classed as clever.
HOT BUTTER SPICED MILK
4 cups milk
2 tablespoons butter
14 cup teaspoon nutmeg
teaspoon vanilla extract
4 teaspoons sugar . •
Few grains salt
Whipped _cream
with embroidered linen insertions. The pleasant combination of nut- Combine milk, butter, nutmeg, Bennett Staff
Centered with a low Oblong floral meg and vanilla give an inter- vanilla, sugar and salt in sauce- Tile addition of Mrs. Jane
arrangement of chartreuse, pale esting flavor to this nourishing hot pan over low heat. Stir until sugar Hierich of Greensboro, as part-
time member of the music faculty
at Bennett College was announced
this week.
Mrs. Ilierich. a graduate of
.Earlham and Radcliffe colleges,
will teach two courses, one in ins-
trumentation and one in instru-
mental ensemble. It is hoped that
out of this latter course a student
orchestra will he organized.
Sweethearts Club
Gives Fish Fry
Fun galore was in the making
when the South Side Sweethearts
Social club gave their Golden fish
fry Saturday night, Sept. 21 at the
home of their business manager,
RECENTLY NAMED-dean of
women for Tennessee State
university, Mrs. Mabel B.
Crooks, (center) discusses
with (left to right) Mrs. Alta
Turpin and Mrs. Helen K n-
caide, directors of the I w o
dormitories for freshmen worn-
en at the Nashville university,
the record - smashing enroll-
ment for the 1957-58 school
year. Two new dormitories
supplement the five renovated
ones to completely accom-
modate the students.
Mrs. Louise Parker of 232 Modder. Human tears usually cinsist of Greed Coulee dam has
Several fellow clubs were on Pure water with saline traees. 'times the bulk of Boulder.
hand to enjoy the festivities: Key
12 Social club, Spartan Sportsman
social club, Suburban Ten, Gladia-
tors social club and the Obsward
social club.
Special guests also included
George Price, Richard Smith, Od-
ell Pointer, Jesse Gamble, at r s.
Cora Gibson, Mrs. Lee Etta Al-
exander and Ceasar Hart.
Mrs. Julia Pollard is club re-
porter.
buttered milk drink. Just imagine
the warm welcome this stimulat-
ing drink will give guests as they
are served this steaming hot drink
MUSING: Happiness is one of
the greatest gifts within the power•
of any of us to bestow, partied.
tarty in these troubled days when
the world is full of fear and sus-
picion, and men's minds a n d
hearts are anxious. You need not
worry for • second because you
lack money or material things.
You can give happiness by giving
yourself extravagantly if y o ii
choose and reap great happiness
from your giving, without reach-
ing for your pocketbook. ks Long-
fellow phrased it "Give what
you have to someone. It may be
better than you dare to think.- ,
Dear Carlotta: Bill and I have!
been dating for a year with onel
break which' did not last long. He
gets along very well with my fans
sly. Occasionally, he takes me to
visit his brother and sister-in-law.
but seems very cool to me when
were all together. At my home
he's entirely different — full of
fun and affection. Why the differ-
ent attitudes? I am 17 and he is
22. E.
is dissolved and mixture is hot.
Pour into mugs and garnish with
whipped cream. Makes 4 to al serv-
ings
,
reason or another he dosen't feel
free to be himself on these fra-
ternal visits. But since he is so
different at your home (where one
would expect him to be restrain-
ed), I am sure you have nothing
to worry about.
J. H lend Joins
CHOIR & PU11111
GOWNS










WASH. 1. D C. ATI.A3OA 3. OA,
701 H ST. NE TI 77 Alalecoese a. R.W.
• • •
Dear '•E." Probably he feels
' more self conscious around his
own family than he does with,
yours. Perhaps his sister-inlaw is
hypercritical. At any rate for one
Words of the Wise
We must keep in the fore-
front of our minds the feet
that whenever we stake away
the liberties of those whom we
hate, we are opening the way
to loos of liberty for those we













PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST •
• ,• • • ••••••••••••••••• • •
FRANKFURTER CORN BAKE
No matter how much you enjoy
planning and fixing good meal 
for your family, there are always
times when you're so busy that
mealtime rolls around almost be-
fore you kno wit. And when that
happens at our house — ins fa-
vorite standby is my Pet Evapor-
ated Milk recipe for Frankfurter
Corn Bake. It's easy, it doesn't
take mulch time, and it never faits
to make a hit with my family I
think almost everyone likes frank-
furters with cheese, but they're
really special fixed this way.
Baked on top of golden whole
kernel corn in a rich Pet Milt
sauce (so that it's almost like corn
pudding). the frankfurters are jui-
cy and tender, the cheeee bubbly,
and the whole dish no tempting
that my family just can't watt for
extra-good dish — or any better
idea for a busy-nay meal. TI
Frankfurter Corn Bake soon and,





't teaspoon dry mustard
1 iti. can drained, whole kernel
corn
cup Pet Evaporated Milk
4 strips American cheese, 411 5
inches
4 frankfurters, split lengthwise
Mix well the flour, salt, pepper,
mustard and corn. Stir in t h e.
milk. Put into a baking if
holding about 4 cups. Put cheese
strips into the split frankfurters
Arrange frankfurters on top of
corn mixture, haying the cheese
side up. Bake in a 250 oven i mod-
that first delicious bite. I don't crate) about 30 minutes, or until
know of any better, easier way to bubbly hot Sene hot from the
combine three favorite foods in aril dish. Makes 4 servings.
1st RUN
CHOICE SELECTIONS
1955 MERCURY Montclair . . . $1695
4 dr. Sedan, radio, heater, merc-o•matic. power steering and
power brakes — White sidewall tires — Beautiful persimmon
and it hite — low mileage — This car is perfect in every respec'
1956 BUICK Special 4 dr. . . . $1995
Riviera — Red and White — Radio, heater, dynaflo ,,cq.
mission — 1Vhite wall tires
1955 OLDS 88 Holiday Coupe . . $1795
This car has all the class you could want. Radio, heater, hydra-
matic, white tires and many other extras. Drive this one and
you will buy.
1956 MERCURY Montclair $2295• • •
2 dr. hard top full power, plus windows and seats. Continental
wheel, black and white. All extras. This car has so much sex
appeal you must he over twenty.one to drive it.
1955 CHEVROLET Bel-Air Coupe . $1595
Radio, heater, power glide, power steering, power windows,
coral and storm gray. A beautiful little orphan looking for a
home.
1956 FORD Fairlane Sedan . . . $1695
Radio, heater, Fordamatic, white tires, red and a lute. Much,
much car.
1955 PONTIAC Star Chief Cata Coupe $1495
Beautiful Firegold and white. 2 tone leather interior, radio.
heater, hydramatic. Brphonic sound. Let us show you this one
1955 FORD Fairlane  $1475
4 dr. original Beige and white — It's new — Has radio and
heater. Fordamatic and white tiresaOne owner.
All cars listed carry our own guarantee
CARBITT
SOUTH
521 South Third at Calhoun
"If it HERE It's Sharp"
three
HOT BUTTERED DRINK —
The pleasant combination of
nutmeg and vanilla give an
interesting flavor to this nou•
rutting hot buttered milk
— —
Yes Madame,
It's so easy for the small fry
to have a jam session after
their school's football game if
you let Jack Sprat come to
your rescue. Keep a batch of
cup cakes made with Jack
Sprat enriched wheat flour on
hand for such occasions—serve
with hot chocolate. So good
and will help you replace that
energy, too!
drink. Imagine the warm wel-
come this stimulating drink
will give guests as they drink
this hot drink with a whipped
cream topping. Utunim good.
Let the small fry make their
own cup cakes using this sim-
ple easy recipe. They can dec-
orate to their hearts content.
ONE EGG CUP CAKES
14 cup butter 1 egg
Three-Mourths cup sugar
1.4 teaspoon salt
One and One-Third cups
Jack Sprat Flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
': cup milk
teaspoon vanilla
Paper cups to fit Muffin Pan
Satoh mo Blows
Sweeter Tune
DAVENPORT. Is. — (ANP) —
Louis Armstrong jaZZ tniMpetir
made it known Tuesday that he
might make the trip to Russia
after all. Louis stated that he
pleased with the manner in which
the President handled the situa-
tion in Little Rock, Ark., by call-
ing out Federal troops. .
Armstrong was interviewed
Tuesday night following the Presi-
dent's radio and televisien report
that it was necessary to call out
the troops to maintain order in
Little Rock..
Armstrong said "Things arelook.
ing better than they did before."
Ghanians Visit
Prairie View
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — Two
leaders from the new African na-
tion of Ghana were recent visitors
at Prairie View A & M college.
They were Frederick M. Bis-
coff of Ho. Togoland and John K.
A. Quashie, Accra, both 'partici-
pants in the Foreign Leader Pro-
gram of the International Educa-
tional Exchange Service of the
U. S Department of State, Wash-
ington, D. C. The purpose of the
official visit was to make it nos
sible for these leaders from Ghana
to become familiar with current
developments in chis country.
Col legd Professor
To Study In Paris
BALTIMORE, Md. — Richard A.
Long, assistant professor of Ens,
lish at Morgan State college, will
study in Paris, France this year
on a Eulbright Grant,
The Paris trip will be Long's
third voyage to Europe. On one
trip he studied at Sorbonne and
on the second at Oxford Univer-
sity in England.
The Philippine Islands a r e
composed of 10 large and 970 small
islands. 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
He also stated that s Person IS
Subject to a change of heart. Thi
was in reference to his earlier .e
fusal to make the trip due au w
he felt was the poor handling ef











"Our Store is as Close as Your Mailman is to Your Door"
WILCO RELIGIOUS SERVICE
& SUPPLY, Inc.
107 WEST 135th STREET — NEW YORK 30, N. Y.
CHURCH AND SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Bodges, Caps, Gowns, Sooners, Hymnal Books, Gospel Sons looks
Church Supplies
MAIL ORDERS A SPECIALTY - WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER
Cream butter and add half
the sugar gradually. Beat egg
with remaining sugar. Combine
mixture, mix and sift Jack
Sprat flour, baking powder and
salt. Add alternately with milk
to first mixture. Add vanilla.
Place paper souffle cups in
muffin tins, fill 3-4 full with
batter. Bake in oven 375 de-
grees about 20 minutes ontil
light brown. Frost or serve
plain. Pront oups or tamales




ANOTHER SPLENDID radio broadcast wan presented for the
pleasure of Mid-South listeners as the gifted %mune people toe -
timed above presented , top-notch numbers on the Rig Star Food
Stores Talent Show over powerful S0.000 Watt WD1A. There's al-
WIWI good listening when boys and girls from all over Memphis
and the Mid-South step up to the WDIA microphones to show the
world their proficient talents. RIK Star Food Stores of Memphis
and the Mid-South are happy to give this youthful talent the op.
Here is a magnificent prize — and there'll be FIVE WINNERS! A
thrilling four day cruise for Two — on the famous "S.a. YARMOUTH
CASTLE" sailing from Miami Harbor — journeying to romantic Ha-
sans for one day and the beautiful "old world city of Nassau in the
Bahamas" for one day. The cruise from Miami Harbor and return
journey will take 4 days. Your ship will serve as your luxurious hotel
while in port. Three meals a day — complimentary — will be served
aboard ship. Each winner will receive 200 gallons of Pure Gasoline
for the round trip to Miami, Get your entry blank at Big Star today
and tell why you like to shop at Big Star. Enter as many times as
you wish. Your 'round trip is a complete package of pleasure —
stateroom accommodations, delicious meals, ship-deck sports, and
beautiful lounges, like the one pictured here. Vacation may be taken
in Nov. or Dec. or any time next year. Contest closrs Oct. 26.
portunity to express itself. The program is heard each Sat, morn
log at 11:31). The popular A. C. Williams Ise the genial Master ot
Ceremony. If you would like an audition try-out for the show.
simply contact station WDIA for an appointment. Pictured above
are let row: L to R — Carroll McSwain, Bernice Smith. Gwen-
dolyn Edwards, Glenda Harvey, Edwin Brooks, 2nd row: Charles
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I took much pride in the front
page Youngstown Vindicator to-
day!
• encouraging to know men
You are on the firing lint
f e Little Rock situation. May
11111 be with you and all w h o.
mew face mobs and grant you
saggngth, wisdom, and courage in
thee noble fight for justice.







I have been hearing from Rev.I
J. A. McDaniel about you in Lit-
tle Rock. What can I say except
that I regret so much man's in-
-.humanity to man, and that you
Whave shown great fortitude a n
courage. Trash Segment
Much success to you and the Tri-' Dear Mr. Wilson
State Defender. ' This morning's edition of the St.
Paul Pioneer Press ran three pie-Hollis F. Price, President
tures, in sequence, which showedLeMoyne College
you being kicked and hit by someMemphis. Tenn.
of Little Rock'3 white people.
The pictures prompt me to write
this letter. As a member of the
white race, I don't intend to apolo-
gize for those people because 1,been stirred up in staff members
don't even consider them inern-of the Tri-State Defender during
the past week. Perhaps it is list
We who have long known of your
indominatable spirit now find our
belief substantiated before the eyes
of the nation and the world.
Amidst the letters which have lit-
erally flooded our compact office
this week comes this brief memo
to reassure you, beyond a shad
ow • of a doubt, that we are proud
that our coiirageous boee.c a m e
through—and still maintains the
Mu grit that awes and awaaers
— and most of all, refused to




A profound sense of pride has
To Moses J. Newson, a former
staff member, James Hicks a n d
William Davy, go our praise for a
job courageously accomplished
which far superseded the call of
journalistic duty.
Mrs. Aretta J. Polk
Mrs. Vivian G. Ford
Mrs. Maxine B. Driver






•After seeing your picture in our
Ttibune this morning. I feel I must
elite something, at least, of what
I Ice!!
First of all, I am white', but
Si
d I have any choice of color?
ttd Mr. \Aliso," When God made
people of several colors, he hoped
we'd all love him, and His son
Jesus, and Respect this teachings.
Miw lie must weep as lie looks
ddwn on Little Rock today!
Often I've raid the Negro people
Fie met are good people, a n d
gOod neighbors, and just as often
the reply is, "But the Southern Ne-
gro is different!" Different? Yes—
perhaps! BM because they are not
free to eduction as they'd like,
frie to hold'-better jobs... and to
earn a good living and be respect-
eci in a society that is as right.
finly theirs — as ours,
however, each race should
tench their children it is good to
be friends with all people, but we
should marry within our own race
—.hat children of a mixed mar-
Amiiage belong to neither race. If
woore parents would begin early
tgachings of kindness to all peo-
pre, there would be no conflict as
there is in the South.
:I've said only a part: I really
find it hard to express in words
all that there is to say'.
only hope you will soon see
fife day when your people will
have equal rights and this will be'
history'
Mrs. Robin L. Gold
3629 8th st. 1
Lewiston Idaho
stop — fight for the sgme beliefs
you did when you were at war)
freedom for yourselves, sour wives
and your children and their chit-
dren's children, we will all win.
We have had many discussions,
in our living room, and some peo-
ple who have been friends of ours
for years are for the first in die.
agreement with us. But most of
our well - educated friends agree
with us. So you (see we are fight ,
ing for you by letting other people
know how we feel. It may not be
as much as some have done, but
at least we are trying to help.
I am going to close now hoping
that this letter might give you a
little better feeling toward human-
ity. for lately we ourselves have
lost a lot of faith in a nation whose




tiers of the human race. Their own
actions show them to be barbari-
ans of the lowest order. They neve
no conception of the meaning of
words like honesty, courage, or
freedom. 1 hope, for the sake et
our country. that succeeding gen-
erations will realize that when even
one person's freedom is being in•
come friends. Then these same'
white children will teach their chil-
dren as my husband and do our
three — that the only difference
is in the color of skin and that we.
are all brothers in America. All






The local newspapers carried the 1
story of the incident at the Little
Rock school where you and your
colleagues exposed yourselves to
personal danger in order to help'
the youngsters trying to get intol
the school building.
Please consider Otis note as an
expression of admiration and re-






You will find twu ens elopes ad-
dressed to you from iite. noth of
them contain AP photos of you.
kly blood boiled as I saw these
pictures. I to sincerely hope you
are not seriously injured.
I have been here in Cincinnati
nearly a year now. I sin a Neck
with the Internal Revenue Service
and a student in Teachers college,
Unis ersity of Cincinnati working
toward the Master of Education
degree in Guidance.




TOP DEMO BACKS IKE —
This top Arkansas Democrat
voiced support of President
Eisenhower's action in order
ing Federal troops to Little
Rock last week, and expressed
the view that the trouble there
would soon "blow ever." lie is
Dr. John al. Robinson, 78, a
surgeon of 1.ittle Rock. who is
'expected ho inane 14 both
races as a high calibre citizen
and leader. (See story Withers
photo.
DYER TENNESSEE
The Fair season is in full sway
and adults as well as children are
taking advantge of it and fully
enjoying thentsels es.
Those taking advantage of chil-
dren's Day in Jackson this week
were Misses Annie B. Fisher, Shir-
ley Ann Fisher, Sally B. Burns,
John Etta Jamison and Mrs. Car-
rie Ball and Jamison.
Visitors are always on the go
here and they are always welcome.fringed upon no one is free — no Very Upset Mrs. Eula oung, of St. Louis,one can state that he or she lives Dear Mr. Wilson'in a free country. ' We in St. Paul are very upsetNo doubt you realize the trash
segment of Little Rock is not rep-
resentative of the white r a c e,
though there are identical seg.
ments in the North as well as the
South. Perhaps, if your realization
of this fact became a bit shaky
after your recent experience in
Arkansas, this letter will serve to
brace it up again. I wish Nu the
best of luck.
Incidentally, 1 commend you on
the courage it must have taken fee
you and your companione to be in
Little Rock in the first place —





perience you are undergoing in
"scooping" the news in Little
Rock, to at the same time malus
the front pages of New York's big.
gest dadies.
Isn't it ironic that the head of
our government who once serv-
ed as commander general of the
armed forces who fought to pro-
tect this country and for all it
stands, should he so 'neffective?
So slow to defend the citizens he
has ;worn to protect. . .for the
simple reason that theirs is a @dif-
ferent skin color" He opens h i s
doers to foreteners who have been
mistrested in their country, yet his
own he woefully neglects.
Isn't it ironic that the ministers
who banned together to "elect
" and ran ads accordtnglY
are so silent now? In the face of
their churches being bombed and
in readin gabout the trouble in Al" clergy?
blown to bits? Where is the white
C. Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Edd Thur-
Macalillan Book Co., and Mitchellman and Mr. Herbert Shoffner ofkansas and different pieces in the
South A couple of people from nitlysnbtroi
th eirr:niacrethsaot 
silent" 
,,frTatheari- Hickman, Ky., ivere Sunday guests. Bennett, former county :mperyisor,
and many instructive filmstrips.GAL 2 LETTER TO WILSON of Miss Eva Barbeee.
the South have spoken on the ra- l aNrec;rthsielernut. NDeognro'rthe—y ki'mn'rois°v(d'tha—tcho here in St. Paul. They claim what affects one Negro any-there are only a few who make where, affects all? How ironictrouble for the Negroes. that Louis Armstrong should be thePictures don't lie, however, and first to speak out in protest! Howwe saw your picture in the paper silent our senators! Leaders!today. We honestly feel very bad My hope is that with the attend
you were treated in the manner
s•ou were. We truly feel the white
people who made trouble for the
students and for 'you are to be
sympathized with. They can't be
very intelligent and are much in
need for the love of God in their
hearts. They certainly can't be
Christians.
We know only a,few Neeroee. but
Dear Mr. Wilson: the ones we do know, base a great 
lured down en his knees, being and courageous man. liow strong
We here are mighty proud of you love for Christ. They also have 
kicked by a mad-dog cracker, no our race would be if we bad more
Congratulations on your indoni-i another great posseesion—a
nitable courage. perseverance and derful sense of humor. We hope 
doubt ignorant, if a blot that this like you.
country will have a NM time Too often, we ought to -be lead -
Physical restraint in the trying ex- YOU do too.
It's too bad when trouble like thie
is going on, sonic people couldn't
go among the people and Pass
our Bibles. In each Bible should
be underlined. "Love Thy Neigh.
bor.'' Also the 133rd book ofHarry D. Evans
Psalms which reads, "Behold, how 
and dignity above the dangers of
good and pleasant it is when bro- 
bless those young folks oho are
death. It is gratifying to know that
Associated Publishers, Inc.
titers dwell in unity." 
trying to pave the way to a de.New York City
I hope you'll pardon my boldnese 
cent tomorrow — if that is possi. some do.
I hope you were not seriously in
writing you, but at least 
ble — for the world in which these
. hired, and that the harasstnent
My Prayers
Dear Mr. Wilson:
e got our thoughts on paper. 
• turbulent times seems to be ever.
. you are enduring is not undulyWith honor 1 read of the abuse whelmed and almost hopelessly en
you.heaped upon you by ignorant self •
ish white people in Little Rock,
Ark. I have asked myself. "Is this
America where Goodwill to all
men should abound " Of course, I
know it is but, what a shocking
demonstration of debaseness.
I do not know the full story of
your participation, but for com-
fort and solace I bring to mind
that 2,000 years ago another was
subjected to the torments and the
ridicide of the people. Jesus. the
Son of God.
From selfishness comes avarice
and violence, but from love comes
`So Riled Up'
Dear Mr. Wilson:
.This is a very difficult letter to
wide to s'eu, but my husband and
I ;have been so riled up about all
the mess that has been going on
that every time we hear the ne•
donsl anthem we just don't be-
l*ve the land of the free and
ente home of the brave." Those areghty big words, aren't they?
;We are just about to have our
(nest child after five years Oh mar
rfage. and in five years he will
bg going to school and everyday
will hold his hand over his heart
and watch the flag raising and say
the pledge and sing the national Karp Faith
afithem .We want our child to live Dear Mr. Wilson:
I am a white person and' after
looking at the pictures of fellow
whites attacking you in my news-
thought that maybe. it ought paper last evening. I am ashamed. Get Out
help just a little to know that not During these terrible days in Dear Mr. Wilson:
all in his troubled world feel as, Your part of the country, I hope Better get the bell outta there,
Serge.
i0 a free country where no mestee
What he is or what God he wor.
Alps. that he will be free.
courageous perfermain.e of duty in
Little Rock
Enclosed are sonic 'clippings
from the Washington Post which
you might wish to insert in your
Ault sure newsmen everywherei
were moved by the valiant efforts
of yourself and the few others on
the scene to report the story in
spite of all odds and as the same
time dramatize the dauntlessness
of the Brother.
Good luck to you and yours.
Otis N. Thompson, Jr
Publicity Director
Moss H. hendrix Urg
1430 11th St. NW
Washington, I. D. C.
It's Ironic
Dear Mr. Wilson:
Isn't it ironic that one who serv-
ed his country in time of war as
I a Marine in the defense of gentee-
1 racy and one who sorted again asa oar correspondent in Korea,
should make the hedlines and tel-
evision nev,s•reels during the pro-
cess of being man • handlc,1 Jnd
beaten by rabid white hoodlum
apes^
Nfo., is house guest of her brother'
and sister-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. V.
WORKSHOP
School closed for the students but
the teachers were busily engaged
ment in your editorials.
Charles Anderson
Ashwood ave.
ing publicity that is reselnee train Bayport lung Islam:. N. Y.
his infamous attack will chill
right • thinking and God • fearing Proud & Angry
citizens into action! No wonder Dear Mr Wilson:
teen-agers are in trouble; the ex1: I have known it for a very long
amples set for them are so faulty time, of course, for 1 had previous
and lacking by saving athilte, cause to know. Now, the whole
That a man of your stature and world knows if it cares to admit
what yon represent should he pie • it. You are a very extraordinary.





I am filled with disgust and con-
tempt to think that anyone could
do the things that have been going
on in your ciy because of a pee-
judice.
A prejudiced person has no
means of reasoning; it is some-
thing that children don't know any-
thing about unless it is taught to
them by parents and made astrength. I pray for those poor tor- part of their life by them.
tured individuals rebelling f r 0 I em ashamed that there is such,God's love and want to take this prejudice in a country such as oursopportueity to let you and your where a man is supposed to havefriends know that my prayers are his rights as guaranteed in thewith you until His way has won. Bill of Rights. A man should beAside from your peronal parti• judged on his morals, his ability,cipation, I ask what have t • and generally on his actions, notchurches done in this area' I have hie race or creed.
not seen one message from or that I Just hope that you are more ofthe church condemning these atm- a Christian than your assailantscious attacks: neither have I seen and can find it in your heart tonor heard publicly or privately forgive them when must peoplethat they have given aid and re- • would become very embittered byhuge to the beleaguer]. In truth, to recent events.
the rest of America, they have I hope I'm not bothering you byfailed, writing to you his this manner
hut I felt compelled to svrite and
let you know that all whites are
Perhaps, with your cooperation,
these views could be published as
a letter and by so doing arouse the not against the colored people, hutfear of God in America when it do Judge people as individuals—is most needed. May God be with white ,yellow, black or pink, if
you! Your friend in need, there are any.
pouglass Potvell I wish you the very best and
hope things will be allowed (by the
parental to work out in normal




some ignorant ones do. When we You keep faith in humanity an
worship in our churches on Sunday
as Christiana, we are supposed to
live everyone. I'll bet your church-
know that lots of us are sick with
the thought of what you are suf.
feting. These people that mistreat
es are empty. can't see how you are so far beneath you in mor.
these people could show their fac. als and intelligence.
es in a House of the I ord when My husband is college grachi•
they don't even believe in the firs ate and has many colored associ•
fjandinnental belief of the t r e ales. We have all become very
Christian love — that of loving thy good friends and find they are not
ielghbor as thyself. one bit different than we are.
; I really can't think of much more It may take time, but I just
say except that a lot of us are know this will all work out--espec•
hind you. and if you all stick tally when entered and white chit-





As a member of the white race,
may 1 offer my apologies for the
actions of this goon!
An ashamed white woman
Dallas, Texas
(EDITOR'S NOTE: A picture of
the thug on Mr. Wilson's back ac-
companied this letter.)
Disgusted
Dear Mr. SI ikon
We are a white lamb. and are
disguled at the reports coining
out of Little !Lek and also the'
experience you had in the hands
of the mob that molested yet. We
• and our neighbors are very sure
the rest of us here feel the same
about this disgrac
You are impoctant in being wise
enough to understand that a small
majority could cause unrest in the
country as a whole.
Therefore. I sin writing you this
letter hopeing you use wise judge-
Russell Thompson
923 N. Leorita at.
Baldwin Park. Calif
erasing. This is 1957! Not 18.57! ens, we ehould elep op and take
Have you read E. Franklin Fra• the chances, think instead of our
zier's "Black Bourgeoise " Do so, safe positions and our financial se
(-unity and equivocate. It is the
history of the Negro's static Atatus
in the Souls' One someinies were
dens if any Negro values freedom
If you hat t.
You are to be commended for
your bravery. certainly tar over
and beyond the call of duty. God
J Smith
New York City
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Smith
WAS in the same Marine Corps
unit with Mr. Wilson (a staff tier.
geant) during World War If.f
Valiant Effort'
Dear Mr. Wilson.
Yoe may or may not recall hay.
ng workeo with me at the Chi-
cago Defender in 1949. This is just
shed aggravating.me .
Corrine Ferguson Simmons I wanted to say thanks for many
05 Lake Park Apt. .10g of us who witnessed your ordeal4 







I give you this article;
"Outnumbered six to one
Negro newsman Alex Wilson
Sent to ground by foul blow
But attackers identity not known
Forget and failed to get all of
scoop
What a mess and Soup
For folks news and deeds stoop
Seen what he saw
Came within Honsegow's claw
At Mann's Double Dealing gnaw
Melba Padilla and Thelma Moth.
Never encountered trouble
Once Inside their seat
Study Algebra and English
White Sisters Relaxed
Exchanged Notes
irky Governor out of office
Vote




AINIII1070 on your dial am.
Alimma
in workshop this week. The work-
shop was steered by our very efli-
cient 'Jeannes Teacher, Mrs. Car.
rie B. Seats, and the principals of
the county Five groups worked
with the following persons as
group leaders; Mrs. Notaini Chrisp,
Mrs. loa Powell, Mrs. E. Holier.
son. I. If. Ledford and R. L. Rad-
ford. Secretaries were !Mesdames
Flora Howard, Juanita Smith, Su-
zoo Dellon. and Hollis Jordan.
The theme of the session WAS
scheol-community relations. T Ii e
sessions were highlighted by lec-
tures from A. R. Dixon, of the
WOMEN'S DAY
Woman's Day at Fairview Bap.
list church was a highlight for
them. The theme for the day scan
"What is 'Womans' Duty in the
Church?" Persons appearing on
the program were Mrs. Leraine
LaRue, Mrs. Lessie Stanbettk, Mrs.
NASHVILLE — With four min-
utes remaining,. All • American
halfback from Memphis. Fay Mit
shell scampered 19 yards around
end to deadlock N. C. Aggics 66
and oars. 1956 National champions
Tennessee State university's opin-
ing crowd from utter gloom.
In the first quarter Aggie Fumlt
back Ed Nesbitt silenced t it e
4,000 . strong homefolk crowd
when he Intercepted Torn Mc-
Clains pass intended for Mitchell
and galloped 51 yards to pydairt.
Silent and sullen fans gave mute
testimony to their agony as the
Aggies bottles up Tennessee's run-
ning sante situ an eightanan line
until the fourth quarter.
Flu - ridden Tennessee, bard put
to their offense rolling without co
captain Leon Jamison and First
Milne Rill Griffith, fullback whc
were aniong the six first and sec-
ond stringers blitzed by the "hug."
"BOYS NOT UP"
Disappointed about the outcome,
Coach Howard C. Gentry cont.
plained, "The boys just were not
up, With our passing threat on the
sick list and a big gun liks Grif-
fith out it hurts the morale "
The Tigers got down to the five
yard strifie twice before the toerth
stanza TD. First the stubborn for-
ward wall thrown up by the An•
RIC'S did not fail. A.gain early iri
the fourth quarter Mr. Outside Per
Carrie Harris, Mrs. Maggie Gen
try and Mrs. Birdie Lee Anderson
along with your scribe, Mrs. La
Pearl Burns served as Mistress ,11
ceremony. The sick list leaps this
week, Mr. Hollis Wynn, Mr. Hollis
Wilkins, Mr. John Wynn, al r s.
Sarah Cogcr, Mrs. Mary A n n
Thompson and Little Jachie.Elling-
ton.
Mr. and Mrs Bob Tyree (Mary
Catitermnei are the proud perents
of a son born Thursday Morning at
St. Mary's hospital in Humboldt.
Rev. and Mrs. L. al. Ewell of
Union City have been here this
week with her father Mr. John
Wynn.
Call in your news please. You
are letting Its down-
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 5Sat., Oct. 5, 1,$7
Tennessee Ties 6-6 With
N. C. In Tense Opener
By EARL S. CLANTON, III es Hines and Mr Inside Jesse Wit'
burn teamed up and drove the
pigskin to the five where Wilburn
fumbled bud Mane Milt Peters re•
covered to end the threat.
Sophomore Andy Earthman,
!Memphis born halfback, set the
stage for the Tiger score with the
final game minutes ticking away.
Fleet footed Earthman, caught
the Aggies napping, took a pitch.
out and flipped a pass to Atlanta's
Charles Walker that was good for
51 yards Walker was downed on
the Aggie 19. On the next play'
Mitchell skirted into the end zone,
keeping Tentiessee's winning
streak unbroken.
Coach Gentry's Juggernut out'
played Bert Fickett's Aegies chalk-
ing up 10 first downs to Me. On
the ground the Tigers ate use 114
yards while holding North Carolina
to 73. In the turf department Mr.
Inside Wilburn took game honors
with 50 yards in 15 carries. Via
the airlanes, Tennessee completed
five 
ant 
tf  1e 41 withA g gtihe rse e c omi nt epri ecteepd.to
two out of eight.
, Next week Tennessee travels to
Langston, Okla. Zip Gayle's Char-





TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — ONS) —
Tile Florida Senate, by a vote of
35 to 1, apssed a resolution Tues.
day rebuking President Eisenhow-
er's use of federal troops in the
integration of Little Rock Central
High school.
The measure also asked that
Congress take steps to ee the in.
cident doe not occur again in the
South.
The lone dissenting vote was
cast by Sen. J. Frank Houghton,
of St. Petersburg. Houghton is the





*Co. rear. 41 eldw
...and NI1ONALis helping him!
Thera is an sanatt vs read and hem than. clays about juvenile dame
(mewl that we thought it would be a good time to put in a word for the twiny
thoimends of wonderful teen-age youngsters who are pert of our growing organization
at NATIONAL_ Nearly 6,000 teemsge boys and girls are eroployed full or part-time
in more than 750 NATIONAL Food Stores. These young boys and stria come trots
all walks of life, and are serioue in their work 'nth us—quick to learn—and apply
thetruelves enthusiastically and whole•heartedly to then work Thmr energetic end
mink responsiveness too daily pleasure to all of us who work with them and ton
customers whom they sores
Se. let's Dot mistedire all teem-errors end ether mama pan* bewhet tee read and hem about Juvenile delinquency For every juvenile dolingnent
there are thousands of wonderful youngsters all oval America. 'moat of whom areworking in help these familien contributang towards thaw own education, and law
among good and useful <Miming.
We at NATION'''. salute Aseries's entree people. and we
fortunate en have in nwny of them working with as and helping us to build foe the


































Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
lonely, single, girl stationed at
the McRae hospital. I would like
to have pen pals between the ages
of 30 and 45. I am 36, with light
brown skin, 5 feet, 1 inch tall and
I weigh 143 his. My hobbies are
lishing, movies and ball games. I
like the church. Will answer all
letters. Will also exchange photos.
Leora Williams, P. 0. Box 123.
Alexander, Ark.
s
Dear Mme. Chante: I stn. a
lonely lady in the hospital. I
would like to hear from pen pals.
You have helped so many. I am
IF years old with dark brown skin.
Rosie Lee Ilumphries, P. 0. Box
123, Alexander, Ark.
s
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
lonesome widower, 35, with light
brown skin. Weight 157 lbs., height
5 feet, 10 inches tall. Would like
to meet a nice young lady who is
interested in marrying with the
better things in life in mind. I have
a real good job. She also must
have a job and must be at least
5 feet, 5 inches tall, slender build,
brown skin, and very neat. One
who understands life. She must not
weigh over 135 lbs. I would like
UNDERGROUND SOUTH
Braunfels, Texas, but soon moved live participant and ever on the 
There were many other go 0 d17 EUGENE FELDMAN views. In 1852 he settled in New of these 'natters. He was an ac-
- FINAL INSTALLMENT 
women among the Germans who
to San Antonio. There he began look-out to see when he might aid
Some of the Germans who set. an anti•slavery paper which was a 
slave escape. Some say, 
 
al. 
settled in the South. As early as
tied in the South in 1.48 ',sere the Printed in the German language. 
though there are no records of
1831 a group of 215 of them signed
kat active enemies of qave,•y. It 1% aS Called, The San Antinio 
proof, that he organized secret 
a petition asking the Virginia leg-
They founded abolitionist news. Zeitung." emancipation 
societies in 7.4tontgo- islature 
to adopt a plan of eman-
papers. They organized s e c r e t HIT BONDAGE mery 
and other parts pi Alabama. 
eipation. Their legislator. John Mc-
Cue introduced the petition in the
emancipation societies. They hem- In the news and editarial col. 
JOEN BROWN Virginia legislature o adopt a
ed slaves in their flight to hie. umns of the "Zeitung' Dr. D011&I 
August Bondi, a Jewish Austri.
dom said that a country could not 
ac- an immigrant, so opposed slavery 
plan of emancipation. Their legis-
They joined up to fight under claim itself free to the world 
while that he joined John Brown against
lator, Jan McCue introduced the
Captain John Brown — that great she held some of her residents in 
gm slaveholders in Kansas. Later 
petition in the Virginia law-mak-
abolitionist who led his troops bondage. Then his advertisers he 
fought with the Union army 
big body.
against the slavers with his Bible came to him, one be One, saying 
against the Confederates. '
While some of McCue's friends
in one hand and his gun in the they could not continue to 
adver- lie lived in St. Louis, in New 
told him to "take it easy' on this
other. tise in his paper. But this did not 
Orleans, Ind in Texas, where the 
issue because it might meampolie
Slaveowner gangs threatened change his views. Dr. Douai 
con- cruel evils of using another man's
tics! suicide. McCue refused to be
the lives of these abolitionists, but tinued even more 
Strongly with his labor for nothing made him think 
"cautious." His constituents am.
anti-slavery. editorials. 
proved of his actions and re•
failed to silence them,. or halt 
very deeply. He joined with John . '
their werk. ' The slaveholders 
demanded that Brown because he t so believed 
elected him.
While men aU around them were the German community in 
Texas that not one snore inch of United -
In the western part of Virginia
getting rich in the times of easy silence him. Some German 
settlers States soil should be turned over 
(known then as West Virgnia, qut
not yet a separate state) a Dr.
cotton by slave laber these people who were making money from 
the to the slavery men. P.ondi and Henry Ruffner made an anti-slavs
devoted their lives to emancipa- slave-system did their best to 
ob- Ns two business partners, Theo
bon, True, money was to be made lige them. They passed a 
resolu- dore Weiner and Jacob Benjamin cry 
speech in Lexington. Twelve
in those lush times, but these peo- 
lion condemning Douai. They said: closed their general merchandise 
prominent men begged him to
publish his speech in pamphlet
ple wanted to mak( a free Smith "We recommend to our 
German store and went to fight with Gap
in „cad. , countrymen to 
discountenance and lain Brown, 
form and they even helped him
FREEDOM LEADER suppress attempts to 
disterh he When Bondi joined the U n i o n 
finance the project. The pamphlet
One of these mei was Rabbi institution of 
slavery, upon which army he wrote his mother telling 
was called, "An address to the
David Einhorrs In his homeland. is bends.] the psu 
-;,-,-ia ,,,,,. ss,. her what he had done. She wrote 
people ol West Virginia Shewing
that Slavery is Injurious to theback saying that it was the dutypiness of our Southern Country."just like the old Jewish prophets, of a Jew, who had been oppressee 
Public Welfare."
he had opposed -tvronte- and Sings. But Dr. Douai did not i hint 
there In this address Dr. Ruffner point-
He lost one pulpit after another was any happiness in 
slavery. He himself, to fight for freedom in
because he spoke for a free poll- did not censider it prosperous for 
the land. 
ed out that slavery was keeping
deal system. the community — certainly not for 
FOUND PAPER 
the South in a backward econom-
After he had been forced to flee the slaves of the community--and 
In Baltimore a group of German ic 
condition.
feudal Eitrope. Rabbi Einhan re- he continued to speak and write 
immigrants founded an abolition-
• 
Today we need a Dr. Mine
II d "D Ws. • - ', who would show that segregation
ceived a call frost the Reform
Jewish congregation in Baltimore.
Here he began speaking out on
the subject of slavery. He urged
his fellow Jews to speak 'sit
against slavery because they them-
selves had once been slaves in the
land of Egypt.
'these were most dangerous
times in Baltimore. The Slavery.
men of the South had jest forced
their states to secede. although
Maryland was a loyal state there
Was much pro-slavery sentiment
present. Two abolitionists, Lundy
and Garrison. had been roughed
up by slavery gangs.
The slaveowners and their hood-
lums threatened to go to Rabbi
Einhorn's home and kill him. But
in spite of this he would not stop
working or preaching ageinst
y. A weaker man, a man look-
ing after comfort and .Jhe easy
way, might have stopped his aboli-
tionist preaching now. But not so
Rabbi Einhorn.
SPECIAL GUARD
A special guard was formed by
-the young men of his congrega-
tion which posted itself sround his
home. The guard escorted him to
and from his synagogue When he
would conduct services he would
emote the Holy Scripture and tell
of the demands it made for hu-
man freedom. Ile made - er
figure as he held his Bible up high
and preached with full beset and
conscience against the sin of slay.
cry.
But he could not hold out for-
ever. The strength of his enemies
grew and he look his family to
Philadelphia for safety. His con
gregation urged him to remain'
there until "saner times." Rabbi
Einhorn continued his work for
freedom in Philadelphia. He WAS
elected honorary president of the
Philadelphia Union League, than
an abolitionist organization.
Another German settler who
was a strong abolitionist was Dr.
Adolph Douai. He Was a teacher
and newspaper Miter who studied
at the University of 1,cipsig in
Germany. He had been imprison-
ed there because of his republican
against it. . . is keeping the South from becom
SEEK TO KILL HIM or "The Awakener." It was or.
it WaF at this point that thi ganized by a German settler h 
ing an "up-to-date" area. Just ass
'
slaveholders sought his life. Dr. the name of Sehnauffer. When 
he Booker T. Washington said—you
Douai fled to New York where he passed away his friend. Wilhent 
can't keep the Negro down with.
became editor of the German-lam Rapp became editor. Rapp 
was a out being down in the ditch with
• him yourself.
guag,e newspaper. 'The De m o• staunch admirer of Rabbi Ein- JOINS STAFF
krat." Later he helped introduce horn. ,
the kindergartens but this was This?petlxr 
was soetffective in In Richmond, N'a., another Ger.
man immigrant started an aboli.educating people abouthe wrongssuch a new idea that it w a sti nist paper which was called,of slavery that the masters ofwrecked by opponents. Die Virginische Zeitung." Thislaves wanted it out of the way. "
Theya- hired la manes who ea me
During the Civil War a Gated- paper was considered to be oi
down to theP"'Weeker" office to
crate unit wiped out an entire such high journalistic quality that
German community in Texas be-   - - its editor, Hermann Schuriert,- demolish the presscause of its abolitionist,. s iews. Aft- ' Apparently the ppolice of the ' was invited to join the staff oi
city of Baltimore chose to -look
cr the Civil War when the slave- the influential Richmond paper,
owners were defeated, Dr. Douai 
the other way.'' There was no pro- -The Enquirer.'
and the other German abolition- Echor Schuricht agree to jointection on hand and it Sremed like
mats in Tes.as were honored f o r the 
gang of thieves and cut- the staff of the "Enquirer' only
their part in bringirg, freedom to throats. who did anything for a if he could continue to edit a Ger-
that state. Some Negrces used • . - man department in the paper. Hepnce were about to have their
his press to begin a newspaper. way, also asked that no attempt be
They dedicated their first issue to made to curb his abolitionistJust then Mrs. Schnaiiffer. the
him end ethers who had worked wife of the paper's first editor, views. Finally an agreement was
for liberty, decided on a dramatic course at reached giving Schurieht full lib
Little is known of abolitionist action to save the paper. She took erty of expression.
Hermann Meyer who settled in her small child and standing in Those who write the history ot
Montgomery. Ala But small ree• the door-way of the newspaper of- this proud state do not include the
orda in obscure histories that few lice dared the gang of Pugaiglies story of its abolitionists. T he y
read say he was compelled to to attack her. She denounced them would have us believe that all in
leave Alabama because of his as men in the hire of the devil. Virginia believed in slavery. Even
freedem work. Among residents of The gangs left and no harm the anti-slavery views of Jeffer-
that city whose grandparents came to Mrs. Schnauffer, h or son and Washington are not given
knew of Meyer, it is said that he child, or the press. And because proper treatment in cur history
was of advanced political and so- of the courage of this brave worn- books. One usually learns only aft-
eial thought, an the voice of the anti-slavery er one has studied history, and
Rut he wos newspaper in Baltimore continued, not' while one is studying it, thatnot solely a student
CRECil
these famous men disliked slav-
ery.
There are no statues in public
parks or in 'public halls in the
South for these fine men and wo-
men who worked for liberty. In.,
stead one sees on the hill tif the
Alabama state-house in Montgom-
ery a shameful monument to Jef-
ferson Davis the "president" of
the slave-state. In a healthier per-
iod perhaps this will, be taken
down and a memorial placed there
to Hermann Meyer, the German
abolitionist who worked for t h e
freedom of, slaves in that city.
Let us hope that someday our
textbooks will give, proper space
to these men and women. It is a
slander to our freedom-I o ving
country that such bandits 'as Lee,
Davis, Yancey, ahd others shouid





CASTEL GANbOLFO, Italy —
(INS) Pope Pius XII has warn-
d all the people of Afrcia to be-
ware of the "deadly poison.' of
atheistic and materialistic Com-
munism.
Africa's dream of social, eco-
noitic and political progress will
be unfulfilled, the pontiff said, if
his peoples expose themselves to
the "unhealthy, influences" of
Communism.
The Pope did not mention Com-
munism by name but his meaning
was clear.
He spoke to a group of Africans
headed by the woman reeent of
Basutoland, Amely M' A. Antsebo
Seeiso. Basutoland has 200,000
Roman Catholics in a total popu-
Set Date For
Study Group
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — The
42nd annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation for the Study of Negro Life
and History will meet in Mont
gomery. Nov. 14-17.
The colleges of the state are
joining together as co-hosts to the
association, under the leadership
of Alabama State College on whose
campus the meetings will be held
Negro and white scholars from
all over the nation will gather for
the three days and this year a
special effort will be made to en
courage college and high seller
students to attend.
CAWS ̀SOU READ SAISIERs





for her to be between the ages of
25,and 30 and live in or near thc
city. J. Allen Neal, Strand lintel,
Room 210 6323 Cottage Grove,
Chicago 37, Ill.
Dear. Mine, Chante: I am an at-
tractive young lady 22 years old
who would like to correspond with
gentlemen who are interested in
marriage and looking forward to
success. I would like for him to
be between the ages of 24 and
to. I like to go to chute.h and I
like sports. I will answer all mail
promptly. If not interested in
marriage, please de not write. J.
Ann Bridgewater, 2705 Main St.,
North Little Rock, Arkansas.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
for you to put this in your love-
lorn corner. A friend of mine met
a nice man through your column
I am hoping it will do the same
for de. I would like to meet a
man between the ages of 45 and
50, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, a n d
weigNing not over 175 lbs. I sin
45, with browtrskin, 5 feet, 3 inch-
es tall,weighing 145 lbs. I w5.1
answer all letters. If not sincere,
please don't answer. Betty Bin.
ett, 4405 S. Michigan, Apt. 1, c-ci
Mrs. Keikland, Chicago, Ill.
• * •
Bear Mine. Chute: I read your
column and enjoy it very much.
I would like to find a nice man
to correspond with. I am light tan,
5 feet, 5 inches tall, weighing 183
lbs., age 43. I am a practical
nurse looking for a husband—not
just someone to have a good time
with. It is alright if he has one
or two children. Miss Carrie Rog-
ers, 3430 S. Indiana ave., Chicago,
15, III.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would
like very much to correspond will-
young ladies between the ages of
18 and .25. She must be light
brown skin, bust 34 to 36, waist
20 to 24, height 5 feet 7 to 5 feet
10 inches tall, weighing 130 to 140
lbs. Nice looking, nice shape, and
she must not have over two chit.
dren. I am a man of 35, light
brown skin, 5 feet, 101/2 inches tall,
weigh 187 lbs., keen features. nice
grode of hair and a good dresser.
I like to travel, own a beautiful
home and car. Please send a re-
cent photo with first letter — not
one of someone else. Be truthful
about your description. I will send
photo in return. Mike Mansfield,
712 E. Myrtle, Flint 5, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely fellow of 30 who desires the
companionship of a se riou
broad-minded young lady w h
wishes the better things in life.
My occupation is that of a sales-
man. I am s feet. 7 inches tall,
weigh 160 lbs. Would prefer a girl
t 
months working
o a inches tall. I'm 27 years 
ilmse'danguSurgedeamonnenatnworking in Ghana, Niger-between 22 and 35 to go into busi- gong to continue the Mall order dH willness with. Please send pho
* • old with a high school education. 
problems 
Morocco,ea rnn dsi inn dtuehset rialfirst letter. John Davis, 66 
tp lit 
2*—&-Tiee.
U.Kentwood, Chicago 37, _Ile
lized any person could become so 
sports. I come from-a professional 'ems.
S. and advise African labor of-
ficials on local organizing prob.Dear Mme. Chante: I never rea- 
 ...I have a son 9 years old. I love
as-
lonely in such a large city, there- 
family. Please don't write unless
first letter. Miss Jessie Scott, HwY. bor branch of the American Fed-
serious. Please send photo with 
McCray is the retiring president
sistance in corresponding with 
nf the Illinois Department of La... I would appreciate your
young, single ladies. I am 30, S. 
10, Box 6, Branch, Mich.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chute: I am a 24 
eArIFILtion of 
 
state, county and mt
feet, 7 inches tall with brown nicipal 
employees of Americo,
;?ae;i1,04 of) ProE Dooci le
PAO4T P001. ROOMS MAME SUPPED 'NIS KIND
OF LOYD "VALK !AMY FRO4M-10R WI40 PEP*AsIS
INtS —MUST NAME WOOCIES4 EARS TO Mils1C14
NIS MMOODEM 14EAT$.1 VA, GOING tef
















field. . .will you be able to help
those in distress in any other way?
ANS. There is a possibility that
I may make some personal ap-
pearances, and tours, if the de.
mand is great enough. In any 'seat
I am always willing to do what
I can to help others.
• • •
WORRIED. Will my life ever
change?
ANS. Many things are revealed'
to me. . many changes, that *Al
bring you happiness and 'sem..
ity. Look forward to a new asd-




skin. I like all sports, especially
foot ball. Can also pkiy -chess.
Would love very much to get mar-
ried, since living alone only makes
me more lonely. Will exchange
photbs. David Edwards, 12140
197th st., St. Albans 19, N. Y.
• •
Dear Mme. Chaste: I am Inter-
ested in getting pen pals. I am
19, weigh 12g lbs.; five feet, three
Inches' tall. My chief hobbles ire
reading and sewing. I am a Ja-
maican born girl. R. E. Chambers.
C-0 Mrs. W. V. Chambers, Tele-
phone Exchange, Fernweigh ave.
May Pen, Kingston, Jamaica.
* • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonely lady who would like to have Please print this in Your column
the man of myidesire. I'd like for so that I may hear from some of
him to be between the ages of your readers. Mrs. T. S. Polk,
. 28 and 38 with medium brown skin, 1314 N. 25th at., Omaha, Neb.
• • •ncdi eaa ngr, a indt e sl loi --
fgaeinrt. iwprokgirle; sinev a, Dear Mme. Chaste: I am a very
cial inixer — for I love society. I lonesome patient in the hospital
• belong to several clubs. I'm a who would like very much to re-
I strong believer in progress. I have „iv, mail from p pals. Age
medium brown skin, weigh 185 lbs. does not matter. Will answer all
- letters and exchange photos. I am
Have a baby boy four months
Prof. Herman, the famous As-
trologer, who for countless years,
has helped millions in all walks
of life with their every day prob-
lems, is retiring from his work.
Through correspondence, person-
al contact and questions answered
in his weekly columns, which were
carried in newspapers from coast
to coast, Prof. Herman has gain-
ed countless friends.
As all good things come to an
end, so' must this man's great work
He will remain in the hearts and
memories of many as a symbol
of the many wonderful things for
which he has always stood.
• * •
R. H. Dear Prof. Herman: I am
writing to you for advice, as I
have been a follower of your col-
umn and have been helped many
times. Please tell me if I will
leave this city soon?
• ANS. A careful analysis of your
problem indicates the fact that you
are. planning on marriage being
the solution to your problem as
you are desirous of moving away,
but feel that it will come about
through your marriage. Yor luc-
ky ,stars and planet indicate the
fart that this may soon come
true. Continue to have faith, and
you will be surprised at the re-
sults.
• • •
W.' A. Since you are no longer
year old Jamaican who would like
a pen pal. My complexion is
brown, bust 40. waist 29, hips 44
and I weigh 160 lbs. I am now
living in England. WM answer
all letters. Edna Reid, 327 West.
bourne Park Rd. W.11 London,
England.








Dear Mme. Chante: I read
Your column quite frequently and
enjoy it very much. I am interest-
ediin meeting a companion, possi.
lily someone in the service. My
husband, whom I lost, was in the
army, so I'd like to meet someone
in any branch of the service. , I
have a bayy boil' four months
old I am .of the Baptist faith.
George F. McCray, well-known
authority on African aifairs, will
enplane to Africa on Oct. 16 Us
take up an assignment on behall
of the International Confederation
of Free Trade unions and the
Ghana Trade union Congress.
McCray will spend about la
McCray stated that a vital strug.
gle is developing among t b e
world powers for ultimate control
of African resources and the loyal-
ties of 150 million African Negroes.
"Obviously it is the best
of the Africans and oursel
that we cultivate fully that mi
bond of unity and friendship exist. —
ing between Africans and Amen.
cans," McCray said.
Assign Captain
To N. J. Post
FORT DIX, N. J. — Capt. Wads
lace W. Price, formerly of 109 N. •
14th st., East St. Louis, Ill., willi—
returned last July from a IF
year tour of duty in France, Is
signed to the G-4 (logistics)
tion at this major Infantry ho
training center.
A veteran of World War
Captain price served with t
Army of Occupation in Europe
and Japan and participated tin tile
early campaigns of the Korean
black hair and I am a student conflict.
nurse. '11 would like very much to 
finish my training when I am able.











































































































, SI la ow
Dear Mme. Chante: T am a lone- Given New Award
ly girl here at the McRae Sani. SEOL, Korea — (ANP) — Mis9
torium. I am a' single girl of 20. Marian Anderson, noted singer
I have dark brown skin, weigh was awarded an honorary doctor's
145 lbs. and I am 5 feet. 2 inches degree of music by the Ewha
tall. 1 would like to receive let- Women's university here Tuesday.
ters from guys between 20 and 30. MISS Anderson was lauded by
Will answer all letters and ex- Dr. Helen Kim, University ores'.
.change photos. My hobbies are me dent, for her "contribution through
vies and ball games. i hive to at- music to human culture." Dr. Kit* •
tend church and I will make a also spoke praisingly of Miss Ave
good housewife. Miss Dessie Mae derson's promotion of understand'."
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Our Opinions
•
• Ike And Dixiecrat Governors
There are some grave misgivings about
the outcome of Tuesday's conference with
President Eisenhower. With the notable ex-
ception of Gov. Theodore Roosevelt Mc-
Keldin of Maryland, the composition of the
Dixiecrat chiefs on the committee is such
as to give no assurance that these racists
have been converted to the sanctity of cons-
titutional rights. McKeldin has stated open-
ly and clearly that he favors observance of
the Court's rulings. The schools in his state
are completely integrated.
But the other Governors are confirmed
segregationists who are making a special
plea for the preservation of their social or-
der, or what they call "their way of life."
They say that they are in quest of a "con-
structive" formula for solving the Arkan-
sas situation. In the same breath they ask
the removal of the Federal troops from
tie Rock. .In other words, they want ,Mr.
Eisenhower to back down. But the issue is
clear-cut. The majesty of the law must be
upheld; a civilized community cannot sub-
mit to irresponsible mob rule. And the Pres-
ident has expressed those views in lan-
guage that can be understood by the most
backward school-boy.
Were Mr. Eisenhower to capitulate now
under the shrieks of the unree ,n;tructed,
biased Governors, it would be a calamity so
momentous as to imperil not only his lead-
ership, but the very foundations of our con-
stitutional form of government. The Ad-
ministration is smarting now under unwise
coitcessions made to the Southern bloc in
Congress. One of them resulted in deleting
the enforcement provision on integration
which was a prominent feature of the orig-
inal draft on civil rights. Thus, we are left
with a legislation so feeble, so inadequate
that not a single article or word of it could
be invoked in the Little Rock crisis. Yet,
the issue is civil rights,
The President has been driven to make
statements that subsequent events have
forced him to recant. He has gone on the
limb to pacify Southern wrath. Not on ac-
count of any great and enduring love for
Dixie, but because he hates rancor, discord
and disunity. He said, at a critical moment
of the civil rights debate, that he could not
conceive the circumstances that would
cause him to send Federal troops in a
punitive expedition against the South. But
Little Rock made him change his mind. We
thank God for that. Though he refused to
comment on the Court's school decisions at
the time they were handed down, though
he resisted all attempts at drawing him out
on the Montgomery (Ala.) bus strike,
there is no doubt that he favors integra-
tion. He proved that by issuing an Execu-
tive order making racial segregation in
public places unlawful in the District of
Columbia. This was done long before the
integration rulings by the Supreme Court.
Against this background, it is doubtful
that the President would make anymore
concessions to the insatiable Dixiecrats.
Though Mr. Eisenhower is fundamental-
ly a man of peace. Once aroused, however,
he is said to be as stubborn as the Army
mule.
Ole 'Satchmo' Shook The World
The Crown Prince of jazzdom, Louis His, open, undisguised emotion on an
#
17nstrong, laid down his silvery trumpet issue that has arrested the attention of the
t long enough to blast racial segrega- whole world, is shared by all who read ac-
on in his native land. His words had both counts of a teen-age Negro girl being spat
the timing and the explosive effect of an on in Charlotte, N. C. by an hostile crowd
H-bomb. They reverberated around the which tried to prevent her from attending
world. It wasn't long after he had dropped an integrated school, while in Little Rock,
the verbal explosives that swift military Ark., troops at gun point kept another Ne-
action brought on a change in the Little gro girl from entering the Central High
Rock drama. school. Scenes more disgraceful and non-
Nothing that had been said up to that izing than those enacted in these Southern
point in the continuing strife in Arkansas cities, are simply inconceivable.
has had the crystalline effect of Arm- While our high-Powered leaders recoiled
strong's bitter denunciation. He may have into their shells, Old Satchmo stepped into
made some people mad, especially those the breach to battle the enemy. He may not
who are today resisting the changing social have been grammatical, but he was elo-
order. But he delighted the hearts of mil- quent; he may not have been rhetorical,
lions of members of both races who would but he was sincere. For his Courage, sin-
not dare express their feelings in the talent. ceritv and vision we recommend him for
ed musician's own volcanic vocabulary. the NAACP's Spingarn medal.
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
tie Rock situation are more ex-
tensive the most people realize.
At week's end the number of
newsmen covering the integra•
tion story was greater than the
mob which the, army was sent
to the city to control. Included
In the pen and pencil corps
were about a score of foreign
scribblers including II from
Englanl.
This indicates the wide inter-
in the events occurring in
e Arkansas city.
Rut newsmen in newsrooms
throughout the country are al-
feeted. too. Departmental edi-
tors are trying to find a story
that ties in with the Little Rock
situation.
The entertainment editors got
their break when Louie Arm•
strong spoke up on the subject,
lambasting the President and
railing off a state department
sponsored tour of Russia.
The sports department got its
break when Navy decided to
move its game with Georgia
from Norfolk because of leis
requiring Jim crow seating.
The women's department ooh.
ed and &abed over the very im•
portant role being played in the
drama by Mrs. L. C. Bates,
president of the local NAACP
chapter.
Financial, automobile, science,
fiction, household and do-it-
yourself editors have been
scratching their heads trying to
devise a way to get in on the
Little Rock story.
But the news editors and re•
write men are not only over-
whelmed with the flood of copy
coming out of Little Rock, New•
port, Washington, and every
state capital, but by the con-
stant irritating Jangle of t h e
telephone.
Phone calls are pouring in
The People Speak
Commands Ike Action
Dear Editor: The Evening Sec-
tion of the Chicago Branch of the
Women's International League
for Peace and Freedom voted
September 24 to commend the
President for hisaction to restore
after and to carry out decisionsIv the United States Court in Little
Rock, Ark.
n conviction that prompt
action was required to halt vio-
lence and, hopefully, to create a
climate in which divigive forces
might be dealt with as construc-
tively as possible.
That tensions have grown in our
own community is evident not
only by such incidents as eruption
of violence in ('airmet Park but
by apparent incresse In fear, sus-
picion, and hostility, It behoove,
from emotional readers too im
patient or too lazy to take ad-
vantage of the letters to the
editor colume to express their
views on the subtsct.
Some of the calls range from
blasphemous condemnations of
the paper, the principals Invol-
ved and all mankind. Others
are inquisitive.
A few days ago an irate wom-
an called the daily paper in her
city to express her opinion.
"I think Gov. Faubus is
right," she told the newsman
who was trying to get his work
done. "Negroes have no bust-
nets going to school with
whites."
"But madam," the newsman
said, "we have mixed schools
here. Do you object to them?"
"I certainly do," she answer-
ed. "It brings about too much
socializing between the races."
"Not necessarily." the news-
man countered. "and besides,"
he added, "what h.- is it in
children of different roces so-
cializing?"
"Would you want your daugh-
ter to marry a Negro?" she
asked.
"I hope she does," the news-
man responded chuckling fiend-
ishly. The roma. slammed the
phone down.
What the woman didn't know
was that the newsman was the
only Negro on the staff of the
paper.
all of us who believe that all citi-
zens must be free to exercise their
rights and responsibilities to be
aware of and sensitive to oppor-
tunities to reduce tensions and to
create understanding and coopera-
tion in the interest of freedom and
Justice here and everywhere.
(Mrs.) Helen Cooper, Preadent
Evening Section, Chicago Branch





World Students Set Pace For
Progress In Human Relations
"siVERAL DECADES AGO,
when the words South America,
Europe, Asia and Africa were men.
honed, the average reader—espec-
ially those in the lower-i ncome
bracket — would consider them as
remote, inacessible spots on t h e
earth's surface, somewhat akin to
familiar names in the planetary
system.
But ill that has been changed,
thanks to the United Nations As.
itemblY; lower transportation costs
on ocean liners; the Telephone, ra
dio, TV and cablegram; and final-
ly the Overseas Airlines of the U.
S., and various foreign countries
which shrink the map and bring
the peoples of the world together
in a few short hours of flying time.
First continent to succumb to the
new order of travel was South
America; then came Europe, with
the speed-up occasioned by World
Wars I and II, and now Asia, Af-
rica, and the Union' of Soviet So-
cialist Republics (Russia), with its
area of nearly 9 million square
miles and estimated population of
some 250 million peoples, of all
types and kinds.
Just a fortnight ago, Russia flew
its 70-passenger, jet commercial
air liner from Moscow to Mantua-
tan in less than 24 hours flying
time — a trip that by boat and
train, would take at least threc
weeks.
And it's the restless, inquisitive
young people of the world — stu.
dents of psychology, history, t h e
arts arid sciences, who, through
travel and personal contact seek
to promote fellowship widi all
races and nationalities.
They seek, also. a remedy for the
wide divergeoce in human relation
which arrays caste against cleat':
white against black; gentile agaist
Jew and one ethnic group against
another.
Just last week, in ibadan, Ni-
geria, metropolis of that country,
(capital, Lagos) 200 students from
60 countries and five continents,
attended the International Stu-
dents'. Conference, held in Tren-
chard Hall of University College.
It was the first time the Confer-
ence of the National Unions of Ste-
dents was held on the continent of
Africa. It was sponsored by t h e
Students' Union of Leiden, Nether-
lands.
The Prime Minister of the Niger-
ian Federation, Alhaji Abubakar
Tafawa Balewa, greeted the visit-
ing students, stating, in part:
"This, for many of you, perhaps
for most of you, is your first visit
to Africa — and the ways of Africa
and her inhabitants are strange
and new to you. Try to understand
her, her virtues and her faults, her
aspirations, her successes and fail-
ures. It is your duty ̀to your own
country that you should do this
Addressing the Nigerian Stu-
dents, Prime minister Balewa, ad-
vised:
"Your country looks to you to
represent her to your guests wor-
thily. As we approach self-govern-
ment, we begin to understand what
that word involves. It involves hard
against the promptings of our bet-
CO A FA K
by NAT D. WILLIAMS
HOLD THAT SHOUTING
• Colored folk might *ell stop and
do a bit of heavy thinking, before
shouting "Hallelujah" over the
presence of United States army
units in the city of Little Rock.
Nobody wants to be a wet blank-
et, but it's sometimes good to call
atention to the storm clouds in
the picnic skies.
It's natural for the first reac-
tion of those who feel that the rule
of mobs is a dangerous thing, that
force should be met with force.
And there is no doubt that Presi-
dent Eisenhower did what he had
to do, under the, circumstances
and the rules as he understands
them.
But regardless of the reasons
army inits ,were sent into, Little
Rock, it was a thing to be sad
about, . .and not glad about. In
the whole desegregation ruckus is
a thing to be sad about it. But the
presence of the troops in Little
Rock point up the sadness of the
situation most sharply.
In the first day, it's a sad com-
mentary on strength of America's
form of Democracy. . .a sad com-
mentary on our claims to be a
Chrielian nation.. .a sad commen-
tary on our leadership ... a sad
commentary on our educational
institutions ... that after about
200 years of the American experi-
ment in liberty, equality, and jus-
tice for allf, under the label of
Christianity and democracy . . .
we can still produce mobs of
grown, men, women, and adoles-
cents, ready to kill and deatary
rather than see benefits of Chris-
tianity and democracy extended
to nine little Negro children.
Such a sight and the expression
of such an attitude would seem
to call for tears or sadness, in.
stead of joy. The presence of the
troops makes the scene and idea
of the mob even more terrifying.
Because one wonders what must
become of America's principles
and Christ's teachings if Ameri-
cans, with all the advantages of
experience in democratic living,
have to he forced to accept these
principles when applied to others,
with bayonets and rifle butts. A
thing like that is enough to mako
any sober-minded man and worn.
an. . .regardless of color. . .hold
any tendency to shout over the
presence of the troops for a while.
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u-Przgr ¶Ols eAKe NiNA ?
Against Negro Leaders
Dear Editor; It mane me fight.
ing mad when I saw the pictures
of a white man in Arkansas hit-
ting a colored man and then kick-
ing him. It Was too had it was
just the four newspapermen.
There are five others which should
have been kicked instead:
Thurgood Marsnall, Roy Wilkins,
Adam Clayton Powell, Martin Lu-
ther King, and Daisy Bates. Mrs.
Bates said she wOtt a Victory for
her race. Please count me out?
Hattie Hutt, 432 E. 47th at.
Federalise Chicago Cops
Dear Editor:
Now if they'd "federalize" the
Chicago police forcer maybe Ne-
groes could take picnics in safety,
too.
Dick Frederickson,
6051 S. Eimbark ave.






er instincts, to make it work You, the under- will he in a few years, and inde-
"Responsible government re- graduates of University College, pendent Nigeria; see that you do
quires responsible men and women lbadan, will be the braine of what not fail her."
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Salute To Youth— In Life And In Art
Among the bravest human be-
ings in the world today are those
Young people, Negro children and
teenagers, who walk through howl.
ing mobs to go to school in Little
Rock, Birmingham, Nashville,
Charlotte, Clinton, Sturgis, a n d
Other trouble centers of the South.
The Honor Roll is a long one,
and the papers do not report all
of these historic names, but among
those due the top salute for cour-




RAY, htINNIE BROWN, CARLOT-
TA WELLS, JANE HILL, ERN.





GERALD PETERSON AND EU-
GENE HALL of Little Rock and
North Little Rock, DOROTHY
COUNTS of Charlotte, RUBY
SHUTTLESWORTH and NATHAN-
IEL LEE of Birmingham, and the
little six-year-olds of Nashville,
LINDA McKINLEY and J 0 Y
SMITH.
No letters are big enough to
print their names, and no salute
great enough to honor them for
their part in the making of Ameri-
can history.
And the same goes for all the
other young people of color who
today face mobs in the South for
the sake of an education.
Their parents deserve honor, too,
and the,y and their children are re-
ceiving it today from the hearts
and minds of decent people a 11
around the world.
Meanwhile, almost everybody of
good will wonders why Washington
took so long to act and says an
little. Also why, with all the other
Congressional Investigating Com-
mittees in action, no committee
finds time to get around to inves-
tigating the Ku Klux Klan and the
White Citizens Councils who have
done and are doing more harm to
American prestige abroad a n d
American peace internally than
ever, the Communists did or the
Labor Unions or the racketeers
who are being investigated so as.
siduously and with such fanfares
of publicity.
Strange to say, too, the majority
of the American newspapers run
more editorials about Hungery
than they do about Arkansas, Ala-
bama and Tennessee. Our white
folks can wax indignation rises
very slowly in most quarters over
black children turned away from
schools at home, black ministers
beaten, women stoned, and the sex
of an innocent Negro male cut
away as ''an object lesson" to
those seeking integration.
It would *Seem to me some Sena'
tonal committee would want to in-
vestigate such assaults on democ-
racy, and that the men who write
newspaper editorials would be as
much concerned about them as
they are about Hungary, Syria,
and Saudi Arabia.
Or are Senators and editors less
brave than the colored children of
the South who risk violence to go
to school?
A salute to these children! And
at the same time a salute to the
Young Negro -newspapermen a n d
photographers who have braved
ot •
mobs to report the eventful Dews
for the Negro press.
And in a wider area, a salute
to Afro - American newsman, Wil-
liam Worthy, recently back from
China, in his fight to retain his
passiport and the right to report
the news from any country in the
Worthy, a young Harvard fellow-
ship man, has put the freedom of
travel and freedom of press issue
on the front pages of the nation.
Another young Negro writer who
deserves a salute this year is the
newcomer to the ranks of author-
ship, Julian Mayfield, His novel,
"The Hit," about the problems of
family life in Harlem, has just been
published by the Vanguard Press-.
It is a very good first novel.
Just as Loftlin Mitchell's playt.
"Land Beyond The River" reopen-
ing at the Greenwich Mews io
New York, is a very good first
play.
In these ik oubled times. It is en-
couraging to see a new and force.
ful group of young Negro writers
coming into being in the fields of
fiction, the theatre, radio and tele-
vision.
Chicago's Richard Durham, Rob-
ert Lucas, Louis Peterson, William
Branch, Mary Elizabeth Vorman,
and John Killens all deserve a sal-
ute.
In years to come some one of
these young writers will produce a
great novel, a great play, or a
great script for the airwaves about
the young colored American school
children of 1957 who walk through
terror toward knowledge and, while
walking toward school, at the same
time march straight into history.
a LOUIS MARTINDope And Data
The long era of pussyfooting
over the issue of first-class citizen-
ship for all Americans has finally
come to an end. Sadly and reluc-
tantly President Eisenhower found
himself forced to meet the chal
lenge of the mob head-on.
The footfall of federal troops on
the streets of Little Rock echoed
all the way down Tobacco Road.
The Presidents message announc-
ing their arrival at his order was
a message that had meaning for
Mississippi, Georgia and Alabama
as well Arkansas. The bitter, arro-
gant, lynch minded extremists
of the white South have been warn-
ed that the Constitutional guaran.
tees of all citizens will be protect-
ed at the point of an Army rifle
if necessary.
The President's action, I believe,
has the full support of the over-
whelming majority of the Ameri-
can people, including most areas
of the South. They recognize as
did the President that the time
had come to choose between mob-
ocracy and democracy, between
anarchy and order, between fas-
cism and freedom.
In a democratic country such as
ours, it is clearly impossible to pe-
nalize a large minority of citizens
without doing serious damage to
the society as a whole. The oppres-
sive and restrictive measures aim-
ed at colored citizens are, and al-
wan have been, cancerous wounds
on the whole body of American cit-
izens.
In war and peace the nation suf-
fers from the abuse of a great hu-
man resource,
Everyone today is asking what
does the decisive action of th e
President portend? The f irst
thought of many is political. A
staff report compiled by Albert
Clark and Alan L. Otten of the
Wall Street Journal, which w a s
published this week, treats of the
"Arkansas Aftermath" in political
terms.
Writing of the 1958 and 1960 elec-
tions, they outlined probable ef-
fects of the firm position taken by
the President as follows:
I. "A potty . rending North-
South conflict in the Democratic
Party over civil rights."
2. Rougher going for Demo-
erotic candidates in 1958 in
many Northern areas where Ne-
gro votes can swing elections."
3. "Roth major party candi-
dates being forced to take
'strong' civil rights positions in
1960 to woo and win Negro votes
in Northern areas where Negro
votes can swing elections.
4. ".4, third party in Dixie and
most probably a lengthly set-
back in the GOP drive to Re-
publicanize the South."
Of course, no one is underillu-
sion about where the Wall Street
Journal stands politically. Never-
theless, it is interesting to see what
their experts believe is the shape
of things to come in American poli-
tics as a result of the civil rights:
fight.
These experts also argue t hat
"the Little Rock Battle," pitting
states, rights against federal auth-
ority, almost guarantees another
civil rights battle in Oongress
next year. They claim:
"Northern liberals will try to
push through a much stiffer bill
than the one passed just weeks
ago, in an effort to offset the ad-
verse reaction of Northern Ne-
groes to the recent actions of Ar-
kansas' Democratic Gov. Faubus.
This could and very probably will,
bring about the very thing Demo-
cratic leaders labored so hard to
avoid with a 'moderate' civil
rights measure—a wide open split
in the party ring along the Ma-
son-Dixon Line."?
The prospect of Democrat!,
party strife over civil rights issue
is pleasing to the Republicans.
Many Democrats argue, however,
that, as important as the -c ivil
rights issue certainly is, this issue
alone will not determine the choice
of the Negro voters.
Up until now it has been argued
that the Negro is a bread and but-
ter voter and the Democrats have
been long on bread and butter
while the Republicans have been
short. The experts claims that an
economic recession under the Re-
publicans would nullify all the vote
appeal of Republican liberalism
on the race issue.
Be that as it may, everyone
agrees that the political repercue
sions of the Presidents action in
Arkansas are bound, to he (moor-
tent. Neither Democrats nor Re-
publicans seem likely to retreat
on civil rights. Soon the Segrega-
tionist Southerners may have no
place to go. Of course, I have
suggestion,
DEFENDER
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so they say_
By AL MONROE
WHEN SUGAR RAY Robinson
withdrew from cast of proposed
television version of • The Green
Pastures" due to hit screens, Oct.
17, his friends say he was giving
evidence of great DISSATISFAC-
TION over what happened at end
of his fight with Carmen Basal°.
HE, HIS FRIENDS say, was saY-
ing "I do not care to appear pub
Hely for while, rather to be left
alone to ponder over my ,range
fate, or the turn ot fate that dealt
such a cruel blow to my hopes
and plans." AMONG THE FOLK
who do not consider the Sugar
man's battle in that :ight a los-
ing one is Sugar Ray. — HOW-
EVER, OF THE dissenters Sugar
Ray is having the least to say.
— COULD BE HE, among all dis-
senters, knows best of all that the
cards were stacked against him
when he entered the ring — AT
LEAST HE CAN wander if the
blen taste cf his pre-match bat-
tles with powers that be of hosing
disappeared before he entered the
ring. That is just a thought in
this corner. — OUTSIDE OF THE
:brain-truster Sugar alone has the
answer to this angle.
'TWAS A NOBLE act on part
of Louis Satchmo Armstrong to
Send wire to President Eisenhower
complimenting the moves made by
the White house to clear up the
&Melon in Little Rock. TAKES
A BIG man to do what Louis did
in both instinces.—HE PROVED
something hi that respect when
he public y cre;cized Mr. Eisen-
hower AND HIS WILLINGNESS to
cffer appl else, when the nation's
teed did something about Faubus
steded to "Mr Trumpeter's" ex-
pression of sincerely. — LNCI-
DENTIALLY, SPEAKING OF
"Satchmo" movie fans are won-
dering why Nat King -Cole who
sings but doesn't play horn instead
of Louis was given the title role
in the coming picture "St. Louis
Blues." — LOUIS CAN drop sing-
ing chores and become a W. C.
Handy" on whose life the picture
is based by playing the same horn,
W. C. employed in his public ap-
pearance days. BUT THAT IS THE
steange way of Hollywood at
times. THEY 'OFTEN find it
' LOS ANGELES — Whee sensa-
tional rock and roll singer Little
Ric'eard Penninman hits Australia
next week for a two weeks en-,
gagement natives- there will get
their first look • at a personality
that is accurately described as
GLADYS HAMPTON, wife-man-
ager of Lionel Hampton confided
this week of plans to return Ramp
to foreign lands as soon as cur-
rent tour is completed. — MIKE
TODD will repeat his famed "80
Days" party that was staged
abroad recently, in New York's
Madison Square Garden around
mid-October. — HEAR TELL
THIS one will be just as fantastic.
— THE ANNOUNCEMENT of
Earths Kitt's return to Hollywood
for the picture "St. Louis Blues"
has started committee groups
planning. — SEVERAL ARE SET
to bid for La Kitt's public appear-
ance at benefits. — DUKE EL-
LINGTON is set for a series of
guest appearances on television
this winter that will gross above
$50,009 according to a spokesman
for one of the major broadcasting
chains. — MUCH OF THE music
material of the broadcasts wel he
written by the Duke, some old and
some new.
"proper" to have either Harry
James or Frank Sinatra play the
title role Of "Fatty" Arbuckle. s-
the life of "Fatty" Abuckle. —
DON'T BE SURPRISED if, one
of these days a picture arrives
with Rin, Tin, Tin cast as Leo
the Lion or "Lassie" playing the
talking mule."
SAMMY DAVIS, Jr. was offered
a spot in the television produc-
tion of "The Green Pastures" but
turned it down because of possi-
ble interference, with night club
contracts that figure to gross him
HALF MILLION DOLLARS, con-
siderably more than he'd receive
for the picture including top pay
rehearsal and "location" time. —
CAB CALLOWAY ALSO turned
down a role in the video spectacu-
lar. — ADELAIDE HALL who ap-
pears in Lena Horn's play "Ja-
maica" was in Europe when war
broke out and because hubby
is a native Britisher was refused
permission to return to the states.
—LATEST SINGING SOCK, a-la
the. Mariners is the Del Vikings,
a quint composed of two whites
and a trio of Sepians. — TWO
TOP DISCS by the quint are
Say Sugar Ratio Again, Off Again
"Come Along With Me" and
"What'ch Gotta Lose?"
LENA HORNE, left, who open-
ed in Philly last week in her
own show, "Jamaica" is called
"Miss Wonderful within". Port-
folio" by Defender's Hilda See
because of her great individual
performance. On right is Ade-
laide Hail, one of the artists
who helps give the production
Broadway promise. Adelaide
was first recognized in Ameri-
ca as one of the reigning stars
ii "Orignal Shuffle Along"
and later appeared in other
productions before hieing off to
London.
"born to make music.",
The deeply religious performer
is a modern day success stcry of
a young boy who never gave up
a dream that he would someday
become a headliner and see kids




NEW YORK — Until three hours 'cates which were necessary when
The signing of Dillard as the
King of Babylon completes cast-
ing in all major roles — and most
of the minor ones
his autograph. Since shaking the
amusement world two years ago
with his "Tutti Fruitti" record,
the Macon, Ga. born, 24 year old
Richard is a bundle of energy
when he's holding the center of a
theatre or ballroom stage.
Stirling as a handyman arourd
a medicine she that passed
through his hometown when he
was 14, Little Richard has been
on the move ever since. A n y
place he saw a stage he would
beg the manager to let him mount
it and burst forth into song.
Georgia Asks Studio
Nix Location 'Shots
For 'Poor Trash' Pixbefore plane time, the Cookies they applied for their passports HOLLYWOOD — ANP — For the
Ethel, who was born in Kansapo-
lis, N. C., and Dorothy, who first
saw the light of day in Montclair,
S. C , were delivered by midwives
who sopetimes didn't keep records
of babies they delivered — which
was what happened to the sing-
ers,
quartet had to await final word
from the Imstigration Department
before they could takeoff for an
eight weeks niteclub and theatre
engagement in South America.
8heir worries were brought
about when two of the girls, Dore-
thy Jones and Ethel McCrea,
couldn't locate their birth certifi-
DORIS SMART, lamed novel-
ty-tap dancer. formerly with
• Lewis Armstrong and Sarah
Vaughan it in Tulsa, Okla.,
where she opened after stint
at Detroit's Club Renders nu',.
Doris. it was learned this week,
is already honked for an ap,
pearanee at a Chicago club at
close of current tour.
Finnegan, Out Of
Sugar Ray Robinson will not ap-
pear in the role of King of Baby-
lon in the television version of
"The Green Pastures" to hit na-
tions screens on NBC-TV night of
Oct. 17, 8:30 p. m. Chicago tune Receives GrantThe Chicago outlet is channel a.
NBC-TV program department For Dental Study •gave no reason for Robinson pull.
ing out when announcing the role NASHVILLE — Dr. W. Ii. Allen,
had been given William Dillard, dean of the schoorof dentistry at
If it is due to fact that Robinson Meharry Medical college last week
is no longer champion is not announced receipt of a grant of
known. $34,300, from the National Institute
of. Health, Bethesda._ Md., for a
two years study to determine the
relationship between dental and
periodontal diseases' among Neg-
ro youths living under urban and
William Warfield as De bawd,
Eddie "Rochester" Anderson as
Noah and Earle Hyman as Adam
and Hezdrel are starred.
The full cast: Fred O'Neal as
Moses, Estelle Hemsley ha Mrs.
Deshee (the Sunday School teach-
er), Sheila Guyse as Zeba, Mu-
riel Rahn as Zipporah (Moses'
wife), Terry Carter as Gabriel,
Richard Ward. as Pharach, Roset• sWardell Saunders as Jacob, Man-
ta as Noah's wife, Jonelle tan Moreland as the Head Magi-
cian, P. Jay Signey as Aaron, El-
wood Smith as Joshua, Thomas
Anderson as the Master of Cere-
monies, John Bouie as the High
Priest, Emery Richardson as the
prophet and Vereda Pearson as a
teacher.
Children will include Mamie
Jones. Dorothy Butts Liz Williams
rural conditions. Principal investi- the Boy Gambler, Ellsworth and Maria Costoso. Young men
gator for the research is Dr. Eu- Wright as the First Gambler and! will include Albert Popwell,
gestia, Mobley McGinnis, associate Eula belle Moore as the First ,Charles "'Joni" Coles, Otis Young,
professor of dentistry. Woman. I Rai Tasco and Roscoe Browne.
Also Jacqueline Andre as t h e
By HILDA SEE 1
PHILADELPHIA—Lena Horn's
musical "Jamaica" here for afew
day on trial proved if nothing else
that Lena is the best looking fens- •
me on the stage: that she can sing
and is truly "Miss Wonderful" I
• without portfolio.
In a sense Miss Horne is being
asked to repeat what Sammy
Davis ,did on Broadway in "Mr.
Wonderful", carry a show with
her brilliant talents and a cast
of more or less unknowns. Dif-
ference is that Miss Horne must
carry the burden on her singing
shceilders while Sammy boasts
of about everything imaginable
in such a "crisis." He can sine,
and did; can dance and did; and
and can bring other stars on the
scene with his mimicry. In con-
trast Miss Horne offered almost
a continues singing nerformance
on a pair shoulders that are pet-
ent onor off the stge. Cut in
gowns she parades across stage
confirm both claims.
Billed as co-starring with Miss
Horne is Rocarde Montaban, who,
is better known for his movie
work than on leghnitate stage.
alontalban is no drawback to the
performance nor for that matter
is he part of the sornethine that'
Makes Miss Horne click, save for
helping make the show appear
glamourous and appealing to the
female side of the aisle. The show
as You may have gathered here,
is not all singing. How could ;• he
with the dancing talents of Jose-
phine Premice include. There re
I 
others in the cast who do what
they know how to do with what
they are given; much of the hoopla
very reason that the state of Geer-
gia is itself ashamed of its "poor
white trash," as its giftless rag-
ged caucasian strata is called,
Atlanta authorities last week ask-
ed Security Productions, here to
not send a company to Georgia
to shoot location scenes for "God's
Little Acres." They explained ter
several weeks there would have a
discouraging and. demoralizing ef-
fect upon the local residents. In
other words, they would be seeing
themselves as in a looking glass,
just as did the real life characters
of "The Grapes of Wrath,' big •
box-office attraction of the depress-
ion days.
Home lot for "God's Little Ac•
res" is Sam Goldwyn studio, with
Rex Ingram "The Lawd," of War-
ner Bros. "Green Pastures." Stars
are Aldo Rae, Robert Ryan,- and
actress Fay Spain, Anthony Mann
is producer, Sidney liarmer, di-
rector.
Station Uses
TOLEDO, Ohio — (ANP) — A • 
week that it would continue its 18-
month-old policy of identifying 
ickey nd Sylvi Sa pothgToledo radio station stated last! Mh ted
criminals and suspected felons by
race.
Radio Station, WSPD and its sis-
ter television outlet, WSPD•TV was
under severe criticism for broad-
casting the reports that Negroes
attacked a white nuree and high
school senior, The reported at-
tacks turned out to be hoaxes.
Civic leaders feared a possible
racial distitbance here because of
heightened tensions caused by the
false reports.
Allen as Myrtle, Michael Gelford
as Carlisle, Eric Herman as Ran-
dolph and Rhoda Boggs as Cook.
Also, Moses LaMarr as Cajay,
Ilelen Dowdy as the Stout Angel,
Vinette Carroll as the Slender
Angel, Earl Sydnor as the Arch-
angel, Billie Allen as Eve, V a it
Prince as Cain VI, Elia Clark as
Second Woman, Hilda Haynes as
the Third Woman, Bill Williams'
as Ham, Leon Moore as Shent,I
John McCurry as Flatfoot, Mar-
garet Williams as the First Clean-
Done Johnson as Cor-
poral, John Marriott as Isaac,
NEW YORK — It may
been an accident that caused -the
hot record setting team sf Mickey
and Sylvia to team tip But it was
no accident that catapulted them
into fame and fortune once the the tune was on the market it had
public heard their vocal and mu- sold 500,000 copies and they were
sical talent. in constant demand to appear on
The handsome young guitar- such TV shows as Perry Como's
have playing couple, who first sprang
into the spotlight singing "Love
It Strange," are credited with
bringing a new record sound to
the fore, Within one month after
and Steve Allen's
They 'ye just completed OW
to headline their own two months
touring package that will include
the Moonglows quartet, R y
Charles, singers Joe Turner and
Larry Williams, opening October,
4 in Fayetteville, N. C.
that was provided for by the
"book" is, forgotton when Lena
sings and Prentice dances. Tlie
"others" including Adelaide Hall
who first saw Broadway in the
Original "Shuffle Along"; Joe
Adams a west Coast disc jockey
who became In actor through his
role as the prizefighter in "Car-
men Jones," Ossie Davis who has
had a fling in several Broadway
plays: and little 10-year Augus-
tine Rois who shows promis
things to come.
Show Roles 6
The producers and stars as wet
are going through their chore
here with eyes set on Broadway
debut set for Oct. 31. However
looking past Miss Horne: the ad-
ded "name" Montalban lends the
show and dancing of Miss Pre-
mier one wonders. (as-thev say of
baseball teams with limited per-
sonell) if the depth is there for
a Broadway run? Perhans an in-
sertion here and there will do the
trick. However let us not start
fear for "Jamaica" before It
hits Broadway. When it hits the
main stem with changes that are
, almost certain to come will be
;time enough for that, I ant sure
1Miss Horne and the producers as
well are as aware of show's strong
nointa a this corner is. Why elan
would Hens be assigned the tea .
of singing more than half t
show tunes and doing one of the
I"ever present" kind of perfor
awes? Ps show stands now Le
is both the star and the "depth,
What we are pleading for befor
show hits Broadway is more o.
something and someone that Holly-
woodt calls "the spell."
br
HOTTEST TIP of the week I
department. — RUMOR, UNCOM-I
FIRMED as we go to press that
Ernest Morris of Morris' Perfect,
Eat Shop and Miss Blanche To-
bin of Cook County Department of
Welfare will be married Saturday,
NOSEY'S SECRETARY, attempt-
ing to contact both found Mr. Mor-
ris "not in" and Miss Tobin out
of reach of a phone call.
"DEAR NOSEY" asks mail
bag: "What about rumors of fir-
ing of that popular choir director
and clerk at a certain church? —S S
MOST OF THE GUYS AND
gals are backsfrom Monday night's
fight tired, unconvinced what hap-
pened is what they saw in the
ring, broke (from over-sporting
and not from betting) but HAPPY
THEY WERE in New York foe
few days. — FELLOWS LIEU the he and she involved? — IF
Harrison Simmons, the cafe baron; YOU VONT know, Mr. Nosey you
Allen Hunt. southside sportsman; can find out by calling number ?.?
J. Mayo Williams, ex-footb a 1 (P. S. Nosey deleted the phone
great; Richard Mahone„ Fats number.) — THERE MIGHT well
Long, MaroldDubouchard; Archie have been blood shed Meng 33 and
YOUNG, FRED STEWART, Ike South Parkway (in an apartment)
Simms, Walter White, and femme had not the police been parked
fans Lucille Taylor and Ruth Hen- near by Saturday night. IT SEEM'
derson ALL SAY THE FIGHT was "TIIE MAN of the house" disco
a killer diller and are divided in ered he was everything but that
their opinions of the decision that when %Hey and girl friend decided
there would he no staying home
and if there was tin be a trip the
EVEN THOUGH L. ALEX Wilson, girls should go alone — that is
the newspaperman who left Chi- without him.
cago Defender to take over Tre 
State Defender in Memphis, a , NAME ATLANTAN
part of the Defender Publications, FELLOWSHIP HEAD
was best pal of Russ Cowan, De- ATLANTA, Ga. — Dr. Paul I.
fender Sperte editor while here go Clifford, registrar at Atlanta uni-
one has heard Russ sayine any-1 yersity, has been named local re.
thing about wishing he had been presentative for the Atlanta uni-
with I,. Alex when latter was at- versity center by the Woodrow Wil-
tacked in Little Rock by anti-in. son National Fellowship Founda•
tegration mob. — WHAT ABOUT lion.
IT Russ? — WONDER IF THOSE The foundatien has received a
friends gathered, and disapeeinted significant grant from the Ford
for what was to have been a wed- Foundation which will enable it
ding at 637? Champlain Sunday to offer as many as 1.000 felleW-
are as unconvinced as In Nose t ships for the 1058-59 agil-
ity the story told by the girl's dernic year.
went to Basin°.
Nine more advertisers have sign-
ed as sponsors of NBC-TV's NAT
'KING' COLE SHOW on a cooper-
ative basis, it was announced
by William R. (Billy) Good. 
heartjr., vice preeident, Televis-
ion Network Sales, for the Nation-
al Broadcasting Company. ;n ad-
dition, two current cooperative ad-
vertisers have extended their spon-
sorship of the Tuesday night
(7:30-8 p. in. NYT) musical pre.
gram to additional markets, Good -
heart said.
The advertisers and the sta-
tions on which they will present
the "Nat 'King' Cite Show'' are.:
The Gunther • Brewing Pornpany
(now sponsoring the program over
WRC-TV, Washington, D. C.)
WBAL-TV Baltimore; Commercial;
aunt after nothing happened.
THE AUNT ASKED all guests.
including Nosey to join in prayer
for the groom-to-be who she said
was stricken ill aboard plane and
rushed to a hospital while enroute
to Chicago. — INCIDENTALLY,
NOSEY later checked with airport
and learned no plane was expecte
or due in from Dayton, Ohio at s




Detroit model, almost missed her
plane Monday morning while cele-
brating at t he LIONEL HAMP-
TON show in Roberts Lounge —
"DEAR NOSEY," asks mail bag.
Who was it that called fire de-
partment instead of police to quiet
an arguing couple along 64 an d
Kenwood 'tother night; BETTER
YET," continues the letter, "Who
Solvents Corporation, for its anti-
freeze, WBUE, Buffalo; Celgete•
Palmolive Company now sponsci•-
ing the series over KRCA•TV, Hol-
lywood) and the Continental Halts
ing Company, WINN, Chicago'
Eolgeh Coffee, Rival Dog Food
and the George Wiedemann BreW-
ing Company, Inc., WI,W-T, CM;
einnatis Gold Bond Beer, KYW•
I TV, Cleveland: Swan Cleaners
WLW-C. Columbus, Ohio, the CO:
ca-Cola Company, KPRC, Ilautit00;
and Wileh Wine, WRCV-TV, Phila:
delphia.
The new orders bring lit 15 the
number of advertisers now s

































































































































Frosh G et Royal Treatment At Brilliant Prexy's Reception
Getting Acquainted
• LIFE ON THE campus of A. and T. College in
Greensboro, N. C. began gaily for the new crop of
freshmen arriving there during an orientation series
which was climaxed by tile brilliant President's Re-
ception. Dr. Warmoth T. Gibbs, president (photo above
left) and Mrs. Gibbs receive Catherine Wallace, Row-
tend, N. C., one of nearly 650 new students who at-ded the reception.
• THOROUGH PHYSICALS (center photo) were
given the newcomers. Shirley Jean Thompson, Gold-
ston, N. C., says "ah" for Dr. Casimer Hylton, Berke-
ley, Calif., a member of a team of senior medical stu-
dents of Howard university, who conducted the phy-
sical examinations of entering freshmen. Other new
freshmen looking on are Gloria Sanders (left), Raleigh
and Jeanette Anderson, Burlington.
Aqesp,
M.r---••••••••••"1" •11,,P TA.,•••••• riI•4
Gaiety Sparks Fetes
• THE RAINS CAME but failed to dampen the
spirits of these new students who are reading instruc-
tions for the Freshman Orientation Series under the
protection of umbrellas. Obviously happy about the
whole thing are (from left) Minnie Hickman, New
Bern; Barbara Wise, Hendersonville and Delores GibbSo
alao from New Bern.
• SELF SERVICE — Getting a big kick out of the
automatic serve-yourself punch bowl, a popular spot
during the President's reception are (Photo left be-
low) Charles Robeson, Milton; Barbara Oakley, Ox-
ford; Sidney Holmes, Norfolk, Va„ and Margaret
HawleY, Oxford. Photo below right: These coeds lostno time in getting acquainted. Giving Marcellus Man-ley (left) Murfreesboro, rapt attention are MaxineRichardson, Petersburg, Va.; Marion Whitted, Whit*Plains, N. Y.; Joyce Moragne, Charlotte and MarilynManns, Yonkers, N. Y.
BRIDE AND GROOM — Mr.
and Mrs. Levey Smith leave
the sanctuary of Roanoke Bap-
tist church, Hot Springs, Na-
tional Park, Ark., after their
beautiful late summer wed-
dings. The former Miss Erne-
;time Rebecca Collins, the
bride is the daughter of Mrs.
THE
ACIC.S011
Rebecca Ware Collins and late
Ernest Collins of Hot Springs.
Mr. Smith is theson of the
Baldwin Walkers of Lapeer,
Mich. Mrs. Smith is a Fisk
university graduate and attend.
ed Tenn. State's graduate
school and University of Iowa
where she received a certifi
iLl3y Mrs. Anna Lee
With Autumn being issued in of-1
Incially, we find the season full of
excitement Is ith many outstinding
activities taking place with clubs,
churches and schuols. Among
them was the participation of the
NHA chapter of Merry High school
at the District meeting of the Na-
tional Homemakers of America
which was held recently at Lauder-
dale Training school at Ripley,
Tenn. At this time nine young la-
dies represented Merry High school
along with their advisor,. M e e-
demas Bernice H. Lucas and Me-
rietta M. Hughes. The young la-
dies were Misses Fontella Mallory,
Patricia Shipp, Bessie Seward,
Shirley Winston, Marie Creighton,
Marie Pugh. Marion I'yles, Mary
Sallie, and Annie Wortham. Miss
Fontella Mallory was group lead-
er for group seven which ss as de-
signed to help teen-age girls grow
up morally, spiritually, socially
and physically. Most of the other
students served as group members
of one of the nine study groups.
Both Mrs. Hughes and Mrs. Lu-
cas served as consultants to vari-
ous groups at the meeting.
ENTERTAINS BRIDGE
At the second meeting of t h e
Criterion Bridge club onlast
Thursday evening, Mrs. F. A. Dob-
bins who resides on Hays ave., en-
tertained. Members present were
Mesdames Gertrude Ford, M a e
Perpener, Annie M. Bond, Lulal
B. Martin, Georgia Adkins, Vera
Reports From
Brooks, Marietta Hughes, Royal
Etta Cunningham, Julia Sheegog,
Bernice Lucas and Miss Phonoy
Granberry. Very tasty barbecue
with all the trimmings, coco-colas
and delicious homemade cake
pleased the taste of the fashion-
ably dressed ladies before bridge
began. Taking first place for priz-
es was Mrs. Maye Perpener with
second going to Mrs. Bernice Lu-
cas. Mrs. Vera Brooks came up
for the booby.
The Senior Choir of First Bap-
tist church enjoyed their first fel-
lowship social Friday evening,
Sept. 20 in the church basement.
Members of the choir and their
guests participated in many inter-
esting games directed by Miss
Honore Hardy, who serves as
Minister of Music of the church.
Mrs. Jennie Snipes won first place
for the Bible Quiz and Rev. W.
G. Terry and Ike Price tied for
first place in the needle threading
contest. A delicious menu of chick-
en salad sandwiches, punch, and
assorted pies was served. This was
the first of the Fellowship Social
to be sponsored quarterly by the
choir. Otis Price is the president




The First Baptist church of this
city held its Ground - Breaking
Service at its new location on Mad-
ison and Short sts., Sunday, Sept.
By Rev. J. P. Blackman
Mrs. C. O. Inge presented her ell in 
the death of Mrs. Newell's
sister.
Rev. H. L. Wilson of Tuscumbis,
Ala. was the guest speaker at the
church recently at both evening
and morning services.
Fun and merriment galore was
the order of the day at the fishing '
trip to Biloxi, Miss. Saturday,
Sept, 28.
PROMOTION DAY
Sis. Easter Gaines was recent
host to the willing Workers club.
After a program, the hostess serv-
ed a tasty assortment of refresh-
ments.
The L. A. Clark Circle met Tues-
day night with Mrs. Casscilla
Franklin.
Recent promotions were made
ST. ELMO BAPTIST 
for many worthy students when
Sympathy is extended tothe 
annual promotions day was held.
family of Bro. and Sis E. S. New-
music students sn recital Sunday,
Sept. 29, at Pleasant Valley Bap•
ti.st church.
The Southeast Singing Conven-
tion was held at Pleasant Valley
Baptist church in Picayune. Miss.
recently. Rev. C. B. Cooley is pas-
tor.
The Mission Heralds celebrated
their anniversary Sunday. Sept. 22.
A well-rounded program was plan-
ned for the day with the pastor
bringing the sermons at morning
and evening services.
Among the new chorus members
at Oak Park School from Pleasant
Valley are Misses Samolene Smith,






versIty of Colorado. He is working
on his doctorate in Biology.
In the world of sports, Merry
edged Gibson County Training
school last weekend by a score cf
14 to 13. Lane also was victorious
in their first game of the season
by beating Daniel Paine college
from Birmingham, Ala., by a score
of 14 to 7. Alabama will be met
on home ground this Saturday
cate in Physical Therapy. The
bridegroom is a veteran of
World War II and a member
of Kappa Alpha Psi fraterni-
ty, attended Howard universi-
ty and is a welfae investigator
in Flint, Mich. The bride is a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority.
22, 1957 during the 11 o'clock wor-
ship. The members have looked
forward to this very significant
occasion for quite some time.
After the regular devotion, offer-
ing and announcements at t h e
church on Webb and Ellison, Boy
Scout Troop, No. 115, whose scouti
master is T. C. Oizier, led the pro-
cession to the new church site. Mr.
D. E. Ray, superintendent of Jack-
son City schools, represented May-
or Smith and the City of Jackson.
He commended the members for
their wise choice of location, as
well as for the great task that
they are undertaking. Mr. R a y
stated that what First Baptist is
doing is very much in keeping with
Jackson and its expansion p r co-
gram.
Following greetings from Supt.
Ray, the ground - breaking mes-
sage was given by the pastor solo
used as his subject "A Search
Fa Satisfaction." He admonished
the members to Seek First the
Kingdom a Heaven and its right-
eousness and all these things would
be added, and at all times to let
God's Will be done.
Following the message t h e
ground - breaking ceremony began
with Mrs. Lela Fuller and Rev.
Jordan Williams who represented
the eldest chartered members of
the church making remarks. A 1 1
members of the official board and
the pastor participated in the main
event of the day which was most
impressive.
Many visitors and friends were
present to witness the occasion.
Also on last Sunday, Woman's
Day was celebrated at the Mace
donia Baptist church. The guest
speaker for the afternoon was Mrs
Our long sego of capricious, who come, regardless of race or
rain - deluged weather, continues religion,to teenagers, young adults
to wilt soil and souls...setting us or older women. . .through its
up as perfect targets for the ex• program of Fellowship. For those
pected Asian flue invasion. Vita- who seek skill in leadership and
mini and rest (if you can get it) service, Cue No. 5 is the answer.
are now part of laymen's prescrip- Full information is available
tion to remain hale and hearty. • • through'the YWCA's staff, headed
waiting the return of Old Sol's by Mrs. Addie G. Owen, executive
beaming rays . and Mother Na- director and Mrs. David Etta B.
ture's annual pagent of color
which accompanies Indian Sum-
mer.
YWCA'S CUES TO A HAPPIER
YOU
Vance Avenue Branch YWCA's
brochure announcing a stellar pro-
gram for the development of bet-
ter physical, mental and spiritual
health is certain to attract large
following. Cue Number 1, which
began Sept 23, offers instruction
In Textile Stencilling, Public
Speaking, Cooking, a Finance For-
um, Marriage Education, a Beau-
ty Clinic and Worship Workshop.
This series runs through Dec. 4.
Cue Number 2 offers fun nd cul-
ture throgh travel. . .a weekend
in glamorous New Orleans, La.,
Oct. 18, 19 and 29. . .and long,
range plans for an 11 day trip to
Mexico City, Mex., July 14-25, 1959
Cue No. 3 offers companionship
for those who want it through
clubs; and Cue No. 4 will result
in friends and fellowship for all
Pearlie L. Saunders of Canton,
Ohio who is president of the Wo-
man's Convention of that state and
also president of the National Song
Leaders Convention. The guest
choir for the afternoon was the
Liberty St. CME church choir.
Rev. Derricks, pastor of t h e
church gave the morning message.
Special visitors for this service
was the Lane College football team
The Matrons had charge of the
evening service. The day is said Walker, Mrs. MacPherson also
to have been a great success, visited her sister, Mrs. Bernice
GUEST ENTERTAINED
An elaborate reception was held
on Saturday evening at 7 p.m..
for Mrs. P. L. Saunders guest
Phillips, Teen-Age Director, as
well 89 staff members Mrs. Maude
D. Bright, Mrs. Ruth Reeves, Mrs.
Lille Hall, Mrs. Bertha Stegall and
Mrs. Willie Aldridge,
CULTURAL FARE
Included in the increasingly
growing cultural activities of
Memphis, is the coming appear.
ance of two well - known Negro
artists. Memphis Fine Arts club,
under the dynamic leadership of
Madame Florence McCleave, will
present Vivian Weaver, harpist,
in recital, Sunday, Oct. 27, at Le-
Moyne College's C. Arthur Bruce
Hall.
The LeMoyne College Alumni As-
sociation is presenting pianist Phi-
lippa Schuyler at Bruce Hall on
Nov. 8.
BON VOYAGE — PRES. mum
PRICE
LeMoyne's President Hollis F.
Price, who leaves for a three
month assignment to Liberia, West
Africa, for the World Council of
Churches, was honored at a bon
voyage program and reception by
the members of Second Congrega-
(ion church, Sunday, Sept. 22,
spearheaded by Mrs. A. K. Smith,
chairman. Mrs. Price will fly to
New York with her husband and
see him off on his long journey,
before flying back to Memphis.
VISITORS IN OUR MIDST
One of our fair city's most dis-
tinguished citizens, Miss Roberta
Walker Williams in Me mph is,
Tenn. We all remember her as
Wilma Walker.
Miss Henrietta Lane has taken
speaker for Woman's Day. Jacks's. a position in Birmingham, Ala.,
nians were able to meet this in. at Miles college as Assistant Li-
teresting personality at the affair brarian. Miss Lane completed her
which was held in the church base-
ment. Mrs. Ada Nelson was gener-
al chairman of the Woman's Day
celebration.
IN AND OUT OF TOWN
work in this field this past summer
at the University of Illinois. She
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Shellis Lane of this city.
Mr. Herman Stone who is on
Miss Lois Lovette has departed leave at Lane college is already
after spending two weeks iii,Jack- busy with s studies at the Uni-
son visiting her brother and sister-
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Sherrod Lot'.
cite who reside on Berry se. While
In this section Miss Lovette visit-
ed friends in Memphis, Tenn.
Guest recently in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Tyson on
Hale Street was Mrs. Tyson's
niece, Mrs. Wilma MacPherson of
Detroit, Mich. Coming here from
St. Louis after visiting her father





Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSEI
white milled rice that cooks perfectly ever:
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
MEET THE VAN DETTES—
Shown just after their election
of officers recently, this char-
ming teen • age group cons-
Church, who heads powerful Mi-
nority division of U. S. Depart-
ment of Labor, and her aunt—
Miss Annette Church, daughter
and sister of the late Honorable
Robert Church whose political as-
tuteness, leadership and communi-
ty endeavors are enscribed in the
archives of our city and perpet-
ually remembered in the national
Republican Party. . .are here for
an extended visit, and the house-
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
H. Hayes.
Attorney James Davis, now of
Kansas City, Mo., is visiting his
parents and family, Mrs. Chancy
Davis and sister, Miss Almazine
Davis.
WHERE THEY WENT
Lawrence Seymour the spouse of
Janet Arnold Seymour, has start-
ed medical preparation at Howard
U's medical school .. while Hom-
er Tuner, jr., the son of Mr. nd '
Mrs. Homer Turner, sr., has re-
turned to University of Chicago's
outstanding laboatory school.
Tri State Bank's well -' known
cashier, Jesse H. Turner, attended
the American Bankers' Associa-
tion's meet at Atlantic City, New
Jersey, September 22-25.
Add to your collection of Inter-
esting vacations that of Mesdames
Jeannette Carr, Mabel Hudson and
Elizabeth Scott Davis, whose mo-
tor trip took them to Mammoth
Cave, Louisville — where they saw'
the members of the Nesbitt clan
who now live there. . .Columbus,
Pittsburgh's . Sheraton . Hotel,
Philadelphia, where they visited
the historical and educational
points of interest. . Allowed by
NYC where they were hosted by
Kathy (Coleman) and Arthur Mur-
rell and Juanita Iron, former Merit-
phians. A Jazz Under the Stars
concert, and plays were highlights
of their stay in the great metro-
polis. On the way home Cleveland
and Chicago claimed their inter-
est, and while in the Windy City
were entertained by Kenneth Par-
ker and Mrs. Jennie V. Wilson.
Ezelle Parks and hubby Hanni-
bal, along with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Davis went to Cleve-
land and New York and from there
to Toronto, Ontario, Caned a,
where they stopped at the largest
hotel in the British empire, Hotel
York, where the Queen of England
has stopped.
THE CLUB CIRCUIT
Those energetic and well known
J-U-G's met with Velma Lois
Jones at her home on Woodlawn
ave., last Saturday week and elect-
ed a new slate a officers. Gwen
Nash is the new prexy, Josephine
Bridges, the veep; Marie Brad-
ford, treasurer; Gloria Weaver,
secretary; Sarah Chandler busi-
ness manager, Modene Thompson,
parliamentarian, Vela Lois Jones,
Ball chairman; and Erma Laws,
chairman of publicity.
Members of the 3'c's were roy-
ally entertained by tres chick-at-
tired hostess Martha Anderson at
Tony's last Wednesday. Martha
wore a beautiful black tucked
sheer frock, featuring new bare-
back interest. Lovely prizes—ster-
ling salt and peper, bathroom
scales, imported cologne and a
purse manicure set went to win-
ners Meryl Glover, Helen Saw-
yer, Ann Hall and Mattie Holmes.
A lovely five course dinner was
served.
The Sequin Bridge club was the
guest of sophisticate Margaret
Bush, at Tony's last Saturday.
Among the beautifully clad guests
were Mildred William*, looking
super in a distinctive winter plaid
cotton, with touches of white. . .
and Ruby Gadison, whose floral
shoes were conversation pieces...
while hostess Margaret was per-
fectly stunning in a floral ensem
ble and Juanita Brewster Poston,
a chic study in black silk, with
low back interest, highlighted by
exquisite Eisenberg "Ice." Beau-,
tiful towel ate went to Beverly
Ford, Mary Cotton and Ruby Gad-
moo.
• • •
The recent meeting of the Elite
Club found Mrs. R. L. Flagg, Mrs.
Walter Guy, Sr., and Mrs. A. B.
Owen, sr., serving as hostesses,
with Mrs. J. W. Golden speaking
on her round the world travels
which took her to 21 countries.
• • •
Delta Mothers were the guests
of Mrs. B. McDowell, at her love-
ly Riverside blvd. home. , .while
Metropolitan church's Rebecca
club met at the beautiful Fay ave.,
home of Mettle Crossley, co-host-
ess with Helen Hayes and Thel-
For sitting and sipping, or served
with meals and snacks, the unique good
taste of Coke adds to the fun of any evening.
Friends dropping in tonight?
Better stock up on Coke today ...
the best-loved sparkling drink
in all the world.
11011••  • ••••••• ••••••• ra•A•111 ••••••• ONO/
prise the Van Ceetel club, I
young ladles who combing' ,
both social and charitable pro- f
jects to produce the well -
rounded person, Miss Ca r oI
Ann Letting (seated on floor I.
right) is the group's newly-
elected president. Others are.
front left, seated on floor: Miss
Daeese Hancock, t reasurer
and Miss Letting, hostess for
the meeting. Second row, same
order: Misses Crystal Strong,
chaplaini Jo Ann Mayo, secre-
tary; Barbara Jean Donahue,
vice president, and Evelyn Va•
vasseur, reporter. Not shows
are Misses Myra Smith, Mary
Webber, and Joye Rayner.
Miss Erma Lee Laws is advis•
or to the organization.
ma Whalum and wished their sick
member, Utoka Qualls, a speedy
recovery from her illness.
We're extremely sorry to hear
the sad news of the passing of the
sister of Ted and J. A. Beau-
champ in Houston, Texas, where
both families, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. B
Beauchamp and Mr. and Mrs.
Ted Beauchamp and daughter, Ur-
sula, journeyed to the funeral.
The deceased Mrs. Lattimore is
the mother of Mrs. Jo Louise
Lattimore Johnson, who resided in
Memphis at one time with the J.
A. Beauchamps.
One of the nicest surprises of
your scribe's recent natal celebra-
tion on Sept. 23, was the lovely
greeting received from friend and
soror, Mrs. Mildred Poston Mc-
Cleaves, from out Denver, Colo.,
way, where she and her husband,
Dr. Benjamin McCleaves reside.
Many other friends might be in-
terested in having their address,
which is 2236 High st., Denver
Colo.
The Van Dettes, those tres chic
teenagers, met at the lovely home
of member Carole Ann Letting
and her parents, Atty. and Mrs.
A. A. Letting on Quinn ave., to
elect new officers and chart their
program for the .current year.
They have initiated a program of
having prominent citizens speak on
subjects of interest to the group.
Mrs. Martha Jean Steinberg will
be tlje first guest, and will speak
on, 'The Techniques of Modell-
ing." Barbara Jean Donahue will
be their next hostess. By the way,
Carole Ann is the new prexy of
the Van Dettes.
PARTY SUGGESTION: Handy
buffet-way to serve up chicken
salad: heap the salad into split-
and-buttered hot-dog rolls, set
'em out on a platter and team
with ico-cold Cokel































































































































































































'‘-60P Denies Nixon To Aid•
Negro Voter Registration
WASHINGTON, D. C. — (AN
Officials of the National Re-
publica. committee are reported
peeved about a story that Vice-
President Richard Nixon and Mar-
tin Luther King would be "joint
leaders" of a drive to register
•
five million Negro voters in the
South.
I would probably not be permis-
sible, but definitely not ethical
for an elected officer of all of the
people to announce that he would
make a special effort to register
any segment of .the population,
said a committee spokesman.
POSITIVE IN DENIAL
' While the Vice President's of-
fice was rather diplomatic about
this refutation, the spokesman was
positively firm in his denial that
Mr. Nixon had made any such
corn mitment,
The news item reported this
story as being true "according to
tio
a; announcement made here (in
'ashington) this week." The
Vice President's office wanted to
know who made the announce-
ment. Nobody from that office
made any such announcement,
they declared. The Republicap Na-
tional committee said no such an-
nouncement had been made by
the committee.
In his ronferense with Nixon
back in the summer. King's pro-
posal to register five million
Negroes of the South might have
received the Vice President's ap-
proval.
This approval might have been
announced at the Southern Chrs-
tian Leadership Conference by
Rev. •King, but it is hardly con-
ceivable that the progressive
Young minister said that the Vice
President would be a "joint lead-
er" in this movement. The official
statement adopted by the confer-




NAHA, Okinawa — (ANP) — Six
Negro U. S. Marines who alleged-
ly beat to death a white fellow ,
Marine and injured another last ,
ueele went on trail before an
Army general court-martial
board. They are charged with
murder, conspiracy to murder and
conspiracy to assualt.
. The accused men are Pfc. Rob-
ert Allen jr., 22, Nashville, Tenn.;
Pfc.' Willie Brown, jr., 24. Save-
yard, Ky.; Cpl. Eddie Chestnut,
21, Walterboro, S. C., Pfc. Henry
Mover jr., 20, Oak Cty, N. C.
Pfc. Jim iViltiams jr., 19. Dayton,
Ohio and Pfc. Wilbur L. Jones, 23,
aleigh, N. C..
According to Marine sources, the
fatal beating for which the Ne-
groes are charged took place at
the Sukiran Base last Aug. 4,
shortly after the men returned
to the base from Liberty leave/.
The Marine Corps refused to
advance any motive for the attack,.
and ruled out any thought that
liquor was involved. But a Corps
spokesman, who was asked if ra-
cial tension was involved, said "it
was an attack on two Caucasians
by Negroes." He said no weapons
were used.
Dead as a result of the beating
was white Hospitalman Adrien R.
NO cleby, 19, of Wells Co., N. D.
The other victim was Sgt. A. H.
Carrillo, 22, El Paso, Tea., who
sustained only minor injuries.
Maj. Gen. Francis If. MeAlis•
er commander of the 3rd Marine
Division. ordered the court-martial
after a long investigation.
Satchmo Blows
Sweeter Tune
DAVENPORT. la. — (ANP) —
Louis Armstrong jar, trumpeter
made it known Tuesday that he Churchmight make the trip to RUSSis  Backs Off,after all. Louis stated that he was!
pleased with the manner in which
the President handled the situa-
tion in Little Rock, .Ark., by call-
ing out Federal troops.
Armstrong was interviewed
Tuesday night following the Presi-,
dent's radio and televisicn report
that it was necessary to call out
the troops to maintain order in
Little Rock..
glik Armstrong said "Things arelook-
Wlng better than they did before.",
He also stated that a person IS
subject to a change of heart. This
was in reference to his earlier re-
fusal to make the trip due to what
he felt was the poor handline of
the Litttle Rock situation by the
President.
August 8, made no reference what-
soever of Vice President Nixon.
The Vice President's office also
refuted reports that the Vice
. President had received threaten-
ing calls because of his fight fur
civil rights. "There's not a thing
to it, said Nixon's assistance re-
peating with a great deal of em-
phasis. "Not a thing to it!"
SOMEBOODY MUST BET
DREAMING
There's no way for a stranger
to call the Vice President since
he has an unlisted phone, staled
the spokesman, adding "Some-
body must be dreaming up those
stories."
The published story about the
threats stated trat theF B1 and
strengthened its ferce to protect
the Vice President. This statement
was also denied . by the Justice
!Department. A spokesman from
the Justice Department said they
had heard nothing about Mr. Nix-
on's life being threatened and re-
threats stated that the FBI had
not assigned to the protection of
the President or the Vice Presi•
dent "That's the Secret Service's
baby."
A check with the Secret Service
also revealed that such a ruiner!
is untrue. A spokesman for the
Secret Service, appearing rather
irritated at any h a re-
port, snapped, "I have no state-
ment of confirmation on any such
rumor.''
Officials of the Republican Na-
tional Continittec knew nothing of
any threats upon the Vice Presi-
dent and were concerned ahottt
where such stories could originate.
ACTING DEAN — Matthew T.
Haters, associate professor of
Pharmacy at Florida A & M uni-
versity, has been appointed as
acting dean of the school of phar-
macy for the 195748 school year.
i He replaces Dean Howard .Mc.
Clain who will study at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota on a grant
by the National Science Founda•
lion.
JOINS POSTAL STAFF—Miss
Cora Brown of Detroit, a for.
mer member of the State Sen•
at of the Michigan legislature.
Is sworn in as special asso-
ciate general counsel of the U.
S. Post Office department.
General Counsel Abe McGreg,
er administers the oath as
Postmaster General Arthur E.
Summerlield witnesses cere•
ninny: at summerfield's office
In Washington. Holder of a law
degree from Wagner universi-
ty. Miss Brown is amember
of the law firm of Morris and
Brown of Detroit.
I When braham Lincoln's family
I moved to Indiana in 1810 they set-
tled in what is now Spencer county.
DETROIT — (ANF) — The' almost over run the place with
swearing in of Judge Elvin Daven- Governor Williams on hand to
port as Recorders Court Judge see the job well done.
here Tuesday was quite an im-
pressive ceremony. This marks'
the second time in Detroit's judi-
cial history that a Negro has been
so honored in the local Recorders
Court.
Judge Davenport who Was just
recently elected Judge of the Com-
mon Pleas Court after having been
appointed by Gov. G. Mennen Wil-
liams to that post is now elevated
to the Recorders Court bench by
another appointment by Gov. Wil-
liams. Davenport moves up. Inv-,
ing a vacancy on the bench het
left. He fills a vacancy on the
Recorders bench caused by the
death of Judge 0. Z. 1de.
It was Governor Williams who
broke the ice in Negro appoint-
ments. A few years ago the late
Charles W. Jones, former prosecut-
ing attorney for Wayne County
was appointed to the Recorders
bench to fill a vacancy He served
well, but for only a few months
after which he ran for the office
in his own right, but was defeated.
The Court room of Judge Da,,en-
Port Was filled to overflowing with
outstanding citizens. Judges from
the varioue courts and city officials
Hold Ceremony
For New Judge Ghana Celebrates
Id BankE t
Charge Brutality
At Jam aka School
KINGSTON, Jamaica (ANP)
— Brutal and sometimes weird ini-
tiations at the Jamaica School of
Agriculture were revealed in an
exclusilve interview with the As-
sociated Negro Press Wednesday.
Senior students of the school are
Mid to be making certain ritualis-
tic marks by using razor blades
on sleeping junior students in the
dormitory at nights. The marks
are said to be incised in the head
and other parts of the junior boys
whom second and third year stu-
dents call grubs.
The most reeent blood-curdling
report of sorms of selfontrived
initation told how it had been car-
ried out on a studentby the name
of Lewis. Relatives of the young-
sters told ANP that while Lewis
was sleeping one night in the dor-
mitory razor blades were used to
make certain marks on his scalp.
They also tied his "big toe" to
a part of the ceiling and removed
his cot from under him so that he
was hanging almost suspended by
his toe. Ile would have injured
his leg if he had not propped up
himself with his hands.
BEATEN UNCONSCIOUS
When the lad objected he was
beaten to a state of unconscious-
ness. When discovered Lewis was ,
rushed off to the hospital. It was
the first time that these types of
sly initiations were carried out by
senior boys of the schsol.
It had started away back when
Mr. A. Powell was headmaster,
then it continued when Hugh Mil-
ler took Over but, it grew worse
when Mr. Irving Johnson be-
came principal. The Lewis inci,
dent took place since Pet Gayle
became chief at the school.
Some years ago two student on
whom the senior boys attempted to
carry out the initiation, held up
the entire dormitory. with two re-
volvers one night. The fathers of
the "Grubs" had heard about the
atrocity of senior students and the
newly enrolled.
They, therefore. armed their
sons with two revolvers and sent
them off to school. When the
school boys attempted to carry
out their sadistic practices, the
grubs drew their pistols and
threatened to blast down the class-
room. The matter was shrewly
hushed up by the School Authori-
ties.
It does not seen) that any of the
headmasters of the school is ever
stern enough to put down this prac-
tice in the West Indies largest
School of Agriculture.
Parents are now wondering
REV. I,. E. PIERCE of. Laurel.
Miss., pre!), led over the first an-
nual sesion of the Ministerial im•
provement Association of Mississ•
ippi. With an optimistic outlook
for the progres of the South, Rev.
Pierce will appeal to the minis-
ters to preach an everlasting gos-




PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — Two
leaders from the new African 11A-
bon of Ghana were recent visitors
at Prairie View A & 51 college
They were Fredesick M. Big-
coff of Ho. Togoland and John K.
A, Quashie, Accra, both partici-
pants in the Foreign Leader Pro-
gram of the International Educa-
tional Exchange Service of the
S Deperiment of State Wash-,
ington. D. C. The purpose of the!
'7ial visit was to make it los
ip
eible for these jleaders from Ghtinai
ari become faMiliar with current!
divelOpments in this country.
From Integration
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (INS)
— A puzzled white church congre-
gation — wondering why they
were "picked" for a test of re-
ligious integration — turned away
five Negroes from Sunday serv-
ices.
W S. Simmons. chairman of the
board of trustees at Henderson
Methodist church, reported that a
well-dressed Negro couple present-
ed themselves at the church mid-
way in the services by the Rev.
11. R. Holland.
They said their own Negro pastor
had suggested they come to Hend-
erson and they had to leave their
church they came from.
"Three Negro women drove up
in front of the church as they
were leaving and looked as if they
were coming in, but the couple
talked to them and they didn't get
out of their car.
"We'd like to know why we were
picked out for this."
Simmons said the church trus
tees decided "a year ago or so
not to alter their all-white policy,
traditional in Little Rock.
Escapees Facing
WASHINGTON — (ANP) —
Members of the Ghana Diploma-
tic staff celebrated their country's
induction into the World Bank and
International Monetary Fund with
a cocktail party held at the Ghana
Embassy Sunday evening, on the
eve of the Fund's conference meet-
ing here.
Although guests were invited by
Charge d'Affairs and Mrs. Seth
Anthony neither were able to at-
tend the affair. Mrs. Anthony did
not attend because of her father's
death last weekend and Mr. An-
thony was absent because of
ness.
In the receiving line were the
honor geest K. A. Gbedemah,
Ghana's Minister of Finance, and
Harry Amonce. Second Secretary.
The Minister has been on a world
tour including attendance of the
Malsyan Independence Day cele-
bration. Ile recalled that when he
attended the conference of the
International Monetary Fund last
year he was only an observer who
had to "sit on the fence and
watch." This year he attended as
a member "able to talk."
EXPLAINS COAT OF ARMS
Principal decoration of the but- ,
fet table was Ghana's coat of armsf
which Second Secretary. Richard ;
Akwei, explained to interested
guests. The cocoa trees pictured
against the gold and blue emble
symbolized Ghanas' wealth, said
Akwel. The crossed swords is the
symbol of the chief's rule. The
castle represents the centraliza-
tion of power. And the lion siyni-
lies permanent connec-
tion of power. And the lion signi-
Great Britain.
Included among the guests were
the Ambassadors of Canada and
Tuskegee Marching
Band At Columbus
Tuskegee Marching No, 4
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.—
' Tuskegee'g colorful marching
usher seated them in the church Added Charges .own services to hurry over. An featured at the Morehouse - Tu's-
vestibule, then hurried tip to con-
fer with Reverend Holland,
NO PLANS
Simmons said Holland paused in
his service long enough to advise
the usher the church had no plans
for admitting Negroes and ar•
rangements could not be m a
WithOut a board meeting.
If said the usher was advised
to tell them -it would be better if
they didn't stay."
'They were very nice shout it
and left, ssirl Simmons, who is
in the elevator business in Little
Rock, didnt have presence of
mind to ask their names or what
HATTIESBURG. Miss. — (ANP)
— Two 18-year-old Negroes who
are accused of slugging a prison
guard and an attorney during an
escape from jail here have been
transferred to Parchman state pen-
itentiary.
At the time of their escape on
Sept. 10. the boys were being held
under sentence. They will be
brought hack to the jail at Hatties-
burg later to stand trial for assault
and battery with intent to kill.
The jailer who was struck in the
escape is still in the hospital with
a fractured skull. The attorney
has been released.
band, the Crimson Pipers, will be
game,gee tootbatt  Y ,
Oct. 25, Memorial stadium, Co-
' lumbus, Ga., and at the Tuskegee-
Alaba ma State game. Thanksgiv-
ing Day, Cramton Bowl, Mont-
gomery, Ala.
; The Tuskegee Band is underithe
direction of Melville C. Bryant.
CLARR COLLEGE
ATLANTA — Claik college has
been selected by Radio Corpora-
tion of America as one of 20 Ameri-
can colleges and universities which
will participate in an RCA scholat--
ship program designed to aid and
I encourage prospective teachers of
science and mathematics.
whether they should iv old sending
their boys to the institution with.
out Government instituting immed-
iately, an inquiry into the students
bad behavior and the rea:tion of
such by headmasters.
GO ON HUNGER STRIKE
Earlier this year the old stu-
dents took control of the institu-
tion and went on a hunger strike
because they wanted the matron
fired. Reports were that the ma-
tron had refused to bow to their
bullying. The students won out.
There are reports of very serious
injuries, some involving broken
limbs done to smaller boys at the
school. Very few expulsions are
on record for tglese offenses.
Because the initations have
reached such frighting pro-
portions, Frank L. Spaulding a
city councilor proposes to take
the matter to the next session of
the council, lie said he will move
suspension 'of standing orders to
report the various incidents at
the school and ask his colleagues
to join him in resolving that Gov-
ernment forthwith lead an inves-
tigation into the matter.
U. S. Students
Use NATO Funds
NEW YORK CITY — (INS) —
American graduate students will
have a chance to study or do re-
search abroad on a NATO Schol-
arship in 1958-59, it it as announc-
ed by the Institute of Inter-
International Education. Competi-
tion for this prof ra mopen Sep-
tember 15th and will close No-
vember 1..
The NATO Scholarships are giv-
en to persons who wish to study
or conduct research on the coin-
mon interests, traditions, and
iiewpoints of North Atlantic Alli-
ance countries.
"DEE ('FE TRIO" — These
three 'young women. two of
them front Washington. D. c.,
and one "adopted" from Up-
per Marlboro, Maryland, seine
a big hit with their rendition
of two popular nuinbcrs during
the freshntan talent shoe, at
Bennett College, Greensboro,
DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 5, MY
N. C. Left to right: Misses
Judith Gordon, graduate of
Spinwrn High school, Washing-
ton, D. C ; Sandra Boozel,
graouate of Dauglass High
School, Upper Marlboro, 31d.,
and Eunice Hawkins, another
Spinarn graduate.
Frazier To Defend Study
Of New Middle Class Here
T. Franklin Frazier noted so-
ciologist and author of the recent
book, Sleek Bourgeoisie; a defini-
tive study of the rising Negro
middle class, will be the featured
speaker at the town hall meet-
in of th Catholic  Interraciale
Council. Oct. 10, at 8 p.m. in
the Prudential Plaza auditorium,
Michigan and Randolph.
Dr. Frazier will defend the find-
ings of his book before a panel
of outstanding Chicagoans, who
will discuss the controversial as-
pects of his work as well as the
importance of the rising Negro
• middle class to Chicago in rela•
Australia, top State Department of- Don to faith, politics, housing,
ficials in the Department of Afri. health, business, the press and
 Affairs, governors of the World integration.
Panelists, will be:
Edwin C. Berry Executive Di-
reetor, Chicago Urban League,
Chi-
can
director, Welfare Council of Metro-
politan Chicago, who, since 1951,
has served as adviser to govern-
mental agencies in Chicago on
coin intuit( v services.
Mac Rae is a member of the
advisory council of the national
AFL-CIO Community Services
Sommittee and of the board of
governors of Chicago Housing and
Planning Council.
Dr. Paul Mundy, sociologist, of
Loyola University and a member
of the board of directors of the
Catholic Interracial Council of Chi-
cago.
Nathan If. Schwartz. lawyer and
philanthropist, president of the 
the Hebrew university, and active 
cago chapter, American Friends of
Bank and officials of the Interne- Integrate
Lionel Monetary Fund and the In- 
in Chicago civic affairs.
Lous Martin, edtor-in-chief, Ch-
Among prominent Negro guests
of the nation's trouble spots was speaker, is a former president of 
wetly International Bank for Reconstruc- •tion and Development. . W.ho Caine to Chicago from Port- cago Defender.land, Ore., where his work in one , Professor Frazier, the main
were James C. Evans, civilian as-
recognized by that state in send- the American Sociological Society
instant to the Secretary of Dc 
U. S. Senator Richard L. Neu- and is chairman of the Department
fense and Mrs. Evans; George
berger to Chicago to present Her- of Sociology of !toward university, I,
f entilic Study of Race Relatioltssince 1954. Among his books on
the subject of race relations is The
Negro in The United States (Mae.
millan,1 considered a classic n
this field. '
Of interest to Chicagoans Is his
The Negro Family in Chicago
(University of Chicago Press.
1932.)
The public is invited to the meet-
ing and- discussion. Tickets at
$1.50 can be obtained by writing
the Catholic Interracial Council of
Chicago, 21 W. Superior at., Chi-
cago 10, III.
Heroin
Progressive Life Insurance and z-e
Mrs. Fleming, Mr. Joseph S.
Clark, assistant to the Assistant
Post Master General and his sis- ;pi
ter, Mrs. Alma E. McCall of Co-
lumbus, Georgia; John B. Dun-
can, Recorder of Deeds and Mrs.
Duca n.
Anthony Carlisle of the Voice Affair For
of America and Mrs. Carlisle of
the National Education Associa-
tion; Atty. and Mrs. J. Flipper
Derricotte: Dr. and Mrs. A. Gar-
land SmYer; and Dr. Margaret
Cartwrght, a professor of Hunter
College, New York City.
Members of the Embassy staff,
Second Secretary and Mrs. R. M.
Akwei: Second Secretary and
Mrs. if.' R. Amonco and Press At-
tache and Mrs. R. 0. Mensah
were attired in their colorful na-
tive dress known as Kente. Other
members of the Embassy staff
were Mr. and Mrs. W.A.R. Wal-
ker arid Mr and Mrs. G. A..
Saur:ers,
FRESHMEN FROM AFRICA—
James Dennis (left) of Liberia,
West Africa, and William Wa-
nendeva (right) of Uganda,
British East Africa. both fresh-
men at ALT college, Gs rens-
g. area supervisor of the
rv with a placque from the citi- Washington, D. C.
ns of Oregon. He has been president of the
Robert H. MacRae, executive I International Society for the Sci-
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School Day Is No Dull
These Kids
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (INS) —
— Getting to school each morn•
ng Is a humdrum affair for mil-
ions of children — but not for
ice Negro students who attend
Little Rock Central high.
After having breakfast, the
hildren are driven by their par-
nts or friendly neighbors to the
ome of Mrs. I,. ('. '-Daisy'
hates, their integration "god'
mother," and leader of the Ar-
ansas conference of the N. A.
. C. P.
The nine usually are gathrred
t the Rates home by 8 a. m.
(CST,) 45 minutes before classes
begin at Central high.
At 8:30 a, m. an Army station
wagon and jeep driven by armed
soldiers of the 101st Airbrrne Di-
vision pulls up to the yellow-
brit k home.
Amid a mass of newsmen And
cameramen, the Negroes load
aboard the station wagon which
takes them to heavily-guarded
Central high. When school is
over at 3:30 in the afternoon,
the process is repeated in re-
verse,
tall11111111111111191111111111111111111111111111IIII111111111111011111111111111111111111111111(MIIIIIIIMMIUMMIMMI(11110(111111
born, N. C., are welcomed to
campus by coeds (from left)
June Williams, St, Augustine.
Fla., "Miss ALT:" Mildred
Gray, Henderson, N. C., and
Lucille Jones, Winston-Salem,
N. C. The two freshmen are
among. 12 students at the cnl.
lege who come from sieve' al
nations In the Alrican conti-
nent.
oma
OKNIULGEE, Okla. — (INS)
A teenage Negro boy entered pre-
viously all-white Freston High
school without incident while four
other Negro children failed to show
up at another Okmulgee county
school following a federal court
integration order.
The four Negro youths who fail-
ed to appear at Morris High school
south of Okinulgee, had been ex-
pected. School Superintendent I.
Broadhead said however, that they
probably would be enrolled during
the week,
At Preston, noth of Okmulgee,
high school superintendent Frank
Duke said that the ninth grade
Negro boy. Mark Simms, was en-
rolled without disturbance.
He had been attending St. An-
Hinny Parochial school in Okmul-
gee since the start of the fall
term.
The five Negro children were
ordered admitted to the previously
all-white schools ;under an integra-
tion order issued by U, S. District
Judge Eugene Rice Saturday at
Okmulgee.
However, Judge Rice delayed ac-
tion of court-ordered integration at
Preston's white elementary scnoola
requested by attorneys for t h e
NAACP.
Ile asked Preston School Dis-
trict Atty, Harland A. Carter to
submit findings of facts and rut.
ings within 20 -days on which to
base the decision on integration at
elementary schools.
.11.1tige Rice's ruling on the Mor-
ris suit came after attorneys for
the school board said Negroes
wonld he admitted. Parents earl-
ier complained their children were
barred from the school by school
officials.
Meantime, NAACP officials said
they would seek repeal of all seg-
regation features still on Okla.
home's statute books, including
transportation, at the 195e session
of the legislature.
Bits segregation has been elimi-
nated and most schools in the
state integrated under Oklahoma's
official policy of compliance with
the U. S. Supreme Court deseg-
regation order.
NAACP state youth advisor John
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School Crisis Spurs Donations To NAACP 
Checks Flood
National Office
NEW YORK — Since the start
of the school desegregation disor-
ders in several southern states ear-
lier this month, the NAACP na-
tional office has received a large
volume of contributions by mail,
the senders distress at the attacks
on school children and their guar-
diens in the South.
The situation in Little Rock, Ark
where National Guard troops were
sent by the governor to prevent
the entrance of Negro pupils into
the high school, drew the greatest
number of letters and checks.
One woman in Cincinnati, Ohio,
enclosed with her donation a My
of a letter she had sent to Eli-
zabeth Eekford of Little Rock.
"Dear Elizabeth," the letter be-
gan. was after a harrowing
day that I walked to the TV.
And then, Elizabeth, I saw YOU,
a 15-year-old girl, walk past a
shouting, jeering mob to enter a
school you had every right to ea-
ter. I saw you stopped by a Na-
tional Guardsman, his gun much
in evidence.
''How many of that ugly.faced
mob would have the same cour-
age? I will tell you, Elizabeth. Not
one of them. They only about, jeer
and raise fists to hide the fact
that they are cowards. By that
supreme act of courage you have
done something that no double-talk-
ing politician can do. You have
made the people of America take
Another letter, from a man in
Dover, Pa., declared: "The digni-
ty with which Elizabeth Eckford
and Dorothy Counts conducted
themselves in the face of savage
behavior in Little Rock and North
Carolina. .is a tribute to the ,
courage of your people.'
"You are fighting a tremendous
battle that wakes the compassion
of the world in these times." wrote
a woman in Iowa City, la.
A letter from Stamford. Conn.,
said: "I hope that this contribu-
tion will in some small way help
in your battle against the forces
of reaction and bigotry."
f "I am outraged and hurt overthe mistreatment of the Negro peo-
ple attempting to enter integrated
1 schools in he South," declared a
woman in Rego Park, N. Y, "t
am not a Negro, but would like
to support stove fine organization."
A large number of letters writ-
ten by New Yorkers asserted that
the writers %ere scandalized, dis-
gusted and horrified at the school
disorders in the South and that en-
closed contributions to be used to
better the situation.
Earlier, before the opening of
school, a letter and contribution
were received at NAACP head-
quarters in response to an article
published in Look magazine. T h e
article dealt with the Association's
work in the South, which is under
the direction of Mrs. Ruby Hurley,
southeast regional secretary.
The writer, a resident of Pacific
Grove, Calif., asserted: "For near-
ly 100 years Negroes have been
forced into third rate citizenship.
My generation must net continue
the mess left by our parents. I
sincerely think young Americans
—North and South — know full
well that inferiority exists only in
the small minds and small hearts
of those few who promote white
supremacy and persecute the N %-
ACP."
Also in August, a woman in Aus-
tin, Texas, sent a donation to the
NAACP with a message 'which de-
clared: "I am ashamed of the way
you are treated in my state.''
During the same month, an
American studying at American
College in Tarsus, Turkey, for-
warded a contribution to the As-
sociation. and the Madison (Wis.)
Interracial Friendship Club sent
a check The latter organization
enclosed a letter noting that thc
club's aim is "to learn more about
each others' culture' and ways.
and by visiting together erase big-
otry and prejudice and demon,
strate that there is only one race
--the human.
By JOHN Q. ROBINSON
MURTHYSBORO
' SP3-c Venter Watson of the '11.
S. Army and wife are visiting
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Noverty
Watson.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper of
Detroit are visiting relatives. ,
Mrs. Kizzie Cannon and guest,
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Cooper, mo-
tored to points in Illinois recently.
Mr. and Mrs. William Turn-
er and family of Chicago visited
here recently.
' Last rites for John Earl Doug-1
les, 54, a former resident here,
who died in Springfield, Ill., were
held Sunday, Sept. 22. Mr. Doug.
ha leaves two children. Mrs. Ear-
Tine Backstrum, Chicago and Bob-
by Dean of this city; two sisters,
Mrs. Eloise McIntire and Mrs. Ed-
ha Townsend and one brother,'





Rev. H. G. Lytle was in Ma-
comb to attend services at the
AIME Methodist church recently„
Mrs. Bill Boyd and son Dan'
ney left for St. Paul to enter the,
hospital for treatment.
Mr. James 51cGruder of Peoria,
Ills visited relatives and friends
in Macomb recently.
Miss Marjorie Brooks attended
Future Homemakers of America.
Section 9, Officer Training School.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Coleman and
son Rickey visited relatives in Pe-
oria.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles White and
granddaughter Angela visited in
Macomb Sunday.
Mrs. Rose Thierry left for De-
troit to visit her father, Mr. Wil-
liam Leatherwood.
Mr. Marshall Hudson was on a
business call in Champaign recent-
ly.
Mr. Walter Thorpe and Mrs. Wil-
liam Thorpe received their third
degree at Masonic Hall Sathrday.
Mrs. Minnie Clark. her daugh-
ter, Betty Zane Clark and h ar
mother, Mrs. Gussie Aker were




Mrs. Wusifred Gardener 59, died
at her home after being ill about
one year. Funeral was conducted
at the Morning Star Free Will
Baptist Church by the pastor, Rev.
W, Waters.
Mrs. Joseph Wilson of Indianapo-
lis was guest of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jessie Lawrence.
Mr. J. W. Fowler and his son,
Edward of Canton, Ohio were wet.
come guests of his former wife,




Now that the summer vacation
is over, the Phyllis Wheatley club
of the YWCA is meeting again.
The Club's purpose is to build a
fellowship of women and girls to,
grow in knowledge and lcve of!
God. Club officers for the newl
year are Blanche Cannon, presi-
dent, Mildred Teague; Loretta
Stinson, secretary; Jessie Hall,
treasurer and Gladys Hill, club
advisor Plans are in the making
for a fall style show to be held
Oct. 17. Jane Crowder is chair-
man of this event, On Sept. 1.1,
Mrs. D. E. Janette, Peoria Coun-
ty home advisor was guest speak-
er for the club. She spoke on
"Clothing for all occasions." As
she spoke she displayed pictures
of styles suitable for street wear.
Mopping. church, meeting, vaca-
tion, sport and evening wear. She
also demonstrated how accesor-
ies of a dressy outfit could be
changed to make it a casual wear.
This was the club's first program
enjoyed by all.
Rev. N. B. Russy of the St. Paul
Baptist church is conducting a two
weeks revival at the Pilgrim Bap-
tist church in Campaign, Ill. Rev.
R. W. Whitehead is the pastor.
Sunday afternoon, Sept. 29 is
Women's Day at the St. Paul Bap-
tist church. Miss Pearl Jefferson
is chairman; Mrs. N. B. Hussy,
mistress of ceremonies and t h e
guest speaker will be Mrs Alice
Taylor. We are quite proud of Mrs.
Alice Taylor who is a teaches- in
the Peoria public school system.
Mrs. Nellie Webster was gradu-
ated from the Dixon, III., school
of nursing as a practical nurse.
Peorians motoring to Dixon for
the graduation were Mr. and Mrs.
Dean Taylor. Mrs. Ruth Jacksou,
Mrs Augustine Todd, Mrs. Mau-
rice Johnson and Mr. Isiah Web-
ster.
A new member to the Allen Irv-
ing family is little Mr. Clinton
Thomas. born Sept. 3 at the Meth-
odist hospital. He has to welcome
him a six year old sister, Brenda
Joyce and a four year old brother,
William Allen. 
On the week end of September'
7, Mr. and Mrs. John Lowe and
children motored to Ch icago
where Mr. Lowe gave his niece
in marriage. After the wedding




Dr. John B. Eubanks. Head of
the Social Science Area at Jackson
State College. has returned to the
campus and resumed his work
Ike's Steel Ring Grips Little Rock
CURIOUS STUDENTS at Cen-
tral high school perch en a
balcony mad look down no
troops of tie Mist Airborne
division. About 350 soldiers
WPM on duly outside t h •
school, 3101 another two doom
insirle the building. ESP Sound-
photo
IIOS WAS THE SCENE mit- ad to rater school. Negro stai-
side Central high school of Lit- debts were escorted into the
de Reek as students approach
ILLINOIS
UNITY
By MRS. MONETT% E. VAUGHN
Funeral services for Mr. George
Washington Parin of Massillon,
Ohio, were held at the St. James
AME Church, Tuesday afternoon,
with the pastor. Rev. E. K.
Swanson, officiating. Mr. Parm, Mr. and Mrs. Thadeus A. Wool-
a former resident of R.I., Mounds, wine, visited in Ashville, N. C., re-
cently.
Mrs. Edna Collier, from Chica-
go, Ill., is here visiting her sis-
ters, Mrs. Winona Booker and Mrs.
Addie Bowers.
III., is the brother of Mrs. Adele
Sanders and Mrs. Oressia Mae
Perm, Levy.
The Appreciation Day Program
for Rev. E. K. Swanson. pastor
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHE.A
Miss Joyce Woolwine has gone
to Morristown, Tenn., to attend M
N&I college.
of the St. James AME church, . 
Mrs. Tinie Bradley spent sever-
Cross of Villa Ridge, Ill.. was the 
was quite a success. Mr. George
al weeks in Battle Creek. Mich ,
Iprincipal speaker. with her son, Mr. Claud Bradley,
Mr. Milton Vaughn who has jr., and 
family.
been working in Gars Indiana. isl Miss Elsie Wilson, spent several
spending a few days with his fans-, weeks in San Francisco, Calif.,
ily with her eon. Mr. Nathaniel Wil-
on Mr. Nathaniel Wilson 5t
A RING OF "FEEL is formed
around tie little Reek Case
Wel high school os Fedora!
A SERGEANT ef the KAM
Airborne Division, witch is
guarding emery Mei it Cow
school by leist Airborne troop.
era. All LNP Sosedphotee
ahe visited relatives.
Rev. and Mrs. W. R Williams, I
Mrs. N. R. Townes attended me
East Tennessee, and Virginia A.
M. E. Zion Conference in Green-
ville, Tenn., as representatives
from St. Paul AIME Zion church
recently. Mrs. M. C. Spurgeon at-
tended as president of the Confer-
ence District Missionary Societies.
Rev. J. F. Birchette attended the
National Baptist Convention, Inc.,
in Louisville, Ky,
Youth Day was observed at
Thankful Baptist church on Sept.
15. The afternoon service was
, ducted by Rev. George L. Smith,
I and choir of Hopkins Chapel AME
; Zion church of Ashville, N. C In
the evening a program was ren-
dered. Mr. Robert H. Franc+. of
Milligan College, was guest speak.
er.
The Langston High school foot-
ball team won over George Clemm
I high school of Greenville. Tenn.
:in a game layed here in Memorial
Stadium on the night of Sept. 19,
by a score of 19 to 0.
• •
are earth is a chemicat term
which is used to denote a group
----------been on the sick iist. of certain metals which occur In
after study at the University of Grand Coulee dam has three Mrs. Amanda James has return- i close assiciation in some rare
Chicago and Syracuse University. times the bulk of Boulder. 
 I
ed from Jacksonville, Fla., where minerals.
Mr, and Mrs. Clarence Wheat
returned to their home in Chicago graduated from San Francisco
Ill , after spending their vaca- State college.
lion here with Mr. and Mrs. Sid- Miss Wilhelmena Bundy h a s
nay Winston and daughter, Mrs. gone to Greensboro, N. C., to at-
Jennie V. Byrd, and other rela• tend Bennett college.
lives here. Mr. Samuel E. Dixon, from Les.
lie, W. Va., and Mrs. Alice
Garrison. from Detroi, MIcl.. vis.
Thoge on the sick list are:
Mrs. Carrie Winston, Mrs. Mary
Crossland. Mr, Robert Dickey, Mr. ited their sister, Mn. Roena
James McGinnis, and Mr. Munroe Nave here.
Berry. Mr. Robert W Harrington has
troopt take over from the Lit-
tle Rock police, the malaten•
wee al enter in lie Integra-
teal high school, nesters a N.--
Era spectator to move on. Foe
tie first time diming Use in-
TROOPS of the terlst Airborne
Division roll into position nut
side Central Mat school. Sot'
tins Issue. These troops age
%Mc the approach to t k •
school.
tegratIon crisis there were a
substantial member of Negroes
ao the scoot. INP
diers or the 101st are battle
tested veterans who Came le




The funeral of Mr.. Henry Nails,
age 51, was in session at the Union
Baptist church September 22. fps
survivors are a wife. Mrs. Bueana
Nails, two daughters and one son,
five sisters, three brothers and a
host of relatives and friends. Bish:
op Scott, of Georgia officiated.
The funeral of Dr. J. D. Driver,
age 24, was in session September
22 at the Mount Grove Baptist
church. His survivors are mother,
Mrs. Janie Driver, and one broth-
er. Rev. Joe Kelly, officiated. I
Mrs. S. Ward and grandchildren
have gone to Detroit Michigan,
In spend the winter with her chil-
dren. The West Morton ball tea :
played the Centerville. Ala., team
reSeptember 22, Scores 4 to 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtiss Ward, of
Cleveland, Ohio, were called here j
to the death of his mother, Mrs.'
Marion Ward.
Sunday school of the AME
church was called to order Sep-
tember 22, at 9 a.m, with the
Supt. Mr. Percy Black in charge.,
Subject of lesson: "Daniel Stand-
ing Fir min Crises." Daniel 5 1-5
vs. 5:12-18 vs. 522-28 vs. Lesson .
taught revived by S. T. Davis..
Arkansas
OSCEOLA
Joe Whiteside and Mrs. Ellen
Jones. Commander and President
of the Oscar Calhoun Post No. 449
and auxiliary unit, respectively,
Osceola. Arkansas, announced
that more than 150 children
and about 100 adults attended the
Constitution Week program, spon•
sored by the Post and Auxiliary
unit, held at the Rosenwald school
gym, on Monday night, September
23.
Miss Ruth Staten Massey, Post
Regent of the Arkansas DAR
worked faithfully with the com-
mittee in arranging and planning
the celebration.
The theme of the program was
an understanding and respect for
the constitution of the United
States of America. Music was fur.
nished by the Rosenwald School
Chorus. Boy Scouts of Troop No.
82 gave the 'Pledge to the Flag.'
C. T. Freeman. County agent in
charge of Negro work is the Scout
Master. Miss Faye Whitted, a
senior of Rosenwald recited the
Preamble to the Constitution.
The main address was delivered




By J. D. DEMPSEY
Cpl. and Mrs. Norris White ar
proud parents of a baby girl bee
recently at the Thompson Clinic.
Mother and baby are doing fine. 
TheNew Jerusalem Church of
God has closed a series of meet-
ings at Shady Grove church. Mrs.
Erei Newsome, missionary of Riv•
er Junction, Fla., and Rev. Sis-
ter Bertha Thompson of Tanabe
see did the preaching. One me
ber was adde&to the church. This
church is sponsored by Bishop R.
B. Hemmingway of Orlando.
Rev. Malichi MeSwain and wife,
Stable have returned home after
vacationing two weeks. They visit-
ed in Cincinnati, Detroit and Cana-
da.
Mrs. Bessie Love died at her
home in Wattertown, Fla. M r s.
Lillian Wright attended the tuner.
al.
Little Lynn V. Elkin, 303 of Mr.
and Mrs. V. Elkin is in Jackson
Hospital at Marianna.
Mrs. Stella Mathis,.widow of th
late Henry Mathis, is a patie
is the hospital in Pensacola.
Yours truly, accompanied b
Mrs. Erei Newsome of River Jun
lion, made an emergency trip t





Mrs. Mamie Martin, Shirley and
son spent the weekend in Den-
ton, Tea., visiting Mrs. Martin's
sister. Little Billie Mailin spent
the week end visiting his mother
in Waco.
• Dave Matthews and grand 4aug15-
ters left for Los Angeles recently.
Everyone wishes him a joyful va-
cation. In the absence of Mr. Mat-
thews, see Beatrice Fair for yo
Defender.




Several members of the various
Baptist churches have returned
home from the National Baptist
Convention which was held in Loa
Angeles. They reported a wonder-
ful meeting.
Rev. R. H. Anderson's sister,
Mrs. Emma Glover of Chicago,
was his recent guest.
Rev. Eugene Raid is back
home with his son. He has been in
Los Angeels for five months. Rev.
Bud visited New Jerusalem Bap-
tist church. Rev. Sanders is pas-
tor. We all enjoyed his teaching.
Mrs. U. V. Johnson has been i
but has recovered satisfactorily
Mrs. Bettie Martin is home wit
her bouncing baby girl.
Mr. Wysinger was accidentally
shot by his wife. He died a few
minutes after the sheeting.
Rev. Ed Jackson is home after
vacationing in Los Angeles.
Rev. Gilmore preached at the
M. E. church.
Mr. and Mrs. May find the De-
fender very enjoyable.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris and family
were called to Oklahoma to the
I funeral of her sister.
GEORGIA MeRAE
By Mrs. Viola Thomas
Four car loads of Shiloh mem-
bers visited Rockhill CME church
near Jacksonville, Ga., 'or home
coming. Rev. L. H. Pettigrew of
Scotland, Ga., preached a wond




By G. H. MONTGOMERY
Miss Dorothy lone Sfifith, 0. of.
825 8th ave., S. E., and a Cedar
Rapids resident of 36 years, died
September 18, at a local hospital.
She Was an employee for several
years of Mason cleaners here. She
vat born in Buxton, Iowa. Sur-
viving are four sisters, Mrs. Rob-
ert L. Brown, Mrs. Earl W. Carr,
Ernestine and Marjorie Smith,
all of Cedar Rapids, and two broth-
ers, Edward T., 'of Cedar Rapids
and Clarence C.. jr., of New York.
Services were held at the Beatty-
Beurle chapel, Sept. 21. Rev.
H. Copeland and Rev. E. J. Jol
son alkaline.
, Mrs. Susie Skinner was a re-
' cent visitor in the home of her
daughter and son-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Lenord Weems, • A daughter
was horn to the Weems. Sept. 1,
and a daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Marentia Sept. 19.
Mrs. Howard Bragg is visiting
her sisters in Durant, Miss,
Your Chicago Defender is de-
livered day or night. Phone EM
4-0452.
school, Blytheville, Arkansas. Mr.
Phillip Deer, County Judge, Mr.
Ben F. :Butler, Mayor and Mr.
Jas. Hyatt, local attorney appear-
ed briefly on the program. All
present expressed appreciation
to the Post and auxiliary unit for
bringing this inspiring and inform-
ative program to the community.
Bill Barabin is adjutant of the
I post.
Bunten tears usually einsist































































































































































































































or to /Red Vasitio n Mourn Boute7::;,:i.:irred on a
month.
SPEEDY HAWK — Stan McCain's speedsters who will
Jones, Maryland State half- be in the lineup when the
back, is one of the speedy Hawks face the Morgan State
backs an coach Yemen "WV" Bears it Baltimore.
IT HAPPENED
THE BIG QUESTION, which
perhaps will never be answered,
is why Ray Robinson, the first
fighter to win the welterweight
and middleweight championship,
allowed Carmen Basilio to win the
nod of both judges and become
the second man to win both titles?
The referee voted for Robinson.
Carmen must give up one of
his two world crowns. Most likely
he will hang on to his welterweight
championship providing Robinson
decides to retire. a thought almost
out of consideration for the reason
that Robinson made nothing out of
his title defense bout on Sept. 23
as Uncle Sam's revenue men step-
ped in with a lien that wiped out
"all of Robinson's profits".
Because of Robinson's threat
not to go on with the bout and the
rains of the afternoon, the gross
gate was $150,000 below expecta-
tions. Thus the International Box-
ing club lost money — something
like $100,000 which is no small
amount.
It is only natural that the IBC
Is anxious for a rematch and the '
fight to be held either in Chicago
of Miami. If at the Chicago sta-
dium it wouldn't draw any 5556,-
000 gross gate as the first encoun-
ter in Yankee stadium, New York.
And Chicagoans hardly will go for
a $50 top for ringside seats. In
New York, the Robinson - Basilio
scrap tops were $40 — just $15
more than was charged for the
Floyd Patterson vs Hurricane
Jackson encounter.
It has been rumored that Rob-
inson slowed up intentionally in
the last two rounds. Some reports
have it that George Gainford, vet-
eran trainer - manager - adviser
of Robinson's, told Ray before the
start of the 14th and 15th rounds
that he (Ray) was out in front and
to box and clinch. There are those
who have followed Robinson for
years. They admit that Robinson
does "his own thinking".
The majority of the newspaper
fight experts thought Basilio had
wen, although many said it was
close. Fight fans in attendance
were divided. Many thought the
worst Robinson should have gotten
was "a draw", Others were with
the referee. They could not under-
stand the verdict of the two
judges, nor could they fathom that
before the fight 24 out of 41 sport
writers "thought Basilio would I
win.
Basilio, before taking on Robin-
son, had engaged in 70 fights and
had never been knocked out. Ray
had 17 years of professional box- ,
ing experience. His biggest ring
mistake was thinking he could
whip Joey Maxim. The heat was
too much for him and he lost by
a TKO.
Why was the challenger, Car-
men, made the favorite in the
pre-fight betting? The prevailing,
odds the day before the fight .
was 7 to 5 and the day of the
fight, 6 to 5 with Robinson, the
champion. th eunderdog.
Did Robinson, knowing the re-
sult would he close, elect to play
safe and gamble on a rematch?
Or did he reallythink he was that
ftr in front that he was a sure
winner? He alone knows the an-
swer. The rest of us are second-
guessing.
Those who watched the fight on
television thought Robinson had
I won. However, they failed to care-
fully note that Basilio was the ag
grosser. Many thought the decis-
ion was "an outright steal". It
wasn't.
We talked to Johnny Coulon, for. squadmer world bantamweight cham-
pion, just before the flicker start,
ed. Robinson has always done
some of his training at Johnny's
gym on East &lid street, Chicago.
He would predict the outcome
but warned that age slows a fight-
er up, especially in his legs. "De.
pends how long his legs can hold
up," Johnny opined.
THhere have been many fights
in years gone by and there per.
haps will be many more in which
the fans totally disagree with the
ring officials. There have been
some disgraceful decisions and
some absolute steals.
Truthfully, no one can be blamed
for Robinson losing his world mid-
dleweight championship but Ray
Robinaon. He either couldn't re-
tain it or just allowed what hap-
pened to happen. Your guess is




NEW YORK — 'The Milwaukee
Braves, the first western team to
win the National league pennant
since the St. Louis Cardinals crash-
ed the gate in 1946, face the New
York Yankees here in Yankee sta-
dium, Wednesday and Thursday,
in the first two games of the 1957
world series.
The next three _games will he
played in Milwaukee, Oct. 5, 6, and
7. with the sixth game, if neces-
sary, at Yankee stadium
The Braves, making their first
appearance in a world seises since
moving from Boston in 1953, will
go into the series heavily on two
of their four tan stars — Hank
Aaron and Wes Covington. Bill
Bruton, regular guardian of cen-
terfield, will not play in the series
becauxe of an injury suffered last
July when he collided with Felix
Mantilla, the fourth tan star who
was holding down shortstop at that
time. -
Aaron has been the big gun in
the Braves attack all season, and
will probably be the big one in the
series. Although Aaron lost his Na-
tional league batting cham-
pionship to Stan Musial. he had
the runs-hatted-in title sewed up,
and was leading in home runs at
edition time, although he was clog-
ely•pursued by Ernie Banks, Chi-
cago Cubs' shortstop
It was the home run hitting of
Aaron that clinched the flag for
the Braves last week, Henry hit-
ting one in the 11th to break a
tie and give the Braves the vie-
tory over the St. Louis Cardinals.
Covington started the season
with the Braves, but was optioned
to Wichita early in the campaign.
lie was recalled last July, and
since that time has been one of
the power hitters on the club.
Mantilla, who proved a capable
substitute for Johnny Logan when
TALLAHASSEE — Florida ARM
university Rattlers' coach Jake
Gaither will turn his eye upon per
/fiction the next two weeks, it was
learned here after announcement
Of the cancelling of the North
Carolina college game.
FAME) was scheduled to open the
067 grid season here against the
Werth Carolina college Eagles, but
the game was cancelled by Coach
Herman Reddick of the Eagles.
Reddick told Gaither that t h e
North Caiolina college campus
was flu-ridden and the' team physi.
glen had advised him against fur-
ther contact.
nritiCHEDULE GAME
Roth mentors agreed to resched-
ule the game for Dec. 7 with the
site remaining at Tallahassee. The
FAkil) mentor said that lie was
highly disappointed about the, de-
cision but admitted that Reddick's
decision was just.
"We were ready physically," re-
vealed Jake, "but we would have
not been at our peak." Jake felt
that his team needed a lot of pol-
ishing before it reached the shape
Ice would like to have his players
in by the first game.
Well, he has one week before I
he plays the firat one and that's
against Fort Valley in Fort Valles-as,
Oct. 12. What will he be doing
by then? "Well," stated Gaither,
"we'll have a couple of game-like
scrimmages in order to evaluate
each player in an effort to fill
some of our gaps."
PLAYERS NEEDED GAME
Gaither feels that the boys need-
ed the game to get some game
experience. Most of the Rattlers'
opponents will have two or three
games of experience on them when
they play their first contest.
A gains-like scrimmage w a s
held Saturday morning. Gaither
advised his players not to let up
during the next two weeks.
"Well be a Poltilhed ball club
when we meet Fort Valley State,




GRAN1BLING, La, — The "Flu"
virus hit the Grambling squad
here this week infecting half of
the squad and causing the re-
scheduling of the Paul Quinn
game.
"Bo" Murray, halfback, is suf-
fering from pneumonia, and the
flu laid claim to the other mem-
bers of the team.
Wilbert Beggar, Stewart White,
Edgar Shoulders, Lem Coleman,
Earl Madison, Lawrence Sims,
Lester Hill, Leon Gafford, John
Aldridge, Bernard Dawson, Cap-
tain Joe Dixon, Woody Myles, Wil-
lie Garner, Ben Marshall, Leon
Simmons, Curtis Cotton, Leon
Conway, and George Glenn were
sent to the collgee infirmary by
trainer Dan Washington. Other
members were confined to dormi-
tory rooms.
Coach Eddie Robinson said all
able-bodied men would report to
Dr. Madison Foster, team physi-
cian, for influenza shots before
returning to practice.
The Paul Quinn game will be
played Saturday night, Oct. 5, in
the Braves' regular shortstop was
injured in mid-season, is a bril-
liant fielder. He may get into the
games as a substitute.
The Yanks will have Elston Ho-
ward, who joined the Yankees in
1555 after a successful year in 1954
with Toronto in the International
league where he hit .330. In the
1955 world series Howard slammed
a home run off Don Newcombe,
Dodger right - hander, In his first
time at bat. He played in seven
games, finishing with a batting av-
erage of .190.
Last year he played in one
game, collecting two hits in five
trips to the plate for an average
of .400.
Harry Simpson, former Cleve-
land outfielder, is the other tan
player with the Yanks. the New
York club obtaining him this year
in a trade with the Kansas City
Athletics. The Athletics obtained
him from Cleveland in 1955 and
the outfielder - first baseman fin-
ished the year with an average of
.200, the best in the majors since
he came up to the Indians in 1951.
Ernie Banks Heads
NAACP Campaign
Ernie Banks. Chicago Cubs
shortstop, will serve as general
chairman of the 1957 membership
campaign of the Chicago branch,
NAACP.
Willoughby Abner, president of
the Chicago NAACP announced
that Banks will make his first of-
ficial appearance at the mass rally
to kick-off the 20,000 membership
campaign on Sunday. Oct. 5 at
Metropolitan Community church.
FAMU-EagleGame RaY Loses
Cancelled By Flu Title In
15-Rounder
INSTRUCTOR — Marine Pfc.
Jona F. Harper of Phoenix,
Arts., gives instruction in
basketball to two of his Jap-
anese students at Inakuri,
Japan, where he's stationed.
The former Arizona Stte uni-
versity star has taught the
fundamentals of the game to
high school students and a
team, representing the Sanyo




(Second in series on ten play-
ers in pro football this year.
First of series appeared last
week.)
From the South side of Chicago.
the Cardinals will be challenging
the Giants, as they did last sea-
son. The mainstay will be 011ie
Matson, the outstanding runner in
pro football. 011ie will get soine of-
fensive help from veteran Da v e
Mann. Defensive luminaries for
the Cards include Dick (Ni g ht
Train) Lane, Jimmy Hill and
Woodley Lewis.
The 49ers are hoping that Joe
(let) Perry, one of football's big-
gest gainers, recovers trorn a leg
injury that hampered him la s t
fall and sidelined him in the ear-
ly exhibition season. Other tan 49-
era include rookie R. C. Owens,
former Idaho end: Charley Pow-
ell, a defensive end. and J. C.
Smith, a defensive haltback.
TANK STARTS NINTH
Veteran Tank Younger will be
around for his ninth year with the
Rime. The former Grambling star
is onetoughest players in
the 
Also on the Rams' roster is the
sneedy Bob Boyd, one of the fast-
est men in football. He is tained
as an end by Lamar Lundy, the
giant rookie from Purdue, who can
go both ways.











• a terrific runner
John joh5505 and also excels
as a defensive
player.
Besides Moore, Owens and Par-
ker, Gene Lipscomb, a gigantic de-
fensive tackle, and Jesse Thomas.
adroit defensive halfback, will pro-
bably makethe Baltimore Colts.
Clung, the former Florida A&M
star, and a good slot back in Jack
McClairen, a three-year veteran,
and graduate of Bethune-Co o k-
m an college.
The Steelers also have something
novel for pro football — a Negro
end coach, Lowell Perry. The for-
mer Michigan star, injured seri-
ously last year, will be assigned
to scouting in addition to helping
out with the ends. He hopes to
play again next season.
Only one team in the league is
lilywhite this season — George
Preston Marshall's Washington
Redskins. That is no longer news.
Peak's teammates likely will in-
clude Eddie Bell, the veteran de-
fensive halfback and one of the
surest taCklers in the league, and
David Rogers, a strong runner at
fallback with an excellent record
in service football.
GOOD SLOT RACK
The Pittsburgh Steelers. under
NEW YORK — The sand of time,
did not run out on Sugar Ray Rob-
inson in his fight with Carmen
Dinah) here last week, as was es
peeled. Instead, faith dealt
swaggering battler from Harlva.
a staggering blow, knecking trout
his brew the middleweight crown
he cherished so much.
As the winner on a disputed is
round decision, Belau) was
chief architect of Robinson's ur
feat. But he wasn't the only con.
tributes, by. any means. Two
judges, unpredictable Artie Aidala
and Bill Recht, gave Basilio the
fight on a round-by round basis,
dissenting with Referee Al Berl,
who favored Robinson.
ATTACHE RAY'S PURSE
Later in the night—ur perhaps
in the early morning hours—agents
Cof the Bureau of Internal Rive-
one stealthily delivered another
crushing blow to the already stun-
ned Robinson. They plastered a
$514,310 tax lien on Ray's total
purse of $485,250. The anticipatory
lien said that $497,435 represented
Lax for 1957, alone.
Earlier. in the ring, a Yankee
stadium crowd 38,000 fans had
cheered the 37-year-old ringmaster
throughout the gruelling bout, and
many of them, perhaps the ma-,
icrity, thought he deserved thel
dukes. Thousands others who view-
ed the action in some 174 movie
houses across the nation also vote
ed disapproval of the decision.
Many thought "Robinson was job-
bed."
Robinson fought a clever, delib-
erate fight, subjecting Basilio to
severe punishment but suffering
several unpleasant moments him-
self Predicted to fall victim to
a new coach, Buddy Parker, for- the craggy-faced, rough-and ready
merly of, the Lions, have a good iBanilio after the gotitlound , Rob-
offensive tackle in Willie Mc-, inson surprised everybody by
coming hack strong and almost
putting Car
However, an attemt to "coast"' 
Prairie Viewmen away in the 12th. 
Downs Jackson
legedly cost him the title.
throughout the 15th round,
STUNNED BY DECISION In Debut, 22-7
Robinson was stunned by the.
PRAIRIE VIEW, Texan — Thedecision, an astonishment which 
 
quickly turned into disgust. "They
gave it to hint," he said. "But I
have no squawks. That's the ver-
dict and I accept it without a
protest. However, I think I should,
get out of this business. What I.
really think doesn't count, especial-





DALLAS, Texas—A feud which
flares up annually in Houston
when Prairie View and Texas
Southern meet will erupt again
soon, but in a different location
— the State Fair Classic in Dal-
las, scheduled on Oct. 14.
That's why this 31-year•old
lassie is expected to draw the
largest attendance in years. Fol-
lowers of the two state institu-
tions are lining up now for this
greatest of all gridiron match be-
tween these top leaders in the
Southwestern Athletic confer.
cure.
In previous years, Prairie
View has met Wiley college on
all occasions except last year
when Tennessee State university





most serious fires la
none of them has of-
Friday the 13th of a
LITTLE MITE — Milton G.
Peters, star center of the A &
T Aggies from Greensboro. N.
C., is rated the team's out-
standing lineman. Just a mite
of a fellow, standipg 5-feet-9
and balancing the scales at
175 pounds. Peters Is a rare '
example of a "good" little
man. He's scheduled to start
for the Aggies in the opening
home season. Saturday, Oct.




HOUSTON, Tex.—Negro mem- allowed to play in llouston Public
bers of integrated Texas h i g tt School stadium this year.
school football teams will not be At least two cities, San Antonia
and Corpus Christi, which have Ne-
gro players on their high school
teams, have been asked to leave
Negro players at home when they
play in the llouston stadium.
According to Roy E. Dealy, as.
sistant director of extramural .ac•
tivities for the Houston schools,
the policy was adopted after sev-
eral principals expressed belief
that. football should continue on a
segregated basis along with
Houston schools.
Negro players participated fa
games last year without incident.
Corpus Christi schools have play-
ed twice this year at Houston with-
out their seven Negro players.
Chatter Allen, director for t h •
Corpus Christi school system, said
the agreement not to bring Negro
players was made at the time con-
tracts were signed this spring.
Allen said, however, that the
Corpus Christi coaches h a V •
agreed and the Houston school
board has been informed they
will "not play anymore unless they
can bring along all of our boys."
Allen would not give localities,
but he said the situation is the
same in other Texas cities which
have segregated schools,
No games are scheduled next
year between liouston and Corpus
Christie. long - standing rivals on
the football field.
lle perhaps referred to hip pre-
fight struggle with the promoters
for more television money and to'
his differences with his two form•
er managers, Ernie Brace and Joe
Glaser, both of whom are suing
for a percantage of his purse. Rob-
hie said he was getting out of
boxing because there is too much
intrigue involved.
Meanwhile, fans are speculating
on the return bout provided for
in the Robinson-Basilio light con-
test. Some feel that last week's
encounter was a buildup to a mil-
lion-dollar pate next tine around.'
Jim Norris, president ,if the
sponsoring International Boxing
club, also viewed the return en-
counter with a sharp eye, stating
that he would like to stage it in
Miami, Fla., or Chicago, in Feb- N. Y. Finale
Norris lias good reason for 
NEW YORK — (INS — Dusty Aggies Andplug
-Rhode, bounced a lazy grounder
ging the match. Robinson and
down to shortstop Dick Groat who .
BaSilii) drew a gross gate of $560,
whipped the hall to first for the L.Jnion Play
Panthers made an impressive de-
but here Saturday as they downed'
a tough Jackson Stale c011ege ele-
ven, 22-7, in their opening contest.
Stunned by a 91 yard return oil
the opening kickoff by Jackson's,
Maxcell Springs. the flu
Panthers fought from behind to.
score the win.
Halfback William Stell finally
o e Texans back in the hall
game in the second vaster when
he and Jimmy Herron combined
in a sustained attack that moved
the ball to the Jackson 14. Panth-
er quarterback James Rickett
passed to James White or the
nine and then found Stell for the
TD. Steil than booted the tying
extra point. Prairie View grew
steadily stronger and took over
complete charge of the game in
the third quarter as coach W. .1.
Nicks made tlFe of his entire squad.
ruary.
000, with extra money coming in
final out of the game.
Giants Drop
from television, radio and news, That was the la*. act in the lastl
York's own. The out gave the Pitts-
game the Giants will play as New'
burgh Pirates a 9 to I victory aturday
over the Giants who will call San
WIDE OPEN—Carmen Raailio
(right) moves in with defense
wide open in the third round
of hie -1-round bout with Su-
gar Ray Robinson, in Yankee
stadium, last Monday night.
Francisco home next year.
CROWD PURSUES
When the game ended. the Gi-
ants raced to the eenterfield club
house with most of the crowd of
11,906 in pursuit.
While the present edition of the
Giants, who have been in New
1 ork since 1883, changed into
street clothes, thousands of per.
sons gathered beneath the club-
house windows and chanted, "Stay
Team, Stay'"
Manager Bill Rigney, sitting In
the pilot's office for the last time,
said, "It's a very sad day."
"There were a lot of memories,
a lot of heartbreaks and a lot of
wonderful days here."
"There were a lot of memories,




and Mays gave Giant fans much
to cheer about down through the
years, there was tittle for Polo,
Grounds rooters to be happy about,
Sunday.
The Giants were limited to six
hits by Bob Friend as the Pirates
rapped Johnny Antonelli and lour
relievers for 17 hits.
reels. Robinson collected $218.250
of the gate, 512,826 from radio,
and a 1255,000 guarantee front
television.
Basil'n won a split decision Basilic, received $97,000 from the
over Robinson for the middle- gate reseipts. 5110,000 from tele-
weight crown, _ vision, and $3,700 from radio.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
football scrap, featuring arch riv-
als, the A & T Aggies and Virginia
Union university, shapes up as a
knock down and drag out season
opener for Greensboro this Satur-
day afternoon.
The Richmond Panthers, slready
mentioned as a team which bears
watching in the current CIAA
campaign, will enter the game
with the best chance of winning
in several years. With John Irv-
ing, the Lynchburg speedster.
several outstanding pass receivers
and several other outstanding
running backs. the Panthers may,
and should, give the Aggies Merit,
of trouble. At least that is ex.
peeled around the Greensboro
camp.
For the Aggiea, it be thal
first home appearance under the
new head coach, Bert Piggott, and
the record proves that the Aggies
are always pretty rough in the
initial home contest. They have
won the home openers for 13-years
in a row
All week long the Aggies hays
been sharpening up on new pass
patterns with the expectation of
going to the air from the begin-
ning of the contest. Piggott told
reporters that expected weaknes-
ses in the line have been improved
and his team will be in pretty
fair chaise for the contest.
The game is Fet Inc Memorial




The employes of Portia Style In- A senior at Bishop college has
Insurance co., was featured Union Protective; Elisha Melvin dustries, Inc: manufacturers and come into the second windfall of
speelter for the occasion which Hall, Universal; J. E.- Childers, wholesalers of men's and boy's his college Career. Virgil John-
was held at 11 Cm. The veteran North Carolina Mutual; John Rol-
Mrs E. M. Perry and Miss E. IL ad 
hats, caps. and gloves, are pur. son ofsurprisedLubbock.of a1 Ts t 
week 
ex., xw. k wast pleas-
of 40 years insurance background den. jr.,- North Carolina Mutual, ults were so vile and abscene 
chasing the corporation.
r Maddox that even newspaper men refused 
Henry R. Portia, a founder, is that he was to pick up a $425
that -`'it is not the land, it is the tive, president of Memphis Under Herman Stone, head' of the to repeat them. 
helping the 400 employes.. It 'is check this week.
man" who comprises the yard. writers asrociation. , Biology dept was granted leave Myth — "Only the riff-raff, 
called the H. R. P. corporation He received the check as the
stiek by which success is mea- to study toward a Ph. D. at Uni- hoodlums and trouble-makers
and is capitalized at • $500,000 in result of attending and register-
sucrd,. 
 are 
5,000 shares of stork. The First ing at the Paramount Theater in
Training and Incentive
Stressing further the meaning
mut importance of training, the
Insurance executive cited the
phenomenal economic rise of W
Germany in the past 10 years
stirring up trouble" Fact — While
National Bank is aiding in financ-
Citizens Councils and K K K
ing the venture. I would like to
branches are frefuently fed by so- 
see some of our Negro corpora-called intelligent and religious lions do likewise.
business and professional men, en- 'Ozzie Simmons, Pepsi Cola's spe-
couraged by state and national re- cial representative, does more than
, Alarshall last week. Mr. Johnson
was not present the night he won,
but was notified of his good for-
tune by friends. Thoush it seems
incredible, Mr. Johnson won $250
at the same theater during hispresentatives and even judges. the average person M a day's pro- freshman year. He says the santeas *exemplary,' of the results of Dr. D. F. Martinez, president of i  We have come to a pitiable state man who awarded him the money
Mr. Dumas,' a' graduate of How-
1 ard' university and University of
Pa. Wharton School of Commerce
and busness, and manager at
North Carolina Mutual since 1950,
received the instructor's citation
item having successfully taught a
iclass, a first experience for him.
Graduates 'Listed
achie vee fewc t. vbgk bgk cmfw
The men are: J. L. Gaston of
Atlanta Life; Stephen Edley.
of North Carolina Mutual; Lours
H. Young, Union Protective As-
surance; Oliver T. Westbrooks,
Union Protective Assurance•
Luckie C. Sharp, Universal Life;
Andrew L. Thompson, North
Carolina Mutual: Lenal Anderson.
14 TRI-STAT,R
,at., °die 3; /457
LUTC GRADUATES — First
graduates of city's Life Under-
I writers Training Council look
approvingly at instructor Ales-
antler P. Dumas, after he
awarded the group certifl-
cotes signifying completion of
the tiso-year course. The inen
I bade insurance history as they
became the first Negroes in
the city to complete such a
course. Mr. Dumas has an-
nounced that another course
will begin Oct. 15; classes are
held at the branch office, of
North Carolina Mutual. T he
men are, left to right, first
row: J. J. Gaston, Stephen
Edley, jr., Louis H. Young
Oliver T. Westbrooks, an d•
Luckle C. Sharp; second row,
same order: Andrew L.
Thompson, Lenal Anderson,
Elisha M. Hall, J. E. Childers,
John Bolden, jr. and Rufus
Jones. president of Memphis
Underwriters Assn.
Thirteen LUTC Grads !Fall Finds old
Faces And New
Mark First In City Degrees At Lane
List Friday was a' history-Mak-
ing, day for Memphis; life insur-
since businesses when 19 men. be-
came the first Negro' graduates
of the Life Underwriters Training
Council in the city.
These men were. presented cer-
tiCeateg.. signifying completion of
thts„roPrse by Alexander P. Du-
mas, LUTA instructor and North
Carolina Mutual Insurance dis-
trict manager, at the branch of-
fice, :571 Vance ave. All of the
graduates are members of the
Memphis Underwriters associa-
tion and represented various in-
surance companies in the city.
B: G. Olive, first vice-president
and' secretary of Universal Life
Other Peoples
BUSINES
by A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Foratorly Chicago Novo Chamber of Commorcol
No person who heard President
Eisenhower's talk to the nation
could question his sincerity or his
apparent determination to uphold
our constitution.
Of course, there was 'positive
proof of the latter as armed
forces marched into Little Rock.
I still feel that it was improper
for the President to receive a
governor who had defied the U. S.
Supreme Court, had created a state
of insurrection, ard at the tins
of the conference, was under sub-
peona to appear before the court.
It appears that President Eisen-
hower, in his desire to treat the
obstreperous state offieial and
placing confidence in his word,
lean«i over backwards to avoid
the step that he eventually haci
to take, •
GOVERNORS DEAL
In agreeing to confer with the
committee of five , southern gov-
ernors selected by the Southern
Governor's Conference to discuss
the withdrawal of federal troops
from Little Rock, it is hoped that
President Eisenhower recognizes
the 'fact that no southern governor
represents all of the citizens of
his state. • 
dent's secretary and from Gover-
nor Clement himself. I hope thou-
sands of letters of appreciation
will be sent to President Eisen-
hower.
In South Africa, segregationists,
encouraged by similar forces in
Little Rock, are gloatingly streng-
, thening their evel forces to fur-
ther mistreat native Africans.
And — to keep them from gain-
ing courage from other black peo-
ple around the world, a South Afri-
can special commission has re-
commended formation of a board
to prohibit "undesirable" publica-
tions.
The commission said most un-
desirable literature were American
comic books, paper backs and li-
terautre that could cause friction
between the Negro and white
races.
MAIL COPIES
Ebony is extremely popular
among South African Negroes and
liberal whites. The Cosmopolitan
Chamber proposes to mail copies
of "Chicago — City of Opportuni-
ty" to libraries and schools and
public officials throughout the
South and in foreign countries to
show what a civilized city can do. 
SERIOIN AFFAIR — Inter-
ested, sober faces show Dr.
Albert A. Thompson, Tenn.
State university's sociology
department head (right) that
freshman Bobbie Cain of Clin-
ton, Tenn. (left) and upper-
classman, James Crumanie
(center) of Tuscaloosa, Ala.
know college is a serious af-
fair. Bobbie Cain will be re-
membered as the central fig-
ure in the 1956 newsmaking
Clinton high s•hool situation.
Ile is attending the institu-
tion as recipient of a $1,009
present Negro citizens and they Delta' Devils Topplethe Illinois Junior Chamber of
do not represent white citizens
Robert G. Cudd, president ofSouthern governors do not re 
has high praise for
who approve integration. Most of
them have declared publicly their
opposition to the verdicts of the
Supreme Court regarding all
Police Officer James Creighton
and other officers of the Fifth Po-
lice District who recovered his car
stolen on a recent visit from Mon.
forms of discrimination and se. mouth, his home town. Cudd also
gregation. They also have ex- praises members of the South End
Jaycees, who cruised about the
civil 
preskd disagreement with the
rights city almost all night in their oil:
They have spouted words about
vale cars, trying to locate the sto-
"the right of all citizens to vote," 
len car.
but everyone knows that every 
More than 6,000 Chicago area
single southern governor will
food retailers have formed a coun-
cil
use
 to decide trading stamps and
other marketing issues. Called the
Allied Independent Food . Store
Council, Charles H. Bromann,' ex-
ecutive secretary of the Associa-
ted Food Retailers of Greater Chi- •
stroyed many myths. Note- the cago, is temporary chairman. Lucky Bishopfollowing: Myth — "When Ne- Bromann states that independent
groes become intelligent and clean food stores do an annual business
and do not use bad words, they in excess of $600,000,000 and stand College Lad
will be accepted by whites:" Fact united in any move concerning w • •
every trick, every subterfuge,
every method, legal and illegal, to
keep Negroes from: voting.
DESTROY MYTHS
The Little Rock episode has de.
Alcorn In 21-6 Win
ITTA BENA — The Missis,sippi
Vocational College Delta Devils
opened their 1957 season with a
21-6 win over a fighting Alcorn
college eleven on the Braves home
field.
The Devils waunted ground and
air attack emassed a total of 511
yards.
MVC scored in the opening min
uteS of the first quarter on a 17
yard pass from Quarterback Na-
trading stamps.
I xersity of Colo.. as holder of a
Danforth Foundation fellowship.
Mrs. Marie H. Penn was grant-To Speak For ed a sabbatical leave of one
month. Accompanied by her
Miss. Omegas . Western countries.daughter, he will tour •eight
Dr. Martinez
"training, and the drive to work Johnson Memorial Institute in ,
upwards to achieve a goal." He, Batesville Miss., will deliver the NAACadmonished the history-making memorial sermon for Iota Omi. '
stath toward success.
graduates to pursue a similar, (non chapter of Omega Psi Phi Lauds Ikefraternity on Sunday. Oct. 13. at
Arconding to instructor Dumas, 3:30 at Friendship AME church.
the 2-year course which meets Clarksdale, Miss.
once weekly is designed to give One of the important ceremonies . A
Sc-the student mastery over total in the fraternity's annual Pro- bearance. Many Negroes are mov-WASHINGTON — (ANPl—Clar- ing North. Not because of physical 
the two teams. Simmons is an a
needs of selling, taxation. ennui- gram, the Memorial Service will Once Mitchell, Washington Bureau fear, but because of economic 
t;,,e member of the Cosmopolitan
ties, estates, creation, and conger- pay tribute to founders: Dr. Ed- Chief of the NAACP this week told pressure. But Negro boys 'and 
Chamber.
vation as it pertains to the in- gar A. Love, Methodist Bishop:
Dr. Oscar J. Coopec: Dr. Frank !National Chapter of the American 
d f A h' L Wa group at a luncheon of the
— Coleman. professor of Physics at 'Jewish Congress that President
Howard and Dr. Ernest E. Just. Eisenhower was right to send
deceased, former professor of Zo- troops to Little licek so that Negro
ology at Howard. where the Ira- students could enter the school
ternity was founded.
Dr. B. H. Martin. or., is chair-
man of the !Memorial committee
and B. E. Boulon of Mississippi
Vocational college is basileus of
Iota omicron chapter.
Eleven- faculty members, who
either studied, traveled, or did
research, returned to Lane col-
lege to begin the 1957-58 school
term.
Those completing advanced de-
grees were Dr. N. V. McCul-
lough, chairman of the Division
of Humanities who received his
Ph. D. from Western Reserve
university and Mrs. Clara D.
Hewitt, who recievd her M. L. S.
from' 'Atlanta university.
Dr. J. 0. McShine, Modern
Foreign Languages dept. head
returned from Paris and London
where he revised his disserata-
tion in peering for publication.
Other faculty members who stu-
died this summer were: Mrs. F.
R. Porter, Mrs. Ira L. Shay, W.
E Jackson Mrs. P 11 Howard
—The ten boys and girls selected
for the Central High school sere
all straight-A students, in perfect
health who came from homes of
refinement and culture.
Fact (No. 2) — The language




Leath School PTA will kick off
the season's program with a Fam-
ily night on Wednesday. Oct. it
at 7:30 p.m. in the school eafeteri2.
Mrs. G. M. Bumpus will be the
principal speaker.
Mrs. Grace Carodine, Leath PTA
president, urges all parents and
friends It attend this meeting ,
Miss C. M. Heard is school prim:
dipa I .
LOA










!is. to do business with ue It
•• •ur prompt lei•nelly tery,r•
COO/141090 1111•1114•1•1 Isnel dise;re.
Is•te eau.
Or-e -r 71,resdiep •nel Fridor Nlght.
Hayes Heads Jr.
Civic League
Willie Hayes is nmcdy duel.
ed president of the Junior East.
Nlemphis Civic League.
Ile was elected when the trump
met in 3 mt ,essior. with , h
Senior Civic Leagee on Sem. 1mi
at the cafeteria of Lester Heinen
tory school.
Rev. A. Gladney: president of
Douglass Civic League installed
, Mr. liayes and other officers:
Mary Meeks, first vice president:
Wendell Coward. seernd viee
nresident: Barbara Riley, •,•-•crr-
tory: Eunice. Trotter. assistant
secretary: It. B. Jackson recorn•
ing secretary; ,Jeremiah ("ovine,.
chaplain: Bessie Meeks. alternate
Chtford Tovaiscial. ..e
sorter: Martha Wilson. alternio,
reportei Virgil Hayes. sera,-ant a:
arms: Rosie hint, assistant sir
aeant at arms, Mary '1'. Johns( n.
iiirliameniarian • and Helen W i I -
.on, treasurer.
.111 teeh acm iii the comintinits
Jillerested in becoming nc in Iii
are urged to meet with the group





554 SCOTT PH CL 2 1463
P Aide
roop Action
Mitchell said ''Senators and
Governors who opposed the Presi-
dent are worse than the mobs
which milled outside the school in
Little Rock. Congress at its next
session should extend civil rights
law to include al: civil rights."
Minister Visits College
BALTIMORE Md, The Hon, K.
A. Gbedemah. minister of finance
tor the new nation of Ghana, was
guest of honor at a luncheon at
Morgan State college here Mon
may,
- ---
ST. LOUIS — From its source
Iii its confluence with the Missis•
sippi. the NIssouri river is 2,945
miles long. Their combined leingth
exceeds any other river system.
if the decent, law-abiding towns-
folk cannot or will not curb the
activities of the hoodlum element.
NOT COWARDS teachers Gaines and Thompson,
Myth — "Southern Negroes are supervised 52 boys and girls at
cowards." Fact — Negroes the Chicago Bears — Cleveland
throughout the south are snowing Browns Football game at Soldiers
unusual courage as well as for. Field where they were guests of
girls are facing mobs and Negro, of South Si ws de Bank, sho him and
adults are facing all types of dan- Mrs. Weaver in Atlantic City hay-
ger daily with great fortitude. And ing the time of their lives.
they' are NOT running away TOO MUCH AT STARE
The Cosmopolitan Chamber of / is reported that Rev. J. H.
Commerce has congratulated the Jackson has expressed the hope
President for his positive action, that someday, perhaps soon, a
It has also complimented the may- southerner will be elected to the
or of Little Rock and offered Om-
ments to Governor Faubus and
Governor Clement. Acknowledge.
gram, Last week, as a school
teacher, Simmons. Mr. Brinkman,
principal of Forestville School; as-
sitant principal R. Briggs and.
presidency.
Editorially, a local daily says
that Gov. Orval Faubus of Arkan-
ments have come from the presi- ass "has set back for many, many
years the aspirations of southern-
CLARA COLLEGE era seeking the presidency." And;
ATLANTA — Claik Allege has says the editorial 'Failure of ,Col.
been selectad by Radio Corpora-
lion of America as one of 20 Anton--
can colleges and universities which'
will participate in an RCA seholat-
ship program designed to aid and
encourage prospective teachers of
science arid mathematics.
When braham Lincoln's family
moved to Indiana in 1816 they set-
tled in what is now Spencer county
PwDAISY
The BIGGEST Picture About the
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during his freshman year dui so
again this week. !
Asked how he explains h I s
linustial luck, Mr. Johnson replied
that he didn't know. But he sug-
gested that perhaps his attitude
toward the less fortunate might
have something to do with it. Said
Mr. Johnson: "I've often reached'
my hand into my pocket and have
given some poor, unfortunate kid
on the street my last money."
Asked what he plans to do with
his 8425, Mr. Johnson answered:
"Pay Uncle Sam his share. pay
a few personal debts, send some
heme, and bank a little."
tins (Florida) and other southern
, governors to deplore Faubus's
methods forthrightly and openly
even though not deploring his mo-
tives, have made them all sus-
, poet." No — we cannot tolerate
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thaniel McGinnis to end Lawson
Persley. The TO was set up by a
55 yard pass completion on the
first play from scrimmage by the
same combination. The extra point
was added by Stanley Hines, 240
lbs. guard who converted on three
attempts during the contest.
In the second quarter MVC scor-
ed on a sustained drive from their
39 yard line with Rudy Battle go-
ing in from 6 yards out.
The Alcorn Braves got in the
scoring column with the aid of two
penalities to the MVC one yard-
line. The try for point was block-
ed by Hines. At the half MVC led
14-6.
The second half was played in-
side Alcorn's 30 yard line, with
MVC in possession most of the
way. However, penalities nullified
three MVC scoring chances due
to violations.
The scoring was climaxed by a
12 yard TD pass from McGinnis
to halfback Riggins.
Final score MVC 21-Alcorn 6.
Outstanding linemen for the con-
test were Hines, Persley and Lane
for MVC, Mockabee Shields and
Alexander for Alcorn.
Pvt. Hubbard In
scholarship from the Educa-
tion Commission of Elks
Grand Lodge and will major
in sociology. One of six chil-
dren, he is son of Mr. and





Chances are you've always
4hought that, a first-aid kit would
be just the thing for your medi-
cine chest.
The Memphis-Shelby County
Safety Council is making it pos.
,sible for you to win that kit by
entering an easy safety contest
which ends at midnight, Oct. 8.
The contest is .being sponsors'
by the council in cooperation with
"Emergencies Don't Wait Week"
All you have to r do to enter this
Home Hazard Hunt is this:
HUNT HAZARDS
Find three dangerous conditions
a-round your house and correct
them.
List on a postcard the three has
ardous copditions you corrected.
Print your name and address on
the card and send it to:
Home Safety Contest; Box 1083;
Memphis, Tenn. ,
Everyone can enter as many en-
tries as they want.




The much-debated Beale st bus
route is paying off, says the Mean-
Cob. Training phis Transit Committee.
FORT CARSON, Colo. — Pvt.
Edward S. Hubbard, son. of Kr.
and Mrs. W. Z. Hubbard, 1842 Ed-
mundson ave., Memphis, is re-
ceiving eight weekS of basic com-
bat training with the 39th Infantry
Regiment at Fort Carson, Cob,
He is a 1957 graduate of the
University of Illinois and a mem-
Elmwood lines, operating on
Beale since Sept. 3 after several
weeks without service is report-
edly very successful said the
group in a routine report. .
This substantiates holding of
group led by Tri-State Bank
cashier Jesse H. Tiirner, that the
service was necessary and spear-
headed a move to have it restor-
ber of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity. ed.
mixes with anything ...
1101W
DARK EYES VODKA
100 PROOF DISTILLED FROM IDA GRAIN NEUTRAI
SPI /ITS • PRODUCT OF U S A • CLEAR SPRING'
INC CO clmsion of JAMES B. BEAM
CO. CLERMONT, KENTUCKY.
THIS IS THE MAN TO SEE FOR
QUICK CASH




Signature — Furciiure — Autco.- bile
Come In Or Call
HARLEM FNANC.'E CO.
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A daughter, Minnie Ann Pollard,
to Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Pollard of
274 Sanderson Alley.
A son, Willie B. Westbrook jr„
to Mr, and Mrs. Willie B. West-
brook of 606 Dorian.
, A son, W. H. Wilson, jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Wilson of 563 Lion
Cl.
, A daughter, Josie Ella Mackey.
to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Mackey of
238 S. Third.
• A daughter, Linda Ann Seymore,
to Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Seymore
of 123 Commercos
! A son, Ronald Ceznary Hemp-
, to Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Ramp-
of 610 Mississippi.
A son, Ronald Tyrone Taylor, t
to Mr. and Mrs. Clorzil Taylor
of 392 Abel.
A daughter, Bertha Ann Brown,
to Mr. and Mrs. Grady L. Brown,
Of 853 Lavon.
A daughter, Carden& Shaye
Wall, to Mr. and Mn. Willie B.
Wall of 1050 Tylley.
I A son, Jerry Butler, to Mr.
Ind Mrs. Graham Butler of 2979
Autumn
, A daughter, Carla Ann Spencer,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Spen-
cer of 1332 Orgill.
, A son, Michael Reshay Harris,
to Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Harris of
990 Poplar.
SEPT. 22, 1957
, A daughter, Robin Elaine John-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
Johnson of 1346 N. Bellevue.
A son, Harvey Lee Jackson, to
lair. and Mrs. Johnny L. Jack.
So of 2128 Shannon.A daughter, Eleanor Jones, to
Mr. and Mrs. Roshel Jones of 962
Baby Row.
A son, Barry James Griffin, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie J. Griffin of
544 A. Georgia.
A daughter, Lynda Mac Austin,
to Mr. and Mrs. Elker L. Austin
of 1633 Humber.
A daughter, Laverne Gentry, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Gentry of 437
Foote Park.
A son, Emmitt C. Jones Jr., to
Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt C. Jones of
2470 Cable.
A son, Joseph Let Jr., to lair.
and Mrs. Joseph Lee of 780 Dallas.
, A daughter, Wanda Fay Par-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher L.
Parson of 793 S. Dudley.
A daughter, Bathsheba Antoin-
ette Barham, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie B. Barnam of 2563 Houck.
A daughter, Carol Elaine Lewis,
to Mr. and Mrs. James H. Lewis
1494 Rogers.
T.Pi. 23, 1957
• A daughter, Connie Mae Cole-
man, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Coleman of 656 Roberson.
A son, James Wilson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hosie L. Wilson, of 3022
Crystal.
A daughter, Brenda Jewell Bar-
rett of 3170 Alta Rd.
A daughter, Belinda Yvonne
Jones, to Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Jones of 1341 S. Main.
A daughter, Rose Marie Bland,
to Mr. and Mrs. John C. Bland
Of 190 Looney.
A son, Minor Rudolph Williams,
to Mr. and Mrs. John J. William!
of 1,572 Pillow.
A daughter Gertrude Lovell,
Jackson, to Mr. and Mrs. Bertrue
B. Jackson of 1387 Gold.
A On, Maurice Robertson, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Robertson
of 854 Lehfoyne Mall.
A daughter, Linda Darnell Ma;
thews, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Matthews of 284 Essex.
A son, Steven Wayne Johnson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. John-
son of 1589 Minnie.
A son, Charles Edwards, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Edwards of 3227
Hornlake Rd.
SEPT. 24, 1957
Twin son and daughter, Calvin
and Carolyn Shorter, to Mr. and
Mrs. Stanley Shorter of 730 Gillis
A son, Sammie Lee Curry, to
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Curry of 1158
Grant.
A daughter, Cheryl Ann Ran.
dolph, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Randolph of 1039 Melrose.
A daughter, Mattie Mae Nor.
fleet, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Nor.
fleet of 206 Hernando.
A son, Ronald Karl Shelton, to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Shelton of 3068
A son, Stanley Warren Jones, to
Mr. and Mrs. Verna Jones of 8134
Highway 64.
A son, Ralph Winston Moore, to
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Moore of 397
S. Lauderdale.
A son, Willie Elton Robertson,
to Mr. and Mrs, Willie Robertson
of 2145 Lowell.




Vinegar is tart. Sour.
Every housewife knows that.
lijow can it help you stay sweet
and nice inside when you use it
dr your douche?
"Jae "Lysol" instead. "Lysol" is
just right for douching.
"Lysol" stops odor. Kills odor.
causing germs on contact.
Yet "Lysol" brand disinfectant
is mild. Can't hurt
you. Douche with it
regularly.
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of 2845 Airways.
A daughter, Mary Frances Nay-
lor, to Mr. and Mrs. Emma Nay-
lor of 2143 Soy all.
A sen, Bobby Lynn Towns, to
Mr. and Mrs. Sleyton Towns 01
1443 Waverly.
SEPT. 27, 1.147
A daughter, Debra Ann Green,
to Mr. and Mrs. Quistopher
Green of 882 Exchange.
A son, Michael Wayne Shen, to
Mr. and Mrs. George H. Shen of
2483 Winona.
A daughter, Linda Harris, to
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley L. Harris of
2707 Interprise.
A son, Willie Nelson Brewster
Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Brew-
ster of 130 Watkins.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Will
Holmes of 1021 Ayers.
A daughter, Sheila Denise Isom,
to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Isom of
2037 Wabash.
A daugnter, Doris Maxine Lyles,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lyles of
3030 Alta rd.
A daughter, Delorse Ann Madi-
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mad-
ison of 1343 Michigan.
A daughter, Grenda La Fay Fon-
dren, to Mr. and Mrs. George E.
ondren of 3150 Buster.
A daughter, Shilla Towanda Pat.
ton, to Mr. and Mrs. John B. Pat.
ton of 328 N. Manassas,
Try 6 Marines
Mr. and Mrs. Lester I
N. Montgomery.TiPler 
975 For Slaying
A daughter, Evangeline Han
mon, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L.
wh.
Harmon of 234 W. Utah.
A son, Jeffrey Lynn Buckles, to
Mr. and Mrs. Berldey Buckles of
1477 S. Montgomery.
A daughter, Deborah Ann Jenk-
ins, to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jenk-
ins, of 262 Kirk,
SEPT. 25, 1957
A daughter, Kasetta Denise
Drake, to Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Drake of 406 Hazelwood.
A son, Bryan Tyrone Smith, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Smith '
Pfc Willie Brown, jr., 24, Save-
of 2589 Midland. yard, Ky.; Cpl. Eddie Chestnut,
A daughter, Shirley Porter, to ' •
21 Walterboro, S, C. Pfc. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Porter Of 774 
Mover jr., 20, Oak Cty, N. C.;
Hobart. Pfc, Jim Williams jr., 19, Dayton,
Ohio and Pfc. Wilbur L. Jones, 23,
Raleigh. N. C..
Aceording to Marine sources, the
fatal beating for which the Ne-
groes are charged took place at
the Sukiran Base last Aug. 4,
shortly after the men returned
to the base from Liberty leave).
The Marine Corps refused to
advance any motive for the attack,
en, to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt 
and ruled out any thought that
Golden of 1891 Gooch rd. 
liquor was involved. But a Corps
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe 
spokesman, who was asked if ra•
A daughter, Ruth Anna Hart. to wbvasNei
cial tension was involved, said "it
W. Simmons of 692 loka.




of 1523 Willis rd.
A son, Willie Allen Mason Jr., wapseaWdhiates 
HaosrepsiutaltimotanthAedbrieeantinRg.
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie A. Mason Nokleby, 19, of Wells Co., N. D.
of 3530 Robertson Lane.
A daughter, Sandra Kay Jack- TChaerriolltoh,er22v,icEtilm wPaso,as Tex., who
son, to Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Jack- sustained only minor injuries.
son of 710 Glanker.
SEPT. 26, 1957 '
A son, James Charles Williams,
to Mr. and Mrs. Epher Williams
of 571 E Georgia.
A daughter, Rita Joyce Wadley,
to 31 r. and Mrs. Alfred Wadley of
813 LeMoyne pk.
A daughter, Debts Adams, to
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Adams of 1619
Warlord.
A daughter, Veronica Ann Al-
len, to Mr. and Mrs. James Allen
of 1247 Adelaide.
A daughter, Sharon Denise Arm•
strong, to Mr. and Mrs, William
G. Armstrong of 1964 Jefferson.
A son, Clyde Rapier, to Mr. and
Airs. Herman Rapier of 1423 El-
liston.
A son, Robert Clinton Adell Jr.,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Adell
of 1695 Fields.
A son, Timothy Lee Campbell,
to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Campbell
A daughter, Resell Aletha
Bridgmon, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben-
nie Bridgmon of 1899 Troy.
A daughter, Juanita Lewis, to
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Lewis of
1411 Austin.
A daughter, Christine Afewber.
17, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Newberry of 1400 Doris.
A daughter, Joyce Annette Gold-
ite Mate
MELROSE SPOTLIGHTS Miss
Ann Brown, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. William Brown of 790 Cella.
At Melrose, the junior student
participates a c v el y in the
Charmettes, Buzzer staff, and
Library staff.
NAHA, Okinawa — (ANP) — Six
Negro U. S. Marines who alleged-
ly beat to death a white fellow
Marine and injured another last
week went on trail before an
Army general court•martial
board. They are charged with
murder, conspiracy to murder and
conspiracy to assualt.
The accused men are Pfc. Rob-
ert Allen jr., 22, Nashville, Tenn.:
Maj. Gen. Francis M. McAlis-
ter, commander of the 3rd Marine
Division, ordered the court-martial
after a long investigation.
Urges Hiring On
Basis Of Merit
NEW YORK — (ANP) —
Dodger star Jackie Robinson chal-
lenged 1,500 personnel and indus-
trial executives to hire and pro-
mote minority workers on the bas-
is of merit, and said that indus-
try's failure to employ and train
them was "throwing a bean ball
at the individual and the nation as
a whole."
Robinson who joined the restau-
rant chain and coffee company six
months ago, spoke before the open-
ing session of the American Man-
agement association's fall person-
nel conference at the Hotel Stetter.
GLORIA LAMAR, a petite junior
at Melrose High School will be
the school's news reporter to the
Defender. According to Miss La.
mar, other officers of the junior
class at the school for the year
include William Jackson, vice
President; Marva Shoulders. asst..
secretary; Annie Bolton, secre-
tary, and Elizabeth Mitchell,
treasurer.
TRI - STATE 15
Sat., Oct. 5, 1957
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
HEADS JUNIOR CLASS — Aar-
risen Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harrison Sims of too Dallas, is
the newly elected president of Mel
Junior class at Melrose High
School. The young man is active
in campus affairs, is a member
of the Student Council and Zolo




KINGSTON, Jamaica — (ANP)
— Brutal and sometimes weird ini-
tiations at the Jamaica School of
Agriculture were revealed in an
exclusilve interview with the As-
sociated Negro Press Wednesday.
Senior students of the school are
said to be making certain ritualis-
tic marks by using razor blades
on sleeping junior students in the
dormitory at nights_ The marks
are said to be incised in the head
and other parts of the junior boys
whom second and third year stu-
dents call grubs.
The most recent blood-curdling
report of sorms of self-ontrived
inuation told how it had been car-
ried out on a studeniby the name
of Lewis. Relatives of the young-
sters told ANP that while Lewis
was sleeping one night in the dor-
mitory razor blades were used to
make certain marks on his scalp.
They also tied his "big toe" to
a part of the ceiling and removed
his cot from under him so that he
was hanging almost suspended by
his toe. He would have injured
his leg if he had not propped up
himself with his hands.
BEATEN UNCONSCIOUS
When the lad objected he was
beaten to a state of unconscious-
ness. When discovered Lewis was
rushed off to the hospital. It was
the first time that these types of
sly initiations were carried out by
senior boys of the school.
It had started away back when
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
Thls le her new offing at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after •
Imig time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay is her sow home.
Are yes Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yen lest faith he year husband, wife or sweetheart? Are MI
Is bad health? Are yen discouraged? It say of them are your
problems, eons' let MADAM BELL advise yes at *sec She
will read life to you lust as she would read as open book.
Tell you why your Job or business is sot a success. If you have
failed Is the rest come are MADAM BELL at one,.
jested in ffIghway 51 Sea* jest ever Missfeelppl State
LW, as the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she use to stay right aside the DeSete Motel. Be sum
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all limes. She sever bad is office M West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and got
off at Mato List sad walk 2 blacks and ate MADAM BILL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY It TOO LATI
SATISFACTION GUARANTIED OR NO CHARGE
Weirs 9 a.m. to t p.m.
Indio@ Daily, Open on {nadir"
I don't maks any Immo eels or answer say letters. Re sus
to look for the right rigs and the right same.
Mr. A. Powell was headmaster,
then it continued when Hugh Mil-
ler took over but, it grew worse
when Mr. Irving Johnson be-
came principal. The Lewis inci.
dent took place since Pet Gayle
became chief at the school.
Some years ago two student on
whom the senior boys attempted to
carry out the initiation, held up
the entire dormitory with two re-
volvers one night. The fathers of
the "Grubs" had heard about the
atrocity of senior students and the
newly enrolled.
They, therefore, armed their
sons with two revolvers and sent
them off to school. When the
school boys attempted to carry
out their sadistic practices, the
grubs drew their pistols and
threatened to blast down the class-
room. The matter was shrewly
hushed up by the School Authori.
ties.
It does not seem that any of the
headmasters of the school is ever
stern enough to put down this prac-
tice in the West Indies largest
School of Agriculture.
Parents are now wondering
whether they should avoid sending
their boys to the institution with.
out Government instituting Mimed.
I lately, an inquiry into the students
bad behavior and the reaction of
such by headmasters.
GO ON HUNGER STRIKE




KANSAS CITY, Kan. — (ANY')
—A Certificate of Authority grant.
ing the recently organized Cruse.
der Life Insurance company per.
mission to begin business in the
state of Kansas has been isued
by Frank Sullivan, State insurance
commisioner.
Home offices of the firm will be
hereIssuance of the certificate cli-
maxes an eight-month effort of the
12 organizers headed by James H.
Browne, president and founder,
who is also vice president of Doug.
lass State Bank.
Capital and surplus of smnoo
has been raised and the firm has
been examined by the State Insur-
ance Commission.
LOW-COST POLICY
According to President Browne,
"Crusader seeks to provide a
low-cost, hut high - protection pol-
icy for people of all races and all
ages up to 70 years." Browne was
district manager for the Atlanta
Life Insurance Company before or-
ganizing the new firm.
Other officers and directors of
Crusader Life are:
William H. Younge, vice - presl.
I dent and secretary; Isadore Gross,
treasurer: Robert P. Lyons, di-
rector of agencies; D. Leland Hot.
bert, medical director; George W,
Haley, attorney; James E. Am.
brook, publicity director; Coy D.
Gill, Dr. V. L. Dixon, Harold





a new finish which gives synthet-
ic fabrics and blends the absorb-
ency of cotton and the softness of
silk, was introduced last week by
Fabulized, Inc., with home offices
in Philadelphia.
John L. Fancourt, president of
Fabulized, Inc.. foresees in Fabu-
heed a new profit potential for
synthetic textile mills, manufactur-
ers and retailers on soft goods
Rents such as hosiery, girdles,
brassieres, slips, men's under-
wear, shirts, sleepwear, women's
blouses, lounge wear, dr e s s es,
sheets and piece goods made of
synthetic fabrics.
Be sure to check your freezer
at regular intervals — especially
if it is out-of-right — to he sure
it is still running, as a pulled plug
can mean a costly mistake.
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
dents took control of the institu-
tion and went on a hunger strike
because they wanted the matron
fired. Reports were that the ma-
tron had refused to bow to their
bullying. The students won out.
There are reports of very serious
injuries, some involving broken
limbs done to smaller boys at the
school. Very few expulsions are
on record for these offenses.
Because the initations havt
reached such frighting pro-
portions, Frank L. Spaulding a
city councilor proposes to take
the matter to the next session of
the council. He said he will move
suspension of standing orders to
report the various incidents at
the school and ask his colleagues
to join him in resolving that Gov-
ernment forthwith lead an inves-
tigation into the matter.
By CHARLENE I,. WARREN
Our community is again on the
go and in the limelight with plen-
ty of activities and entertainment
for the uplifting of our morale.
The intermittent rains that came
with hurricane "Carrie" have ceas-
ed. Clear skies and sunshine have
paved the .sicay for the activities
that are in our midst.
The Negro Division of the St.
Francis County Fair is now in
progress with exhibits and enter-
tainment galore. Highlight features
of the women's division are the
educational booths exhibited by
Home Demonstration Clubs of the
following communities: Nelson,
Stanley Grove, Hawkins, Madison,
Spring Creek and St. John. Last
night's entertainment included a'
rhythm, blues and fun stn.w by Ru-
fus Thomas and Nat D. Williams
of radio station INDIA of Memphis,
Tenn.
More shout the Fair next week.
• • •
ROUND AND ABOUT
Pfc. Joseph H. Gray a as d
James Lee, of the Naval Air Base,
Jacksonville, Fla., are visiting
their parents and friends, These
young men are enroute to the.
Santa Rena Air Base, Calif.
Wardell and Cordell Hare are
home. These young men have re.
cently been honorably discharged
from the Air Force.
Miss Larita Dean has returned
to Stillman College in Ala. Our
hest wishes are extended Larita as
this is her senior year.
Mrs. Veni T. Bond and her
niece, Mary F. Toussant, have
gone to Chicago for a visit with
relatives and friends. They will
attend the funeral of relatives of
Mrs. Rosetta North, a former For-
 rest Citian,
The Love and Hope Club spon-
sored a bus trip to the Trl-State
Fair. Mrs. M. M. McAllister is
president of the club.
PARTY FARE
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Cobb feted
their daughter, Sylvia, with a
Birthday Party on Mon. Sept. 23.
The jovial Jacks and Jilts enjoyed
an afternoon of activities that were
packed with fun. Hear tell there
weer plenty of eats too on hand for
MRS. E. H. GILLUM of 1653 Orr,
who taught school for about 10
years in Arkansas is one of the
original founders of the Douglass
high school band, now numbering
about 200 students. At the time
Mrs. Gillum and Prof. D. Sharp
instituted the organization, she re.
calls that only about 15 boys were
In the band. J. D. Springer is
present principal of Douglass,
the crowd. Among Sylvia's guest
were plenty of eat too on hand for
ingston, Chaney Jeffers, Charlotte
Harper, Freddie D. Cores, Los
Esther Thelmon, Patricia Gray,
Andrew Anderson, Ememy Baker,
Cecil and Isaac Warren and
James Clark.
SHUT-INS
A word of cheer for our shut-Ins.
"Think of the ills from which you
are exempt, nod it will aid you to
bear patiently those which now
you may suffer.". . .Cecil
Rev. R. J. Christmas is greatly
Improved after an illness of eight
weeks,
Mrs. T. N. Moorehead is stlil
convalescing at the John Gaston
recovery. Mr Cox is a patient at
the Kennedy V. A. Hospital, Meet.
phis.
SPORTS
On Saturday night, Sept. 23. the
Lincoln High School Tigers show-
ed the Horace Mann Bear Cate
(Little Rock) just how ferocious; a
tiger can be. A rain drenched
crowd of ardent fans (Forrest City
and Little Rock) %%ere on hand foe
the duel. Up until the third quar-
ter, the Tigers had gnawed all but
the bones of the Bear Cats, and
the Bear Cats were leading 12-12.
In bitter resentment, the Tigers
gnathed their teeth, put forth their
paws and "jetted" away for a TD
which tied the score 18-18. HOLD
IT! The PAT was good and the
Tigers were victorious 11-11 Q0
TIGERS.
Let us all journey with the Tiger,
when they meet Stuttgart in SW*




A million dollar building pro-
gram to provide for a girl's dor.
mitory, science and library build-
ing, administration and chapel
building and a warehouse and
drainage system has been approv-
ed by the state for Mississippi Vo-
cational college at Itta Sena.
Successful completion of this
building program will be a big aten
towards full accreditation of I h e
college.
President J. H. White pointed
out that construction has already
begun on the dormitory and drill
tests have been made for the oth-
er buildings,
The girl's dormitory is working
under an accelerated program for
completion by the winter quarter
to absorb freshmen enrollment.
Accent On Youth
Oct. 4 At Fair
School children will again leave
books behind and forget reading
and 'rithmetic woes as they ob-
serve their traditional holiday tot
the Tri-State Fair on Friday, Oct.
4.
"Youth Day" on the second day
of the fair will feature special
rates for the youngsters and
events especially geared to suiting
their fancy.
Says President Blair T. Hunt oi
.this 44th annual event, "it is Us
pected to be bigger and better tha
pected to be bigger and better
than ever."
Thursday Is Ark. day: 'Friday
Is Tenn, day when youth will be
In the limelight; Saturday is Mille.
Hospital, Memphis, Tenn. day, and the closing day Oct. 11.
Mr, Vernon E. Cox is much im• is dedicated to Memphis and Meet.
proved and well on the way to by County.
•






All we distill is Kentucky straight
bourbon.
We know that bourbon of the finest
quality requires choice grains. That's
all we use. We know it calls for the
greatest skill in distilling. The men
who guide the making of Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the indus-
try. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six full years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
to their peak of maturity.
And to safeguard the uniform qual-
ity of Ancient Age. we distill it at one
place only.. .at the Ancient Age dis-
tillery in Frankfort. Kentucky...the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothing has been spared to make
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all. We invite you to try it to
night. After one taste, you'll under.
stand why we can make the challenge:
'if you can find a better bourbon...
buy itl'
s





Sot., Oct. 5, 1957
*_ANY OF THOSE who need Fund agency for advice,guici.
'kelp in the Memphis coin- ance and job opportunities.
inity turn to the 1958 Torch Here Rev. J. A. McDaniel, of
the Memphis Urban League,
interviews a citizen seeking
assistance.
Shelby United Neighbors
Torch Fund Drive Begins
The 14 divisions of Shelby United
Neighbors, Inc., 1958 Torch Fund,
have taken to the field in the firsi
United Fund drive to be held in
Memphis and Shelby County.
J. Thurston Roach, president,
has announced this year's goal for
the combined Community Chest
agencies, American Red Cross,
USO, GoodieBows and Mile-0'.
Dimes as $1,816,348. The campaign,
which began Oct. 1, ends Nov. 7.





School of Dentistry has received a
grant of $34.500 from the National
Institute of Health, Bethesda, Md.
according to an announcement by
Dr. W. H. Allen, dean of the
school.
I A two year study will be made
to determine the relationship be-
tween dental caries and perioden-
tal diseases among Negro youths
living under urban and rural con.
ditions. Other information gained
from the dental examinations will
be of benefit to the entire dental
profession and may provide infor-
mation that can be used in the
future in the long search for pre-
vention of dental disorders.
Dr. Robert L. Weiss, of the U. S.
Public Health Service in Washing-
ton, D. C., who is consultant for
the product was in Nashville last
week, to assist in initiation an d
planning.
Meharry will conduct research '
to cover large numbers of Negro
youth. This will be the first such
massive study on Negroes.
Principal investigator for the re-
search is Dr. Eugenia Mobley Mc-
Ginnis, who is Associate Professor
of Dentistry, and is in charge of
Public Health Dentistry at Mehar-
ry Medical college.
Hampton Prof.
Heads N. T. A.
Henry L. Livas, AIA, Associate
Professor of Architecture a n d
Engineering at Hampton Institute,
Hampton, Va., was elected pres-
ident of the National Technical,
Association at the 29th annual con-
vention held at Howard university,
Washington, D. C., last month.
Mr. Livas received his B.S. in
Building Construction and En-
gineering at Hampton Institute in
1935, M. S. from Pennsylvania
State university in Architecture
and Engineering in 1945. He suc-
ceeds James C. Evans of Wash-
ington, D. C., as president of the
NTA.
Howard Tayloe, Advance Gifts; J:
Fenton Doss, business; Mrs. Wil.1
ham D. Galbreath, chairman, and
Mrs. James W. Jackson, co-chair.
man, Women's Division; W. Jeter
Eason, construction; Lewis K. Mc-
Kee, Cotton; William L. Myers
food and drugs; J W. Brakebill,
generalservice; A L.
government and educational; Eu-
gene J. Pidgeon, manufacturing.
Dr. John D. Hughs, medical: Dr.





The Sunday School Union No.
2 was held at Spring Hill Bap-
tist church Sept. 29. Louis Green
heads the union and Mrs. Martha
Spivey is secretary. Prof. D. C.
Johnson is pianist.
Prof. S. E. Moore and family
motored to New York to visit his
sister.
The Obion River Association
was held at Lexington, Tenn.
Sept. 24 and 25. Rev. E. G. Car
'roll, Mrs. Carroll, Prof. and Mrs.1
Nelson, Prof. and Mrs. Gillespie, /






band, the Crimson Pipers, will be
featured at the Morehouse - Tus-
kegee football game, Friday night,
Oct. 25, Memorial stadium, Co-
lumbus, Ga., and at the Tuskegee-
Alabama State game. Thanksgiv-
ing Day, Cramton Bowl, Mont-
gomery, Ala.
The Tuskegee Band is under the
direction of Melville C. Bryant.
Bishop Adds Professor
President M. K. Curry, jr., has
announced the addition c,f another
professor to the faculty at Bishop
college. He's Dr. Andre Gschaed•
ler of N. Y. Dr. H. C. Sun, Dear
of Bishop College, says Dr
Gschaedler will serve as Chair-
man of the Division of Social
Sciences and Protestor of History
and Political Science.
Born in Colmar, Alsace, Dr.
Gschaedler was awarded the Ph.
D, degree in Latin American His-
tory from Columbia university in
1953.
Birds exclusively American in- Of the 12 most serious fires in
elude the warbler, flycatcher, vir- the ciuntry, none of them has 0(
eo, tanager, oriile and the hum. curred on a Friday the 13th of a
Ming birds. month.
LARGE FREE PARKING LOT
Paul Piles Them High
And Sells Them Low
O'Brien, office buildings; and F.
J. Duggan, transportation and util-,
ities. Leonard J. Kerr is chairman
of the Shelby County division.
FIRST LUNCHEON
The first report luncheon of all
divisions will be held Wednesday,
Oct. 9; the second report luncheon,
Friday. Oct. 18; the third report
luncheon Tuesday. Oct. 29; and
the victory report luncheon,
Thursday. Nov. 7.
J. Thurston Roach, president, is
being assisted by John E. Brown,
campaign general chairman, and
Paul Borda, assistant chairman.
R. L. Hutchison is executive
rector of the United Fund.
This is the first year that Mein-
phis and Shelby County has had
a United Fund, combining the 28
Community Chest agencies, the
American Red Cress, USO, Gooci-
fellows and Mile-0'-Dimes. Each
individual is asked to pledge 40
minutes pay a month for 12
months.
A FRIENDLY GREETING to
strangers arriving in Mem-
DETROIT — (ANF) — The
swearing in of Judge Elvin Daven-
port as Recorders Court Judge
here Tuesday was quite an im-
pressive ceremony. This marks
the second time in Detroit's judi-
cial history that a Negro has been
so honored in the local Recorders
Court.
Judge Davenport who was just
recently elected Judge of the Com-
mon Pleas Court after having been
appointed by Gov. G. Mennen Wil-
liams to that post is now elevated
to the Recorders Court bench by
another appointment by Gov. Wit.
lams. Davenport moves up, leav-
ing a vacancy on the bench he
left. He fills a vacancy on the
Recorders bench caused by the
death of Judge 0. Z. Ide.
It was Governor Williams who
broke the ice in Negro appoint-
ments. A few years ago the late
Charles W. Jones, former prosecut-
ing attorney for Wayne County
was appointed to the Recorders
bench to fill a vacancy He served
well, but for only a few months
after which he ran for the office
in his own right, but was defeated.
The Court room of Judge Daven-
port was filled to overflowing with
outstanding citizens. Judges from






phis is given by the torch
fund agency of Shelby United
almost over run the place with
Governor Williams on hand to
see the job well done.
REV. L. E. PIERCE of Laura,
Miss., preslied over the first an.
mud sesion of the Ministerial Im-
provement Association of Mississ-
ippi. With an optimistic outlook
for the progres of the South, Rev.
Pierce will appeal to the minis-
ters to preach an everlasting gos-
pel of peace, goodwill and brother-
'hood.
Neighbors, Inc., supported by
the pledge you make. You are
asked to give a helping hand
during the campaign which
got underway Oct. 1.
Fall courses at the Vance Ave.
branch YWCA begin Oct 8 with
sessions in Public Speaking.
Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, jr., Wel.
testy college graduate, will be in-
structor. Cost of the entire course
is 93 and membership in the
YWCA.
The public speaking class is
scheduled for Tuesdays, Oct. 8, 15,
22, and 29, and will include prac-
tice in breath control, tone pronun-
ciation, and expression of thought.
It will further encourage the de-
velopment of good speech, attrac-
tive voice and confidence as a
speaker. Classes are held from 7
to 9 p.m.
SEWING CLASSES
Oct. 9 is opening class for those
wishing to learn basic sewing, cut-
ting, fitting, and finishing of gar
ments. Class will be held on Wed-
nesday nights for six seeks and
costs $2.50 in addition to member-
ship fee.
Mrs. Doris Bodden, clothing in-
structor at Melrose high school
will serve as instructor. Machines
will be furnished by the YWCA.
Interested persons in th e s e
classes may call the YWCA and
register a few days before the
classes begin. (Ja. 6-2340)
Other classes being offered In
I November and December include
! Cooking, Marriage Education,




HATTIESBURG, Miss. — (ANP)
— Two 18-year-old Negroes who
are accused of slugging a prison
guard and an attorney during an
escape from jail here have been
transferred to Parchman state pen-
itentiary.
At the time of their escape on
Sept. 10, the boys were being held
under sentence. They will be
brought back to the jail at Hatties-
burg later to stand trial for assault
and battery with intent to kill.
The jailer who was struck in the
escape is still in the hospital with
a fractured skull. The attorney
has been released.
Don't use messy 'cc cubes to
reduce swelling when your child
bumps himself. Substitute a small
bottle or jar that has been chill-
ed in the refrigerator.
The gin favorite of all the world:
Try it and see wity...GILBEY'S GIN
is the one gin distilled in 11 countries
and served 'round the world!
GliBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN. 70 PROOF. 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS, W.& A.
GILBEY, LTO., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO.:
HOSPITALIZATION POLICY
• On Sale October 1, 1951.
• Originated Particularly for the People of Memphis.
• Maximum Daily Room Rate Has Increased from $8 to $15.
• Maximum Surgical Benefits Have Doubled.
• Can Be Obtained with or without Surgical Benefits.
• Pays for 90 Days at FULL BENEFIT.
• Maximum Payable for Miscellaneous Expenses Has Doubled.
• Premiums as Low as Pennies a day.
COME BY - CALL WRITE
Mammoth Life & Accident Insurance Company
3861/2 Beale Avenue JAckson 5-7161 T. J. Marzette, Mgr.
Ask them to send a representative to assist you in scaling the NEW HOSPITALIZATION policy to fit your entire family's needs.
PLAY IT SMART! CALL NOW ! !
IT'S WORTH A MILLION IN PEACE OF MIND ! !
•
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